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ANATOMY OF APROTOCOL
How SDLC Directs Trame In Distributed 1e1works

OPTIMIZll& SOFTWARE FOR llTIOllL SEMI'S
SC/MP llD ELECTROllC ARRAYS' EA9002

Analog input... analog output.
Now they're bothjust this simple.

ANALOG
INPUT
memory reference instruction to access data. For example . one LOA instruction will acquire a channel of
information when used with the 8080A Alternatively ,
the units can be interfaced as an
1/0 port or on an interrupt basis.
Both the MP20 and MP21 have
resistor programmable input
ranges of ±10mV to ±5V full
scale allowing you to handle lowlevel signals directly. They provide 8-bit resolution and throughput accuracy better
than ±0.4% of full scale on the ±5V range .
With a price of just $140 (100 's). it just doesn 't make
sense to design your own analog input solution . For
complete details. write or call Burr-Brown , International
Airport Industrial Park, Tucson, Arizona 85734 . Phone
(602) 294-1431 .

Meet the 16-channel MP20 and MP21 Analog Input
Systems. They join our previously introduced MP10
and MP11 Analog Output Systems to give you a complete analog interface solution for your microprocessor
based designs.
Now , instead of designing a complete data acquisition system, you simply plug in one of these units as if it
were memory. That means big savings in design costs,
and faster product introduction too.
For 8080A and SC/MP and Z80 type microprocessors , you need our new MP20. And for 6800 , 650X and
F-8 types, our MP21. Both of these bus-compatible
Analog Input Microperipherals are self contained , requiring no external components.
Since these systems are treated as memory by your
CPU , software implementation is simple too. Just assign
one 8-bit memory location per channel, and use any

BURR - BROWN
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Leaders in
microcomputer 110.

See us at Electron,
Booth Nos. 2824 & 2826.

THJ\P-1208

FLOATING-POINT ARRAY PROCESSOR
HAS BROUGHT THE AGE OF ARRAY PROCESSING.
NEVER BEFORE HAS A PROCESSOR ACTUALLY DELIVERED SO MUCH POWER, SPEED, PRECISION,
RELIABILITY AND PROGRAMMING EASE.
• SIMULATION
• IMAGE PROCESSING
• GRAPHIC RESEARCH

•METEOROLOGY
•SIGNAL PROCESSING
... and MANY MORE

FAST: 167 nanosecond multiply/ add ... 2.7 millisecond 1024 FFT. Throughput 100 to 200 times
greater than most computers.
EASY PROGRAMMING: Over 95 routines callable
from FORTRAN. Its symbolic cross-assembler and
simulator/ debugger helps you create new routines.

FLOATING POINT
SYSTEMS,
INC.

CALL
TOLL
FREE
800·547 ·1445

P.O. Box 234B9 Portland. OR 97223 11000 SW. 11th, Beaverton. OR 97005
(503) 641-3151 . TLX: 360470 FLOATPOINT PTL
Cl RCLE 4

COMPATIBLE: Interfaced to all popular computers
and their operating systems. A flexible format con verter translates data to and from the host CPU.
And a high speed DMA port is available to use
with other peripherals.
CAPACITY: 167 or 333 nanosecond memories from
8K to 1 megaword.
PRECISION: 38-bit floating-point arithmetic, normalized and convergently rounded, produces
eight decimal digit accuracy, not just six.
RELIABLE: Goes where your CPU goes-computer
room, lab, or in the field. More than two years of
operation logged.
ECONOMY: Less than S40K delivers a complete
system. That's a small fraction of what you must
spend for comparable computing power.
Discover how the AP-1208 has brought The Age of
Array Processing . Hundreds are in use. Send for
our data pack and find out what the AP-1208 can
do for you.

r----------------------1
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Please send me additional information
Name
Title _ _ _ _ __
Company
Phone _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City
My Computer System is
DM77

State

ip _ __
My application is

Y.,.:lbef'1g you
top perlM•'"*· And tnnovdqn. And ~ a little
of the competition ln
fresh and
'~r" tUblle ways. Ditto our new TOI 1060 ynchro-

1'•'*'

noua Tape Transport.
When you're a Johnny.Come-Lately with a
product line
Wedldl

you"'* ID' harder.

came Secretariat. Refinements count a lot, regardless of the track. Check out the TOI 1050.
It'll change your Ideas about what a tape tran
port can do.
The best job yet at less cost. Why not cllp and
mall our coupon and let us prove It.
T~Detalno.

4901 Morena Blvd., lulte 407
San Diego, c.lltorna.12117
Telephone (714) 27WllO

up 1RJ!!. drlvea without the
power source.
Not only la the TDI 1050 I
but Its built-in micropr·OC4•)1'
your operating ooata. lt8 attr:actt
other appealing pl

Mr. Peter A. Gllbody, Vice President, Tanctbera Data Inc.
4901 Marena Blvd., Suite 407, San Diego, CA 92117
I'd Uk• to lcftoWmore about the NEW TOI 1050 Synchronoua - - ~
from Tenclberg Data. Please send me the TDt 1050 datll lheetCJand
Tandberg engineer give me a call to dlle\MI my nMde O

Name

Position _ ___..._

COm~~ -----------~~
A~rel8 ------------~!ii'£"!~~:~1r
_.,.,,

etty _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ Zip _

Phone·-~--------~~~

Intel's SBCB0/10 Single Board
Computer and Card Cage

iCOM PP80 SBCIMDS

PROM Pr~ MemQrY

Ezplmct.r-Prapms .270411nd
2108 EPROMs H111 sockets for up
to 81' lflidltirmal PROM.
Occll¢n ori«.slot in SBC cord
. . W~11ndt lallec
M~ft»
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DIGITAL DESIGN is circulated only
to qualified research, development
and design engineers in all branches
of industry, government institutions
and universities . To obtain a complimentary subscription, request (on
company letterhead) a qualification
card from Circulation Director. For
change of address : attach old address
label from recent issue to new company letterhead or note telling us
what your old address was ; send this
plus request for new qualification
card to:

You can now replace ten-bit A/D and D/A converters
plus a digital filter module with a single integrated circuit.
Our standard product line already includes devices for
audio and video delays, time-base correctors, transversal
and real time adaptive filters, convolvers and correlators,
and could well be the answer to many of your analog
signal processing needs.
Our SAD-1024 is the industry standard in audio and
musical effects; our TAD-32, tapped analog delay, is one
of the hottest tools in sophisticated circuit design. We
have built mask programmed chirp, linear phase, low pass
and band pass filters which are the equivalent of a 14 pole
filter in a single DIP.
If this doesn't do it, we can put your 19-inch rack into a
DIP or two. Just remember, it is cheaper to quantize only
in time than in time and amplitude . . . and we know how to
do it. We have the tools from "old fashioned" silicon gate
MOS to the latest n-channel BBD and CCD technologies.

AID
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ANALOG
INPUT
I.

DIGITAL
FILTER

D/A
CONY

....

ANALOG
OUTPUT
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exercise all possible care in handling
them . Send all editorial correspondence to :
Editor
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167 Corey Road
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You want to record your message verbatim- word for
word - whether it's bits, bytes or "Dear Folks" translated into word processor language.
•
Our objective in manufacturing recording media for
the electronics industry - digital tape cassettes, floppy
disks, mag cards, computer cartridges- is to give you the finest,
the best, the most dependable, the most cost-effective.
That means rugged, long-lived, abrasion-resistant recording media
with superior magnetic qualities. If we made tires, they'd be steelbelted radials.
We delivered our first digital grade certified tape cassettes back in
the beginning, 1969. We made the first commercial 3740-compatible floppy disks that didn't bear IBM's name. And the first
Flippy® reversible flexible disks with anyone's name on them. The
first mini data cassette is ours. And we've got the newest miniature flexible disk, the MD 525.

Now, Verbatim media. It's a new formulation of ferric
oxides, an advanced macromolecular binder system
to adhere it to the tough polyester film, and a process .control system that deman~s o.ver 200 separate
. . quality checks before the material ts cut, packaged,
and certtf1ed to be 100% error-free.
The final quality check? "Make it pretty! " Our production people
tell us that magnetic recording media is one of the rare instances in
manufacturing where aesthetic appearance translates directly into
final product quality. It has to look beautiful to work beautifully.
We have the formulas, the machines, the technology to make high
quality recording media. But it takes the best people in the industry to deliver Verbatim disks, cards, cartridges and cassettes.
You'll find them here. Write or call for our new monograph,
"Data and Word Storage Media'. ' Phone (408) 245-4400. T\VX
910-339-9381. 323 Soquel Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

fileSS!lOe
quali"':ety.
IS

Information Terminals Co!f.ir.

GAcountsin
•
•
tn1crocotnput1ng.
There's not a machine that can touch G/\s 220.
Not from DEC, Data General, or anywhere else.
1. The only µC with COBOL,

6. The fastest µC: LDR/STR
(indexed) 2.6 µs.

FORTRAN and in-depth
software support.

7. The only µC with parity
built-in: hardware test, verification,

2. The only µC with a full file
management system.

fault isolation, plus write protect.

3. The only µC to offer OEMs
a wide choice ofoperating
systems: like FSOS, DBOS,

8. The only µC with a back-up
power supply built-in:
protects semiconductor memory
from power failures.

RTX,RTOS.

4. The broadest µC instruction
repertoire: speeds program
development, conserves memory,
accelerates execution.

9. The only µC with boardlevel operator controls,
switches and displays:
in a microconsole.

S. The only µC that can handle
big disks: I/O rate is 2. 0 mB/

10. The only µC with over 100
field-proven 1/0 controllers.

second.

r----------------,

IEIEllL

D Rush me full details on GA-16/ 220 µC
capabilities.

1111111111

D Contact me for immediate requirements.

A big break for OEMs: family compatibility, throughout General
Automation's extensive micro/mini
line, gives GA-16/220 instant access
to multiple batch and real-time
ting systems, and to software
helf.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Title_ __ _ _ _ __
Phon<----- -- - Ext _
Clip coupon to company letterhead and
send to General Automation, 1055 South
East Street, Anaheim, CA 92803. Or call
(714 ) 778-4800.

L---------------!J

See us at the Computer Caravan.
CIRCLE 9

CRT omission

• In reading your article "Raising CRTTerminal IQ s" (September) I was very
disappointed to see that you did not
include Evans & Sutherland as one of
the manufacturers of CRT terminals.
Our computer graphics system,
Picture System 2, presents dynamically
moving pictures of two- or three-dimensional objects ...

IF you need to know how to:
• service Interrupts

TEDNAANES
Marketing Support Specialist
Evans & Sutherland Computer Corp.
Salt Lake City, UT

• do multi-precision
arithmetic
• convert number bases

dangerous advice?

• handle arrays and tables
• control complex
peripherals
• use the stack pointer
• debug your programs

THEN ...

Messrs. Weller, Shatzel and Nice have
created the book you've been looking for. In eighteen
chapters and more than 1 00 example programs, this book
details the techniques of assembly language programming for
the 8080 based systems. Written by experienced application
programmers for people who have to get results from microcomputer systems, Practical Microcomputer Programming:
The Intel 8080 shows you exactly how to do all of the things
above, plus many, many more basic assembly language
tasks. It contains the full source text of a minicomputer cross
assembler, plus a conversational debug for 8080 systems.
Rapidly becoming the standard book on 8080 programming,
this book will save you hundreds of hours reinventing the
techniques it discusses.
Northern Technology Books

-- -- --------- ------ ---Box 62, Evanston, Illinois 60204

I
I

I
II

I
I
I

Northern Technology Books
Box 62, Evanston, Illinois 60204

Please send my copy of Practical Microcomputer Programming:
The Intel 8080 at $21 .95.
O check enclosed
O money order enclosed
Illinois residents add $1 .1O state sales tax. No C.0.0. please

II
I
I

I
I

Foreign orders add Air Mail postage if desired- Wt. 1 lb. 12 oz. (.8 kg)
Please type or print

I

I

Name

I

I

Company

I

Address

I

City

State

Zip

I
I
I

~------------------J
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•Although it is nice to see some assembly-language coding techniques in print
("How to Optimize Timing and Memory
Usage ," November) I found much of
the advice given to be rather dangerous
in the light of modern programming
practice. Many of the tips involve
saving a single byte here and there ,
when in fact long experience has shown
that it is far better to buy a little extra
program memory and to code in a
straightforward and obvious way. I
would venture to say this is even true
for very small microprocessor systems,
expecially as programming (and debugging) costs continue to increase and
memory costs decline.
A particularly striking example appeared in the 6800 SWI dispatch routine (page 67), in which the restriction
was made that a subroutine call must
not be just below a page boundary. Because the location of a subroutine is
not usually exactly known until after
assembly, how is one to enforce this
restriction? By manually blocking the
code into pages (a giant step into the
stone age)? By checking the assembly
by hand and adding NOPs if needed?
By a conditionally assembled NOP before each call (if your assembler has
this capability)? How long before an
error slips by? And all this to avoid a
mere 4 bytes of code in a single-copy
routine , and to save typically 4 microseconds in a routine that already takes
56 (counting the SWI). Even if you
get it right the first time, the booby
trap has been planted for future pro-

grammers who augment or modify the
code.
If the last decade of programming
experience has taught us anything, it
has certainly taught us to avoid this
kind of cute trick to save a few bytes.
The extra ROM you buy will pay for
itself many times over in the long run.
LAWRENCEJ.KRAKAUER
Senior Member Technical Staff
Codex Corp.
Newton, MA

--LA-180You Install
Delivery

48Hours
from the time you call!

Just $2,750.00. Quantity one.
Controller, cables & installation available.

-LA-180We Install
Complete

21Days

from the day you cal I!
Purchase, Lease, Short term rental
Installed complete. Includes controller,
cables & check-out on your system.

Call Now!

(203) 327-9210

The largest selection of 100-1000LPM line printers in the world.

Digital Associates Corporation
1039 East Main St., Stamford , Ct. 06902

•Terry Dollhoff replies: I agree with
Mr. Krakauer in principle, but alas not
in practical application. First, the series is intended to include something
for all micro programmers; its three
highlights are algorithms, timesaving
techniques and memory-saving techniques. His comment that programming experience has taught us to avoid
time and memory optimization and to
buy extra memory is wrong. For example, at Acuity we have developed a
complicated laser signal processing device that uses the TI 9900. We use almost 100 percent of the processing capability of the machine, and without
many of the timesaving tricks indicated
in this series we could not have built
the device. Currently, our processor has
only one or two percent of its capability left; if we ignored timesaving tricks
we would have gone into the red.
Saving memory is easier to justify.
In 1980, a major auto manufacturer
will include a microprocessor under the
hood of one of its models. An extra
memory at $5 would mean millions of
dollars in total cost increase. But the
added cost isn 't the only problem.
There are many microprocessor applications that require minimum power consumption because they must operate
for long periods on battery power. An
extra ROM means extra power - maybe
a 30 percent increase for small systems.
As I said, I agree in principle, but
the need for programming tricks still
exists. But don't use them unless you
need them. The golden rule is: if you
don't need it, don't save it. In the laser
application we do not use any tricks to
save memory because we have plenty
available. We don't have time, so we
save it.

kudos for µP software article
• Dollhoff's "µP Software" article (November) was excellent!
DAVID VAIL
Design Engineer
Collins Radio
Cedar Rapids , IA
CIRCLE 12
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743 KSR terminal ... st,395.
Uncompromising Silent 700 quality. ..
at an unprecedented price. .
The new Silent 700®Model 743
KSR data terminal is the lowest priced 30-cps printer terminal available today. And,
true to its heritage, it combines all the popular Silent 700
performance features ... speed,
reliability and quietness.
In fact, its speed and reliability are enhanced. Now there's
true 30-cps throughput, because
incoming data is buffered. Reliability is improved because its
microprocessor logic means
fewer circuit boards and components. This application of
the latest design technology
not only adds up to enhanced
reliability but reduces size
and weight as well.

As for quietness, the 743
KSR is virtually silent, as its
name implies. Its non-impact
electronic printing eliminates
the disturbing noise associated with conventional impact
printers.
At $1395* quantity one, the
743 KSR is another TI price/
performance value leader ...
whatever your application:
console 110 for software development, keyboard terminal for
inquiry response, data entry,
interactive remote computing, or a message network terminal.
OEM prices go below $1000*
in large quantities; and attractive lease rates also are avail-

INSTR

able. All Silent 700 terminals
are backed by Tl's comprehensive worldwide maintenance
and support services.
For more information on the
743 KSR and other Silent 700
terminals, contact the nearest
TI office listed below or contact Texas Instruments Incorporated, Digital Systems Division, P.O. Box 1444, Houston,
Texas 77001. Or, phone Terminal Marketing at ~
(713) 494-5115,
·n
extension 2126.
UI
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

•U.S. Domestic Prices

NIS.

See Texas Instruments products at Interface '77 and Computer Caravan.

Arlinaton, VA (703) 527-2800 • Atlanta, GA (404) 458-7791 • Boston, MA (617) 890·7400 • Charlotte, NC (704) 333-1519 • Chicago, IL (31 2) 671-0300 • C~rk , NJ (201) 574·9800 • Cleveland, OH (216) 464-2990 • Cosla
Mesa, CA (714) 540-7311 • Dallas, TX (214) 238·5318 • Dayton, OH (513) 253-6128 • Denver, CO (303) 751-1780 • Detroit. Ml (313) 353-0830 • El Segundo, CA (213) 973-257t • Ft. Lauderdale , FL (305) 733-3300 •
Hamden, CT (203) 281 -0074 • Houston, TX (713) 494-5115 • lndeptndence, MO (8t6) 836·2676 • lndianapoli~ IN (317) 248-8555 • Memphis, TN (901) 396-2410 • Milwaukee, WI (414) 475-t690 • Minneapolis, MN (612)
835-5711 •Mobile, AL (205) 471 -1435 ·New Yori<, NY (212) 682-1690 • Orlando, fl (305) 644-3535 • Phttadelphia, PA (215) 628-3434 • Phoenix, AZ (602) 249-1313 • Pittsburgh, PA (412) 771 -8550 • Rochester, NY (716)
461-1800 • San Antonio, TX (512) 828-9101 • San Francisco, CA (415) 392-0229 • Seattle, WA (206) 455-1711 • St. Louis, MO (314) 569·0801 • Sunnyva~ . CA (408) 732-1840 • Amste~een , Holand 020/473 391 • Bedford,
England 0234·67466 • Brussels, Belgium 733.96.24 • Cheshire, Enaland 061-442-8448 • Coptnhagen, Denmark 01 / 91.74.00 • Essen, Ge<many 0201 120916 • Frankfurt, Ge<many 0611 /39/90/61 • freisinL Germany 08161 / 801
• Helsinki, Finland 90-408 300 • Madrid, Spain 675 2162 • Milan, Italy 02.688·8051 • Montreal, Canada (514) 341-5224 • Munich, Germany 089/ 32.50.11 • Nice, France (93) 20.01.01 • Osaka, Japan 06-304-9300 • Oslo,
Norway 02·68.94.87 •Ottawa, Canada (613) 233-1177 • Paris, France (I) 630·2343 • Rome, Italy 839.4792 • S~ugh, England 0753-33411 • Stockholm, Sweden 08 / 235480 ·Sydney, Australia 831 ·2555 • Tokyo, Japan (03)
402-6181 •Toronto, Canada (416) 889-7373 ·Vancouver, Canada (604) 689-8017.
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Microprocessor based voice synthesizer
put speech at its user's fingertips
At t he to uch of its verbally handicapped
master's fingers , a recently introduced
artificial voice system outputs statemen ts formed from a stored vocabulary
of over 400 words, p hrases, letters , prefixes and suffixes. Intended for use by
persons with perceptual difficulties as
well as by mentally retarded and other
handicapped individuals, the microprocessor based system can interface
with several types of control devices.
Termed Handi-Voice , the unit incorporates speech -synthesizer circuitry
deve loped for its manufacturer's other
art ificial-voice systems. But Trez Wigfall, new-product deve lopment consultant at the Federal Screw Works'
Vocal Interface Div ., Troy , MI, explains that unlike the firm 's basic Votrax synthesizer , the self-contained
Ha ndi-Voice constructs statements
from pre-stored words and phrases.

Rather than construct
speech from phonemes,
Handi-Voice strings
together words recalled
from ROM by
user-generated numeric
codes.

ory that the user can loa d with freq uently spoken sentences. One code entry
then recal ls one of these se n te nces.
Besides generat ing speech in response
to nume ric codes, the system can also
operate mo re actively. In this mode,
used by persons with severe physical
handicaps, the system seque ntiall y
scrolls through all t he numbers (O
through 9) for a given digit in its visual
display. When it reaches a desired number , the user can stop it by act ivating a
palm switch, a b low switch or some
other type of specialized actuator. The
system then repeats t he process for the
r --- - -

Artificial voice system stores 400 words,
letters or phrases, which a verbally handicapped user can call up by entering an appropriate 3-digit code on the system's cal culat or-type keyboard .
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By contrast, Vo tr ax functio ns as a
computer peripheral; it creates statemen ts by stringing toge ther phonemes basic units of speech .
Numeric phrase list . To trigger a
specific word, a user keys-in its corresponding 3-digit numeric co de on a calculator-type keyboard; a 3-digit LED
display on the keyboard provides visual
feedback. The user can modify a standa rd vocabulary word by keying-in appropriate prefix and suffix codes; if a
desi red word isn't stored in the system's
vocabulary ROM, the user can spell it out.
The system also incorporates a mem-
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Microprocessor in the artificial voice system, an MOS Technology 6502, provides handshake
and recognition of two terminal types, controls the terminals' displays , captures data, provides message buffer and lookup control, oversees keyboard operation, prov ides multiple
mode control and d istinguishes between a ter mina l's keyboard and other optional sensors.
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two subsequent digits in the display until the user has chosen the proper numeric code, explains Wigfall.
For users unable to deal at all with
numeric codes, the system can also interface with a terminal whose keyboard
is labeled with symbols that represent
frequently used words and phrases.
This direct-selection keyboard serves
mentally retarded persons and patients
suffering from various forms of aphasia
(the inability to articulate ideas) , says
Wigfall.

Tape speed is up,
but most systems
need slow units

Minicomputer throughput rates have increased in the last five years, and tapedrive speed and throughput have kept
pace. But throughput limitations in many
minicomputer systems still require OEM
systems designers to specify tape drives at
the low end of the performance spectrum
for most minicomputer applications.
Talking Back
So says Darell Meyer , tape product
manager for the Pertee Div . of Pertee
Systems like Handi-Voice utilize
Computer Corp., Costa Mesa , CA. Many
digital technology to generate
minicomputers
now provide 200- to 750speech; designers have also dekbyte/sec throughput rates , compared
veloped systems by which speech
with 10 to 30 kbytes/sec five years ago ,
can directly generate computer
he claims. But system throughput limitacommands. One recent applications still mandate tape speeds in the 25tion of such voice data -entry capto 50-ips range for "the bulk" of miniabi Iity occurs on the Chicago Mercomputer applications.
cantile Exchange, where systems
For applications that can ulitize highermanufactured by Threshold Techspeed
tape drives , however , such uni ts nology, Delran, NJ, help update
which
utilize group code recording techprice changes in commodity- and
niques and run at 125 ips - will become
stock-trading operations.
available.
Stationed in the Exchange's
7-track declining . While 7-track tape
trading pit, a price reporter wearstill find use , they now represent
drives
ing a wireless microphone states,
only about 3% of the total tape-drive marfor each trade that involves a
ket, claims Meyer , adding that this trend
price change, the month of the
toward
9-track recording will make 7contract traded and the trade's
track units more expensive for those funew price. A Model 500 voice
ture users who will require them.
data -entry terminal translates this
New tape drives primarily use phase
spoken information into a visual
encoded
recording techniques , alt hough
display, which the reporter then
some of the most recently introduced
verif ies.
uni ts offer combination phase encoded/
Verified and transmitted to the
group
code capa bilities . This dual ca paExchange's price reporting system
bility
allows
designers to achieve simby the reporter's "enter" stateplified sys tem architecture , says Meye r,
ment, the new price information
who reported on tape-drive developments
updates national wire service reat a re ce nt Invitational Computer Conports on the Exchange's trading.
ference.
Yz'' tape on way out? Meyer foresees
future tape drives , with 6250-bpi recordµPa data handler. The speech sysing den sity , trading off higher price for
tem in corporates an MOS Technology
in crease d throughput and the greater re6502 microprocessor, used primarily as
liability that group code recording proa data handler , according to the convides. All 6250-bpi units will accommosultant. Its functions include superdate existing 1600-bpi formats, however.
Eventually , a new tape medium vising 1/0 between the numeric keyboard and the synthesizer unit, handling probably 2.5"-wide tape comparable to
ROM-lookup of the synthesizer's speech IBM 's 3850 - could replace 1h" tape ,
codes and overseeing handshake with
claims Meyer. But while industry is movthe various terminals used by the system. ing away from 1h" tape as a primary backup storage medium, 1h" tape's demise lies
The microprocessor also supervises
far in the future.
the system's operating modes, which
Future transfer rates and format of the
include, for example, a "ta! k repeat"
new tape medium will be equivalent to
function whereby the system can conand intercha ngeable with disk storage ,
tinuously repeat an emergency message
until shut off.
according to Meyer.
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acdc electronics
microprocessor power supplies
are available from
the following representatives:
ALABAMA - FLORIDA - GEORGIA
MISSISSIPPI - NORTH CAROLI NA SOUTH CAROLINA
Beacon Electronic Assoc ., Inc .
404 351 3654
ARKANSAS - LOUISIANA OKLAHOMA - TEXAS
Data Marketing Assoc ., Inc .
713 780-2 511
ILLINOIS - INDIANA - IOWA KENTUCKY - WISCONSIN
Dytec / Central, Inc .
312 394-3380
SOUTH DAKOTA NORTH DA KOT A - IOWA MINNESOTA - WISCONSIN
Dytec / North, Inc.
612 645-5816
DELAWARE - DIST. OF COLUMBIA MARYLAND - NEW JERSEY
PENNSYLVANIA - VIRGINIA
Electronic Marketing Assoc ., Inc.
301 881 5300
CALIFORNIA
Group 11 Electronics
213 542-7391
CALIFORNIA - NEVADA
Harvey King, Inc .
714 566-5252
CONNECTICUT - MAINE MASSACHUSETTS NEW HAMPSHIRE - VERMONT RHODE ISLAND
Instrument Consultants, Inc.
617 969-9881
ARIZONA
OEM Specialties
602 948-3360
NEW YORK
Ossmann Instruments, Inc.
315 437-6666
COLORADO - NEW MEXICO TEXAS
PAR Associates
303 499-4 736
IDAHO - MONTANA - UTAH
R2M Manufacturers Representatives
801 972-5646j
NEW JERSEY - NEW YORK
Technical Marketing Assoc.
201 224-6911
ALASKA - OREGON - WASHIN GTON
Wilson Applied Instr ument s, Inc .
206 641 -6444
KENTUCKY - MICHIGAN OHIO - PENNSYLVANIA WEST VIRGINIA
WKM Associates , Inc.
216 267-0445
HAWAII - WYOMING
ACDC Electronics (Direct)
714 757 -1880
CANADA
Kaytronics, Ltd.
514 487-3434
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Week late for its debut, µP-based system
will oversee Rose Parade float next year
Though it wasn't quite completed in
time for use in this year's Rose Parade
on New Year's Day , a microprocessor
based control system will oversee the
operation of a float in next year's event.
The system will replace a programmable
controller that this year operated ·
"Tons of Fun," a 17 ft-high animated
mother elephant on roller skates that
lurched along the Rose Parade route
at 3-5 mph with an animated mouse on
her hat and her rambunctious baby in
tow in a wagon .
Entered by California State Polytechnic University, Pomona and San
Luis Obispo , the award-winning float
measured 16 ft wide and 45 ft Jong
and weighed 25 ,000 lbs . According to
Doug Dubrall , recent Cal Poly graduate
and electronics chairman of the school's
1976-77 float committee , students in
1976 began designing the microprocessor based controller to replace the
plugboard-programmed Master Animation Controller (MAC) that he and a
friend had designed in 1975 and that
ran "Tons of Fun" in the 1977 Rose
Parade.
Reusable system required. As configured by Dubrall and Rick Regan ,
the MAC met two design goals ; it
formed a reusable system that students
could reconfigure for subsequent
floats , and it provided automatic animation - it could sequence through a
tloat's motions without intervention
by the float 's operators.
Designed around a group of Signe tics 5 x 5 timer chips, the MAC triggers those chips sequentially to run relay drivers . tLat in turn drive a float's
hydraulic solenoids , electric motors
and other actuators. When an animation sequence reaches its programmed
destination, a. limit-switch actuation
signals the MAC, which resets the sequence's timer chip and triggers the
next timer in line .
Aboard "Tons of Fun " a 351-cu.in.
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Dubbed "Tons of Fun," California State Polytechnic University's float in the 1977 Rose
Parade measured 17 ft high, 16 ft wide and 45 ft long and weighed 25,000 lbs. It "walked"
in response to signals sent by a plugboard-programmable controller to hydraulic actuators in
the mother .e lephant's rear legs; the controller also monitored the operation of the rest of the
float's animation. Next year, a microprocessor based system will provide greater control and
decision-making capability for Cal Poly's float; with one additional week of tests the µP system could have supervised this year's entry.

Cal Poly student Dan Klukovich (foreground ) programs the µP-based control system with
the aid of a Rockwell Assemulator as Doug Dubrall, electronics chairman of the school's
1976-77 Rose Parade float committee, assembles a controller subsystem.
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We've made it very easy
for you to get to all the parts
and components of every
1hdent disk drive.
You can remove all subassemblies without using a soldering iron. They all either slide
right out, or fold out on hinges.
You can connect an exerciser to troubleshoot without
removing any system cables.
The degate switch on every
llident lets you take out one
drive for repairs without
interrupting the others.
And since all critical subassemblies are enclosed to prevent
contamination, they stay clean
wben the skins are off.

previously available only in large
disk controller subsystems.
Features like ECC, RPS,
and overlapped seek.
It can control and format
any mix of up to eight Trident
drives-for a total storage
capacity of up to 2.4 billion
bytes online. And it can be
attached to virtually any
micro/minicomputer.

STATE OF THE ART

If features like these are
important to your growing systems
business, you'll want more data on
the state-of-the-art Trident family. Just
call us at (714) 821-2011, or fill out the
coupon. We'll do the rest.

MAINTENANCE

All this means that when you
need to maintain a Trident, you don't
have to pamper it.
You can take it apart fast. Get the work done simply.
And get it back together fast.
But design excellence is only part of the Trident story.
Capacities range from 27 to 312 megabytes, and each Trident
model is fully compatible with every other llident model.
Each gives you track-following servo technology-plus
one of the lowest cost-per-byte ratios in the industry.

TRIDENT FORMATTER

Our 1150A Formatter is also easy to maintain. It offers
micro/minicomputer systems designers important features

To: California Computer Products, Inc. MS3
2411 West La ,falma Avenue
Anaheim, California 92801
Please tell me all about your Trident Disk Drives.
D I am interested. D I am serious.
Name
Company
Address

Title

Phone

I
I
I
I

L c;. - - - s; ..:. - - ..I
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gasoline engine drove hydraulic pumps ,
which in tum drove hydraulic motors
mounted on the mother elephant's two
rear legs. The MAC sequenced these
motors' operation and thus caused the
elephant to "walk." The controller
also sequenced the operations of the
windshield-wiper motors that operated
the mother's and baby's eyelids and
hydraulic systems that controlled othe r
elements of the float 's animation , such
as the baby elephant's beanie. Operators
maneuvered the float from inside by
turning the mother elephant's front
legs, which mounted on a pair of
Northrup FS landing gear whose steering mechanisms were linked together.
The MAC exhibits one drawback ,
says Dubrall - it can't make decisions
if something goes wrong; it can only

signal that part of a float's animation
has ceased functioning. During the
1977 parade, such animation failures
occurred; Dubrall had to correct them
by shorting out each affected limit
switch, thereby fooling the MAC into
thinking the switch was enabled . The
controller then "timed out" each affected animation feature before resetting
that feature's timer chip .
Enter micro . Re asoning that a microprocessor based control system
would provide greater flexibility in
dealing with such problems, Dubrall
and others began last fall to design one.
They chose Rockwell lnternational's
PPS/4 microprocessor because such
units were readily avail able; Professor
Art Arellanes at the school serves as a
Rockwe ll consultant and provided ad-

D istr ibution
Box
Latch Power
-o---c.........i-~

+12V

To

vice on t he microprocessor's operation, and the school also owns several
Assemul ator development systems.
Dubrall also "kind of liked the idea
of the bus design system on (the PPS/4 ) ,
where you can just hang more and
more things on the bus." The microprocessor exhibits a "party-line" bus
structure, he explains; its address, data
and read/write buses connect to all
peripheral chips in a system.
As designed by Dubrall, who also
constructed some of its subsystems ,
the microprocessor based controller
incorporates a system clock, the CPU ,
a general-purpose 1/0 board , a printer
(GPKD) module, a multiplexer board ,
a general purpose 1/0 board, a printer
con troll er, 4K each of PROM and
RAM , an interval-timer board, a bus
analyzer board, relay-driver boards
and a cassette programming system.
Dan Klukovich, now a Cal Poly senior,
supervised construction of the processor system and developed its software
with help from Arellanes and Andy
Dannelley , another student. Among
other functions, this software replaces
the MAC's timer chips.

To Other
Stations

30
Relay
Box

30

30
30
Command

Limit
MAC

30

30

~

15
Limit
Bo x

15

30
30

Command

Microprocessor

Limit
Switch

Pots
Limit Sw itch

The µP·based control system incorporates a Rockwell PPS/4 CPU, whose buses sup·
port a system clock, a general-purpose keyboard-display module, a multiplexer board,
a general-purpose 1/0 board, a printer controller, 4K each of PROM and RAM, an in·
terval·timer board, a bus analyzer board, relay-driver boards and a cassette program·
ming system. The printer controller, interval-timer board and bus analyzer board
weren't completed in time for use in the 1977 Rose Parade; an earlier, less flexible
plugboard-programmable master animation controller (MAC) subbed for the microprocessor system in that parade.
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One more week. The system's
printer controller, interval timer board
(an animation-status backup system)
and bus analyzer board (a debug device) weren't completed in time for
the parade. The team needed about
one more week to get the remainder
of the system working , says Dubrall ;
all of the other multiplexing and 1/0
subsystems ha~ been completed but
were untested .
The GPKD module handles the
control system's LED displays as well
as its keyboard and pushbuttons, all
of which were to have mounted inside
the mother elephant. Dubrall initially
used the wrong type of drivers fo r th e
LEDs in the display but quickly corrected this problem.
The contro ll er's multiplexer
board accepts 40 limit-switch inputs and reduces them down to two
lines. It can also supervise 20 analog
potentiometers, whose outputs were
to have further described the position
of each animation element during the
parade . Not completed in time for use
in the parade, the I 0-turn potentio-

Com.plete Control.

Introducing IMSAI 8048 Single Board Control Computer.
Complete Control System

GENTLEMEN:

Intel developed the world's first single
chip microcomputer. IMSAI has built the
system to put it to work. Instantly!
Presenting the IMSAI Single Board
Control Computer. A complete programmable computer and hardware control
system on an 8 W' x 10" board.
Just plug in the power source (a 5V
power su ppl y or a 6V battery will do) ,
connect the equipment you want to regulate , and you ' re up and running.
In complete control.

I

O Send SY power supply $99

•June delivery.
Check/ MO enclosed. Amt.$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Charge my: 0 BAC 0 M IC
#·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Exp. Date _ __

Sig. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

D Send more info rmation. O Have salesman call.

The Chip Designed for Control
Intel designed the 8048/8748 single chip
microcomputer with one thought in mind .
Complete control. Everything you need is
there: CPU, RAM , IK ROM / EROM , 1/ 0.
timer /co unter , interrupts ...
The works.

The Board That Implements It Instantly
You can be running hardware configurations today. Without adding a single
component.
The IM SA I Control Computer is RS232
compatible, which means you can interface
just about any peripheral available. There
are 12 quasi-bidirectional 1/0 lines with
handshaking, and I 4 more regu lar 1/0

want instant contro l!

O Send ROM Computer Kit $249'
0 Send EROM Computer Kit $399
O Send assembled ROM Computer $299'
O Send assembled EROM Computer $499

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

lines, 5 heavy duty relays, and Teletype and
a udio cassette interfaces. Plus, a 24 pad
hexadecimal keyboard and a 9-digit LED
hex display. All on one board.
There's already an extra lK of RAM on
board , pl us sockets for another l K of
RAM and 2K of ROM / EROM. Still need
more memory? The IMSAI 8048 allows
expansion up to 64K of RAM off board.
In short, everything you need to make
tomorrow's designs today's reality. On one
board!
Now, that's control.
For instant co ntrol, use the coupon provided.

Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Title _ __

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State / Zip - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

IMSA I M anufa cturing Corpora ti on
14860 W icks Blvd.
San Leandro, CA 94577
(415) 483-2093 TWX 910-366-7287
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meters would have been attached
through string and return springs to
each animation element. The multiplexer board would have reduced the pots'
20 outputs down to one line, attached
to a Burr-Brown ADC82 8-bit A/D
converter. By outputting an address
(0-19) that specifies one set of limit
switches and a potentiometer, the controller's CPU would have acquired from
the multiplexer board a 4-bit word
representing the sensors' status.
Chips on the system's general-purpose I/O board, explains Dubrall, control the relays that in turn supervise
a float's hydraulic solenoids. Designing
this board was "straightforward;" preconstructed by Rockwell, it only required the addition of relay-driver circuitry already used in the MAC .
The system's memory boards were
also preconstructed; the designers programmed the PROM boards with a
Rockwell Assumulator and transferred
the programming to Intel 1702 UVerasable units. The RAM board , which
stores the "operating system" of
specific system data for a float , is
backed up by the cassette system . Dubrall notes that using magnetic tape
for this backup was easier than relying
on paper tape , which wouldn't stand
up to a float 's internal environment.

Gap narrows between JJPS and custom LSI
as micro specialization grows
As in most other fields of endeavor ,
specialization has arrived in the world
of microprocessors. And such specialization - the design of microprocessor
families that work best when used in
n!lrrowly defined application areaswill continue , until someday engineers
may find it difficult to "define the dividing line between microprocessors and
custom LSI."

Improved classification. Reporting
to the 7th International Conference on
Microelectronics, held concurrently
with Electronica 76 in Munich last fall ,
Verhofstadt noted that computer experts usually classify microprocessors
according to such architectural parameters as number of data bits, address
bits , accumulators, general-purpose registers, 1/0 ports and instructions ; type
of arithmetic used; availability of hardware stack and DMA ; and time fo r one
basic
instruction cycle .
The µP's evolution from
Such classifications mean little from
universal to specialized processor
an applications point of view , he said ,
was probably inevitable.
urging that they be replaced by a broader , applications oriented scheme with
four classes:
Surveying developments in microproc- *"Low-end" units for simple control
essor architectures , Peter Verhofstadt
applications and replacement of electromechanical devices;
of Fairchild Ca mera and Instrument has
*Intermediate units to replace hardreached this conclusion and has also
wired logic or custom LSI in more comconcluded that the trend to specialized
microprocessors was probably inevitable. plex industrial controllers as well as in
"After all ," he points out , "there are 34 peripheral, communications and other
equipment ;
types of TTL 4-bit shift registers avail*"High-end" units with minicomputerable on the market today , and who
like structures for use in such applicawould have predicted the need for that
tions as data processing , real-time conyears ago?"

MDB SYSTEMS presents ... The LSl-11 Connection
GP Logic Modules · Peripheral
Controllers · Communications
Interfaces · Special Purpose
Modules · Accessory Hardware
Plus: DEC's own LSI-11 Microprocessor Module.
Here are some MDB Systems
connections to LSI-11
rrucroprocessors :
D General Purpose Interfaces:
Parallel for programmed I/O
andDMA.
Do-it-yourself dual and quad
wire wrap for any DIP design. D MDB Backplane/Card Guide
Assembly (8 Quad slots)
D Device Controllers for most
Rack mount chassis SW'
major manufacturer's
front panel.
Printers
D Special Purpose Modules and
Card equipment
Paper tape equipment
Accessories
System monitoring unit
Plotters
provides front panel switch
D Communications/Terminal
addressing, power on/off
Modules
sequencing; line frequency
Asynchronous Serial Line
clock.
Synchronous Serial Line

D Bus extenders/terminators.
E-PROM and PROM modules.
Bus connectors for backplane
assemblies.
MDB Systems products always
equal and usually exceed the
host manufacturer's specifications and performance for a
similar interface. MDB interfaces
are software and diagnostic
transparent to the host computer.
MDB products are competitively
priced; delivery is usually within
14 days ARO or sooner.
MDB also supplies interface
modules for DEC PDP*-11 Data
General NOVA* and Interdata
minicomputers.

MOB SYSTEMS, INC.

1995 N. Batavia St., Orange, California 92665
714/998-6900
TWX: 910-593-1339
"TMs Digital Equipment Corp. & Data Gen eral Corp.

CIRCLE 18 FOR LSl·11; 19 FOR PDP-11; 20 FOR NOVA; 21 FOR INTERDATA
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Make your move to

Fenner

trol and stand-alone terminals;
*Bit-slice units for very-high-performance applications.
Difficult questions.Assesing possible
future developments in microprocessor
architecture, Verhofstadt predicted continued specialization within and between
these four classes. Faced with this specialization, designers will have to answer:
* Will "hybridized microprocessors" LSI products programmable within an

applications class but tailored to that
class-appear?
*Should specialized, one-chip programmable controllers incorporate semi-analog 1/0 as well as CPU and memory?
*How completely will microprocessor
based architectures replace current minior maxicomputer architectures?
* How soon and how completely will
networks of microprogrammable microprocessors replace larger computers?

Hardware and services
Cosmac evaluation kit. Designated
CDP! 8S020, this kit contains a PC
board, byte input and output ports , a
terminal interface, a 512-byte ROM
that stores a utility program of commonly required functions, and 256 bytes of
RAM for user program storage. Con-

trol logic and built-in displays provide
facilities for program debugging ; you
must provide a terminal and a power
supply. The kit's CPU is the CDP1802
Cosmac microprocessor, a single-chip 8bit CMOS unit. A 6" x 4" area of the
board is free for user-added 1/0 devices.
Price : $249 in singles. RCA Solid
State Div. , Somerville, NJ 08876.
(201) 685-6423 Circle 145

the
timing
is right.

The Fenner " 40 DP" Posi-Drive
Belt is the one to choose for any
fractional horsepower drive application. This tooth endless belt
is ozone-resistant and exerts
much less strain on bearings
than conventional belts. And,
since it's slip-proof, the Fenner
Posi-Drive Belt offers continuing
timing accuracy through its long
service life.

FENNER AMERICA
400 EAST MAIN STREET
MIDDLETOWN. CONN.
06457
(203)346-7721

1/0 modules. For interfacing machines,
instruments , computers and other devices to the manufacturer's Series 180
microcomputers , these 1/0 modules include the PCS 1804 , an ac/ dc unit that
accepts up to eight ac inputs, eight highlevel digital inputs , eight ac outputs and
eight high-level digital outputs. A multifunction module , designated the PCS
1820, accepts up to 32 digital inputs
and 16 digital outputs under the control of a PCS 1806 or 1810 microcomputer. It also accepts up to eight priority interrupt inputs, three software programmable 16-bit counters and a pro·
grammable time base generator. A TTL
module , designated the PCS 1823, accepts up to 64 TTL digital inputs and
64 TTL digital outputs under the control of a PCS 1806 or 1810. Finally, a
16-channel A/D module, designated the

CIRCLE 23
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PCS 18SO, consumes I .SW. Prices:
$33S for the 1804, $37 S for the 1820 ,
$28S for the 1823 and $80S for the
1850. Process Computer Systems,
5467 Hill 23 Dr. , Flint, MI 48507 .
(313) 767-8920 Circle 146
$325 computer system board. The
26SO Computer System incorporates a
Signetics 2650 CPU and includes an 80character, 16-line video generator ; a keyboard interface; a 300-baud cassette interface; 768 bytes of user RAM and a
supervisor program . It comes completely assembled and tested and requires a
SY, 3A power supply. An assembler/
edit or package is available , and a Basic
interpreter will be available shortly.
The available supervisor program allows
alteration or display of memory, execution of user programs, setting and clearing of breakpoints , inspection and alteration of the CPU 's registers, dumping to and loading from tape, and verification of a tape's contents. The assembler/editor and Basic packages cost $20,
which includes a cassette tape and a
listing. Central Data Co., P.O. Box
2484, Station A. Champaign , IL 61820 .
Circle 147
Bipolar bit-slice additions. These six
devices expand the manufacturer's 2900
family of bipolar µP components and include the Am2902, which provides lookahead carries across a group of four
Am2901 microprocessor ALUs with a
typical propagation delay of 6 µs. Three
additional devices-the Am290S, 2906
and 2907- are quad bus transceivers;
the 24-pin 290S and 2906 offer dualdriver inputs while the 20-pin 2907 has
only single-driver inputs. The Am29 l l
microprogram sequencer provides eight
pins for direct inputs and register inputs. Finally, the Am2918 quad D register provides four standard totem-pole
outputs and four three-state outputs.
Prices: $3.31 for the Am2902, $7.80
for the Am2905/6/7 , $9.31 for the
Am2911 and $3.56 for the Am291 8 ,

DatalOO
knows what an OEM wants
in line printers.
We build them
for our systems, too.
Being both a buyer and supplier
gives us an unusual understanding of you
and your needs.
We know you want the looks
and performance of expensive units. But at
reasonable total-life costs.
You want features like fully formed
characters for clean copy on multi-part
paper. Flexible interfacing with existing and
future computer systems. Economical
belt mechanisms that offer precise character
alignment and interchangeability.

You want easy maintenance and
a field-proven track record.
You want choice. A wide range
of speeds from 62 to 600 lines per minute.
You're looking at four examples
of what you want, and more.
Data 100 line printers.
The kind we're proud to use in our
Data 100 systems, too.

DATA 100
CORPORATION

62-125 LPM
Desktop version. This printer is ideal for
installations which require the quality of a large
printer, but have minimum space available.
90% of the parts are interchangeable with high er
speed models (to 300 LPM).

62-300LPM
"Whisper Quiet'" version. The printer specifically
designed for office environments where a truly
"quiet'" printer is required.

Floor model version. Full range of speeds
available in our standard cabinet. Best value for
heavy duty applications.

Model 5560. New OEM printer featuring
microprocessor electronics, a repl aceable character
cartridge and a versatile interface with capability
to emulate other popular line and serial printers.
NEWPORT BEACH CA (714) 549-0982 • SANTA CLARA CA (408) 732-1530 •B RAINTREE MA (617) 848-6100 •
SOUTHFIELD Ml (313) 358-3984 •EDINA MN (612) 941-6500 • CHERRY HILL NJ (609) 665-5141 • WOODBRIDGE
NJ (201) 634-7800 • HOUSTON TX (713) 777-4413 • McLEAN VA (703) 790-5560 •TORONTO CANADA
(distributor) (416) 495-0222 • HEMEL HEMPSTEAD ENGLAND (0442) 69161 • BRUSSELS BELGIUM 251 • 69 •72 •
FRANKFURT GERMANY 72•04 •71 •PARIS FRANCE 630• 2144 • MILAN ITALY (02) 659 •5 2• 32
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all for commercial versions; military
versions also available. Raytheon Semiconductor, 350 Ellis St., Mountain
View, CA 94040. ( 415) 968-9211
Circle 148
µP analog output circuits. The MPlO
and MPl 1 are 32-pin, triple-wide DIP
units and are compatible with the 8008,
8080A, 6800 and other microprocessors
with regard to voltage level , loading,
timing , logic and software. Each unit
provides two channels with ±1 OV output, and throughput accuracy measures
better than ±0.4% of full scale range.
Both units contain two internally trimmed
8-bit D/ A converters plus all necessary interface, timing and address decoding logic. The MPl 0 is bus compatible
with both the 8008 and 8080 and requires no external components when
used with those devices. You can also
use it with SC/MP by adding pull-up
resistors to the address bus and with the
F8 and Z-80 by changing some timing
parameters. The MPl 1 is compatible with
6800 , 650X and 9002-type microprocessors. Price : $125 in 25-99 quantities. Burr-Brown, International Airport
Industrial Park, Tucson, AZ 85734.
(602) 294-1431Circle143

Encapsulated µP power supplies. Encapsulated in epoxy, these 30W power
supplies measure 6.1" x 4.25" x 3".
The MPS line includes single, dual and
triple output models. Total (line plus
load) regulation lies within 0.03% for
5 V outputs, and within 0.01 % for 9,
10, 12 and 15 Voutputs. Positive and
negative outputs track within 1OOppm/
°C, and maximum output voltage error

measures between minus zero and plus
one percent. SV outputs are current
limited and all others fold back to
20mA. Price (single quantity) : $130
for single output, $140 for dual and
$155 for triple outputs. Dynamic
Measurements Corp., 6 Lowell Ave.,
Winchester, MA 01890. (800) 2251151Circle153

DC/DC power source. Model 3W 5
Rl 2-5 provides+ l 2Y <:!! 200mA and
-5 V @ lOOmA from a 5 Vdc input.
The outputs are fully short-circuit protected and free of damaging turn-on
and turn-off overshoots. Ripple and
noise measure 1 mV rms, and line and

load regulation equal 0 .02%. Input to
output isolation equals 300 V, and operating temperature ranges from -25°C
to +70°C. The unit measures 2.0" x
2.0" x 0.40" and comes encapsulated
in a black finished copper case . Reliability, Inc. , 5325 Glenmont, Houston ,
TX 77036. (713) 666-3261 Circle 155
8080 DOS program source. This
program source for an 8080-based disk
operating system includes listing and
documentation for: DOS for 3740format compatible diskettes , sector
allocation/de-allocation software, eight
character file names and three character
extensions , sequential and random-access files , binary file storage and loading, and other operating-system functions. Offered to single users on a nonresale , licensing basis, the package costs
$500 plus shipping and COD. Intelligent Computer Systems, 777 Middlefield Rd., Suite 40 , Mountain View ,
CA 94043. (415) 961-8941 or (408)
244-5511 Circle 156
Analog 1/0 for Pro-Log µCs. These
single-board analog 1/0 systems, designated the 4216 (I 6-channel input
board) and 4102 (2-channel output
board), are electrically and mechanically compatible with Pro-Log microcomputers. A CPU can treat the boards
as memory - each channel requires
one 8-bit memory location , and the
address block occupied by each board
is strap selectable. Alternatively, the
systems can be treated as 1/ 0. Intended
primarily for industrial control or testequipment applications, each input
board is a 16-channel system . Unit
prices : $295 for the 4216. $195 for
the 4102. In lOOs : $180 and $120.

Burr-Brown , international Airport Industrial Park , Tucson, AZ 85734. (602)
294-1431
Circle 161
Bipolar µP evaluation kit. For evaluating the manufacturer's 8X300 bipolar
microprocessor , this single-board kit includes the 250-ns CPU, four I/O ports
and 256 bytes of working data storage.
Additionally, preprogrammed PROMs
contain control logic, RAM control and
RAM diagnostic yrograms. Designated
8X300KT 1OOSK, the kit provides access
to the microprocessor's address , instruction and IV buses as well as all controls
and signals. Controls for diagnostic and
instructional purposes include a Wait
mode to single-step through a program;
one-shot instruction jamming for control of program start location, changes
of program flow, changing or examination of internal registers, or testing of
simple sequences; and repeated instruction iamming to examine l/0 bus and
control lines without software changes.
Price : $299 in singles. Signetics , 811
E. Argues Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
(404) 739-7700 Circle 144
PROM programmer. Model 2708 incorporates 20 mA and RS 232 interfaces and provides full editing capability that lets you store, move and alter
data in its buffer memory. It can adapt

to any terminal data rate up to 600
baud and accepts data from paper tape
in BNPF, BHLF, binary or ASCII hexadecimal formats. The device programs
any manufacturer's 2704- or 2708-type
PROMs. Shepardson Microsystems ,
20823 Stevens Creek Blvd., Bldg. C4-H ,
Cupertino, CA 95014. ( 408) 257-9900
Circle 149
SC/MP-II Samples. An NMOS version of the manufacturer's SC/MP 8-bit
microprocessor, SC/MP-II consumes
200mW, about one-fourth as much as
the PMOS unit. It requires one +SV
source, compared with +SY and -7V
for the earlier model, and requires 1
µs to complete a microcycle and 5 µs
to execute a typical instruction-half
as much as SC/MP. Pin-, code- and softCon't p . 31
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Scanner's µcomputer constructs images of patients' innards
To achieve accuracy and performance
not possible in an analog control system, the developers of an ultrasonic
scanner designed it around a microcomputer that keeps track of the scanner's transducer coordinates, converts
echo data into images and maintains
the system's CRT display. The manager
of G.D. Searle's ultrasound program
claims the microcomputer offers cost,
size and expansion advantages not
possible with other types of controllers.
Dr. Albert Waxman explains that
Searle's Pho/Sonic SM sells for about
the same price as an analog ultrasonic
scanner - about half the price of a
conventional X-ray machine and about
one-tenth the price of a computeraxial tomography (three-dimensional
X-ray) unit. It creates a digital image
of a cross-section of a patient's body
by processing low-energy sound waves
reflected from the body into a special
transducer.
Speeding software development. The
scanner 's designers "never seriously
considered" using a minicomputer as
the system's controller , according to
Waxman. The microcomputer they
chose , an LSl-11 manufactured by

The scanner's designers
"never seriously considered"
using a minicomputer as
a controller.
Digital Equipment Corp., Maynard ,
MA, has a 400-instruction set that allowed them to develop the system's
software quickly - "exceptionally important for a small operation," he says .
Actual software development oc•
curred on a DEC PDP -11/35 mini. The
system's applications programming allows incorporation of such scanner options as an electronic caliper , scanning
and power tilt, and a multi-imaging
camera . It also will allow future expansions with minimum additional
hardware, claims Waxman.
Fifty-percent resofution improvement. The ultrasonic scanner can distinguish between various kinds of tissues, diagnose conditions resulting
from pregnancy and visualize such
conditions as tumors, lesions of the
eye and liver abnormalities. Physicians
also use it - usually to complement
X-ray and computer-axial tomography
studies - in heart studies and to visualize gall-bladder lesions, especially gallstones. It can resolve a one-mm-square

area - a resolution 50% better than
analog ultrasonic scanners', according
to DEC.
Accessing 4K x 16 bits of core
memory and interfaced with the scan·
ning circuitry through DEC 's DVLl I
serial line unit, the LSl-11 acquires
transducer coordinates and direction ,
converts reflected sound into CRT
images and automatically annotates
the scanner's display with patient identification , scale factors and other in·
formation .
The microcomputer's control chip
provides microinstruction sequences ,

and its data chip incorporates paths,
registers and logic for the microinstructions. Two microcontrol ROMs store
DEC's PDP-11/35 and 11/40 instruction sets, as well as debugging firmware
and ASCII/console routines. A third
microcontrol ROM provides fixed and
floating point arithmetic.
The microcomputer must perform
large numbers of trigonometric calculations to determine the absolute coordinates and direction of the scanner's
transducer; the scanner's overall accuracy measures better than ±1.5 mm
at 20 cm from the transducer face.

LoveAt
Fust Byte ...
Low-cost And Rugged,Our Fixed-Head Disc
Will TurnYou On Wrth Its Interchangeable

Disc eeu:M

If you thought high cost
and difficult maintenance were necessary
evils in fixed-head storage, then you
haven't heard about our rugged line of Model 980 disc
systems.
Field-proven in more
than 2,000 installations, our fixedhead disc memories
feature an interchangeable Disc
Cell™. Not an ordinary disc pack
-this reliable,
sealed unit has a
self-contained spin~ - ' ''
die, Winchester-type
media, and read/ write
head assemblies. The rugged Disc Cell seldom failsbut if it should, you won't incur
costly downtime because it can be quickly
removed and replaced.
Providing an 8.5-ms average access time
at transfer rates up to 8.4 Mbits/ sec., the
Model 980 systems are presently available
in storage capacities ranging from 0.5 to
2. 0 Mbytes (larger capacities available by
daisy-chaining). A 4.0 Mbyte unit will be

available later this year.
Seismic, Process Control, POS, Data
Processing, Military-whatever environment your minicomputer is destined for, you won't find a
more reliable , easy-tomaintain disc than our
Model 980. Check
these features: integral power supply;
no change in data
rate or access time
with 50-Hz power; flexible I / 0;
compact size and
lightweight; 10,000
hours MTBF
And then there's
cost-very low cost.
Our modular design combined with streamlined manufacturing methods have made
our fixed-head disc memories the lowest
cost units on the market. Fall in love today.
For OEM pricing information and complete technical details, circle the RS.
number, or call (408)732-7070.

1195 East Arques Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086
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Consider These Advantages:
• FASTTURNAROUND
• RELIABILITY
• LOW COST (repairs quoted before work begun)
• LOANERS AVAILABLE FOR MOST BOARos·
• 30 DAY WARRANTY ON REPAIRS

MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS AVAILABLE

* Loaner Boards Subject to Availability
Trademarks registered by Data General Corp . and Digital Computer Controls,
Inc. Endorsement of Keronix by either Data General or Digital Computer Controls not to be implied

micro notes
ware-compatible with the PMOS unit,
SC/MP-II requires slight modifications
to its crystal frequencies to achieve compatibility with all SC/MP support equipment. Its clock oscillator, located on
the chip, uses tv-type 3.S8- or 4-MHz
crystals, and you can also drive its clock
with a standard TTL timing system.
Price for single samples: $17.76. National Semiconductor, 2900 Semiconductor Dr., Santa Clara, CA 9SOS1.
(408) 737-SOOO
M6800 support hardware. This support hardware includes chassis, S- and
10-slot card cages and a power supply
for the manufacturer's Micromodule
products. Both card cages have mother
boards, pin-compatible with the Micromodules and all of the maker's Exorciser modules. The cages can mount
on five different axes. Power supply
outputs measure I SA at +S Vdc, 2.SA
at+ 12 Vdc, I.SA at -12 Vdc and O.lA
at 8 Vac. A remote voltage sensing
capability for the S V output can compensate for as much as 0.5 Vdc drop
along the connecting leads; the supply
requires single-phase ac power over a
47 Hz to 420 Hz range . Two chassis
models serve ten-card cage and fivecard cage systems; both fit into a standard 19" Retma rack. Prices: $147 for

the 10-card cage, $98 for the S-card
cage, $29S for the power supply , $660
for the 10-card chassis and $610 for
the S-card chassis. Technical Information Center, Motorola Semiconductor
Products, Inc., P.O. Box 20294 , Phoenix, AZ, 8S036. (602) 244-681S
Circle 154

Z-80 CPU card. This CPU card incorporates a Zilog Z-80 with a 4-MHz
clock rate and is plug-compatible with
existing microcomputers . It uses the
S-100 computer bus and can also work
with 2-MHz systems. The card can
jump to any 4K boundary in memory
upon power turn-on and incorporates

1/0 interface controllers. For use
with the manufacturer's GA-16/220
and GA-16/330 16-bit microcomputers ,
these 1/0 interface controllers serve
floppy disks, moving-arm disks that
store up to 300 Mbytes, head-per-track
disks that store up to 2 Mbytes , magnetic tape drives , line printers that
write up to l 2SO l pm, card readers
that scan up to 1000 cpm , Teletypes ,
character printers, paper-tape readers
and punches, plotters, keyboards and
CRTs. For data acquisition and process
control, the firm offers optically isolated input and output controllers
for TTL digital signals, variable threshold de or ac signals, and a family of
A/D and D/A converters and multiplexers for analog signals. The controllers plug into any 1/0 slot in the
microcomputers' chassis. General Automation, lOSS S. East St., Anaheim, CA
9280S. (714) 7784800 Circle 152

jumper-wire-selectable wait states. It
comes with a Z-80 monitor, complete
documentation , source code and papertape object code . A Z-80 assembler and
Basic interpreter are also available.
Price: $29S in kit form or $39S assembled. Cromemco, 2432 Charleston
Rd. , Mountain View, CA 94043. (41S)
964-7400 Circle 151

IEE • ARGUS ALPHANUMERIC
MESSAGE PANELS
TEAM YOUR ASCII WITH OUR PANEL
AND YOU'LL BE GIVING YOUR CUSTOMER
THE BEST LOOKING DISPLAY OBTAINABLE TODAY!
The ideal display for process control, word
processing and test equipment. Fourteen different configurations to choose from; 32 , 64,
128, or 256-character count per panel capacity, in either neon orange (filterable to red)
or NEW GREEN! Available in either " Mini" or
" Maxi" character sizes. This space -saving,
versatile alternative gives you a choice, not a
substitute .
• Unbelievably high contrast, high-brightness,
with 120° cone viewing angle
• Available now with memory, character
generation , integral drive electronics
• Simple, versatile interface ; easy to use

Maxl-256

(8 x 32)

Maxl-64

(4 x 16)

AVAILABLE
FROM
STOCK! !!
truJ.

• 5 x 7 dot matrix characters
• Character heights from .2 " (5 .08mm) to
.32 " (8.13mm)
• For further information, request Bulletin No.
AG-3 and AG-4
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICl:N611EERS, INC, 7740 lemon1 Ave., Vin Nuys, Clllllomil 91 405 •Telephone: (213) 787-0311 • TWX 910·495-1707
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A Total Syste

•

KERONIX IDS - 16 MINICOMPUTERS

KERONIX ADD-IN MEMORY PRODUCTS

A 16-Bit Full Parallel Synchronous, High-Speed
General Purpose, Mini Computer

4K, 8 K, And 16K Words
PLUG COMPATIBLE CORE MEMORY SYSTEMS

INSTRUCTION SET, 1/ 0 INTERFACE & MEMORY
INTERFACE COMPLETELY COMPATIBLE WITH
NOVA™ SERIES OF MINI COMPUTERS

•

GENERAL NOVA™ 1200& DCCTM-116
•

P-4 SERIES . .. FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH DATA
GENERAL NOVA™ 800, 820and840

•

P-5 SERIES ... FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH DATA

HINGED FRONT PANEL WITH FRONT LOADING
CIRCUIT BOARDS

•

P-3 SERIES ... FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH DATA

ADDRESS UP TO 65K (Without the Use of Costly
Memory Management)

•

•

GENERAL NOVA TM 2 SYSTEMS
•

I

POWER FAIL & RESTART- STANDARD

SERIES ... FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH INTER DATA TM 70, 74, 7/ 16, 7/ 32 SYSTEMS

•

FOUR 16 BIT ACCUMULATORS

•

D

•

800, 1000, or 1200 NANOSECOND MACHINE

•

J-1 SERIES . . . FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH MICRODATATM 800 AND CIPTM 2000

CYCLE TIME USING ONE BOARD CPU ' S

SERIES . FULLYCOMPATIBLEWITHPDP-11TM s

•

4, 8, 10, 13 OR 17 SLOT CAPACITY

•

•

INTEGRATED MSI & LSI CIRCUITS THROUGH OUT. TRI-STATE ELEMENTS ARE USED FOR ALL

J-2 SERIES . . . FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH MICRODATATM 1600

•

G

1/ 0 & MEMORY LINES
•

FORCED -AIR COOLING (UP TO 4 COOLING FANS)

•

POWER SUPPLY IS MODULAR FOR EASY SER -

SERIES .. . FULLYCOMPATIBLEWITH
PRIME TM 100, 200, & 300

•

E

SERIES . .. FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH PDP™
SE, F, M, AND A

VICING & PROVIDES UP TO 50% MORE POWER
THAN COMPARABLE UNITS
•

MANY OPTIONAL FEATURES AVAILABLE

•

EXTENSIVE SOFTWARE AVAILABLE

•

LOANERS AVAILABLE ON OUR ONE -YEAR
WARRANTY
LOOK FOR OUR COMPLETELY INTELLIGENT
KE RON IX MODEL KX-8000, COMING SOON!

For more extensive information on our IDS-16, please con tact us directly .

IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE , KERONIX MANUFACTURES ADD-ON MEMORIES, OEM MEMORIES,
AND CUSTOM MEMORIES
ONE-YEAR WARRANTY
WITH ALL KERONIX MEMORIES
TM Trademarks registered by Data General Corp ., Digital
Computer Controls , Inc ., Interdata, Digital Equipm ent Corp.,
Microdata, Cincinnati Milacron, and Prime . Endorsement of
Keroni x products not to be implied .

ms Capability
VIDEO DISPLAY TERMINAL
KERONIX MODEL K-4000

1/0 AND PERIPHERAL CONTROLLERS
FOR KERONIX IDS 16 COMPUTERS
AND NOVA™ SERIES OF COMPUTERS

•

FULL KEYBOARD (Optional 10-Key Pad Available)

•

1007

•

HIGH RESOLUTION, NON -REFLECTING SCREEN;
9" X 7" (12" Diagonal) ; SWIVEL BASE ; EASY

•

1008

REAL TIME CLOCK

•

1010

TTY INTERFACE

VIEWING UP TO 10 FEET; BRIGHTNESS CON ·
TROL ; REVERSE VIDEO (Black Characters on

•

•

1011

PAPER TAPE READER CONTROL

White Background, Selectable)

•

1012

PAPER TAPE PUNCH CONTROL

80 CHARACTERS PER LINE, 25 LINES, 2000
CHARACTER DISPLAY; STORE UP TO 51 LINES

•

1016

CARD READER CONTROLLER

•

1023

EIA INTERFACE

•

1034

LINE PRINTER CONTROLLER

•

1038

MUL Tl -PROCESSOR COMMUNICATIONS

USES STANDARD ASCII CODE

e

1046

DISK CONTROLLER

& 4080 CHARACTERS; BLINKING CHARACTERS
AT 3Hz RATE
•

CURSOR CONTROL (Non -Destructive)

•

INTERCHANGEABLE WITH TELETYPE

•

•

1/0 BOARDS

ADAPTER

INTERNAL POWER SUPPLY ; RUNS OFF A SIN ·

•

1146

FLEXIBLE DISK CONTROLLER

GLE 15" X 15" P.C. BOARD

•

1054

EXTENDER BOARDS

VARIABLE BAUD RATE (75 to 9600 Bits Per
Second); 10 OR 11 BIT CODE

e

10604

•

ODD OR EVEN OR MARK PARITY

•

EITHER EIA OR 20 MA CURRENT LOOP

FOUR LINE ASYNCHRONOUS MUL Tl·
PLEXER FOR FOUR EIA STANDARD
LEVEL LINES (MUX)

•

1060-8

MUX FOR EIGHT EIA STANDARD
LEVEL LINES

LOOK FOR OUR COMP LE TEL Y INTELLIGENT

IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE, KERONIX MANUFAC·
TURES ADD -ON MEMORIES , OEM MEMORIES, AND
CUSTOM MEMORIES

ONE YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL KERONIX 10
PERIPHERAL CONTROLLERS
TM Trademarks registered by Data General Corporation
Endorsement of Keroni x products by Data General not to
be implied .

by Wayne Filichowski

Computer networks have made it on the production floor.
Like LEDs in photoelectric sensors, microprocessor chips
in systems ranging from specialized hybrid machine controls to programmable controllers and minicomputers h::ive
made solid state control a reality.
While relay contr<;il circuits are still in use, computers
should dominate by 1980 and will place interesting challenges on the pilot devices serving the systems they control.
First, with the pressures on industry to increase productivity, entire processes will have to automated with consequent
reductions in direct operator controls. This procedure will
require more sophistication in the sensors used for positioning, sizing, color inspection, routing and other functions functions previously provided by human operators. Second ,
the new sensors will have to interface directly with control
computers' 1/0 circuitry, a task that requires direct compatibility with various power bus voltages, self-contained
amplifiers to eliminate intermediate amplifier stages, light
or dark signal availability and high-noise-immune logic outputs like those provided by open-collector power transistors.
Advances in solid state technology have provided a standardized line of computer hardware and software for control-system designers . But the reliability of the productionfloor systems those designers create hinges for the most part
on the systems' process inputs.
One class o(such inputs comes from LED photoelectric
scanners, which now replace incandescent-equipped photoelectrics in many applications. LED photoelectric devices
for controlling motion - as opposed to optical code readers and photocells for light detection (street lighting) or
light measurement (camera metering) can perform all of the
functions of mechanical switches, including stop , start, detect , limit, count, inspect , sort, measure , position , sequence,
protect, monitor , identify and control. LED photoelectrics
can also do many things a mechanical switch or a machine
operator cannot. They can react to printed marks, liquids ,
two-dimensional shapes and surfaces, smoke, turbidity , reflections and colors. Their sensing areas can be focused to almost a point , or fall anywhere along a light beam that extends many feet. Sensing can also extend around corners
with the aid of mirrors or to deep within a machine with
the help of fiber optics.
Among non-contact , non-destructive sensors, photoelectrics are superior in that they need not be intimately close
to the sensed object, as most inductive, capacitive, rf, ultrasonic and magnetic-pickup-type proximity devices must.
And the sensed object doesn't have to be a special material,
nor must the system generally be delicately tuned to a
physical property such as weight or speed. The only requirement is that the object be able to block, attenuate or
reflect a light beam, or act as a detectable light source itself.
Photoelectric systems have evolved in both technology
and equipment. Early photoelectric controls relied upon an
incandescent lamp as the light source and a phototube as
the detector, and such equipment tended to be bulky, inefficient, sensitive to shock and vibration, and relatively costly. The advent of photosensitive semiconductors in the early
Wayne Filichowski is manager of market development
at Warner Electric Brake & Clutch Co., Beloit, WI.
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Fig 1 Intensity of the gallium arsenide LEDs used in most photo·
electric control systems peaks at 0.9 nm - close to silicon photo·
transistors' peak sensitivity wavelength of 0.85 nm.

(bl

Shiny 8urfaat

Fig 2 (a) Diffuse reflection system allows increased ranges between
a sender/receiver and a target. (b) Specular reflection setup requires
that a scanned object remain at a relatively constant distance from
the sender/receiver. (c) Retroreflection system accepts light at any
angle of incidence and returns it over the same path .

1960s had a major impact on photoe!ectrics, and most systems configured since then have incorporated phototransistors as light detectors. The phototransistor allowed smaller,
more efficient and more reliable photoelectric controls. But
in those controls , the inefficient incandescent lamp still
supplied the light.
The LED now brings the light source up to date with the
sensor, and it should supplant the incandescent bulb in the
majority of future applications. Photoelectrics with phototransistors as their sensors and LEDs as their light sources
are all-solid-state and carry all of the advantages and capabilities that such electronics can bring.

system components
Every photoelectric system consists of a light source, a light
sensor, an amplifier and an output. These subsystems can be
separately housed , or partially or completely combined into
a single package. The light source provides a light beam ,
which is then broken or completed by an object the system
must detect. The light sensor then picks up the light beam or
the absence of it and transmits the information to the amplifier, which steps up and transmits the signal to the output.
That subsystem provides the desired control, counting or
notification function.
Light sources. Unlike visible incandescent sources, which
have relatively short lifetimes and can fail if subjected to
excessive vibration, the LEDs used in photoelectric controls

output infrared light. They have lifetimes longer than
100,000 hrs and are relatively immune to vibration. The
gallium arsenide LEDs most often used in photoelectric
control systems are the most intense units available. Their
0.9-nm wavelength lies very close to the wavelength (Fig I)
to which the most-often-used sensor - the silicon phototransistor - is most sensitive (0.85 nm).
Invisibility may appear to be a disadvantage in aligning
an LED photoelectric system, but it is an advantage for
most applications once the system is in operation . Photoelectric controls become Jess noticeable and therefore are
less prone to tampering - people don't wave their hands in
a beam to see the reaction or defeat a control's purpose.
Unlike incandescent sources, a sample of LEDs is rated
by how long it takes for half of them to reach a point
where light emission intensity is only half its original value.
Because an LED can operate at a variety of voltages, currents and temperatures, manufacturers can't quote a simple ,
single LED life value . But basically , the harder an LED is
worked (in terms of output intensity) , the shorter its life.
An LED also loses its intensity non-uniformly - it dims
fastest in the early stages of its life before settling down to
a more gradual loss. Dimming to half intensity, therefore,
does not signal that its life is necessarily half over.
Most photoelectric control systems pulse their LEDs to
attain greater intensity . A fringe benefit of this type of operation lets a system simultaneously pulse its sensors to receive only the type of signal transmitted by the source.
Thus external light sources don't register as legitimate signals, as is sometimes the case with other types of photoelectric systems.
Because LED-type photoelectrics are pulsed, their response time (2-5 ms) is somewhat lower than that of incandescent designs (50 µs) , although the difference for most
applications is immaterial. The delayed response results
from the sensor's need to integrate - or count - 6-1 2 con-

Back To Basics
A light emitting diode (LED) is a semiconductor
chip that emits light energy when stimulated by a
low-voltage de current. It is much more efficient
than an incandescent bulb, because its light output
is not created by a superheated filament (which
consumes and dissipates large amounts of energy).
but by electrons jumping from higher to lower
energy states at the semiconductor's junction. De·
pending upon the LED's component elements,
the color of its emitted light can range from ultraviolet, through the visible spectrum and into the
infrared. The more efficient and intense types are
those at the red end of the spectrum; thus most
small calculator and digital watch LED displays
are red.
One type of light source that has received considerable publicity lately is the more expensive
laser design , which emits a very intense, narrow
beam of coherent light. The LEDs used in current
photoelectric controls are not lasers; the ir light
must be focused with lenses in the same manner
as light from an incandescent lamp.
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Fig 3 (a) Retriggerable time delay energizes an output when the
light beam is completed but delays the output for a preset time
when the light beam is broken. (b) One-shot timing function acti·
vates an output when the beam is completed and keeps the output
activated for a preset time regardless of the light sensor's subsequent
condition . (c) Delayed one-shot operates like a normal one-shot but
waits for a preset time before activating its output.
Input

Driver

Return

(GNDl
Fig 4 Logic output allows a photoelectric scanner to interface directly with most digital equipment. It pulses its 12-Vdc output when
signalled by the scanner's amplifier.
Input
Normally On
+12

voe

Normally Off

Common
Logic
Ground

Driver

Return

(GNOl
Fig 5 Switch-type logic output serves control systems that don't respond to 12-V pulses; it operates like a single-pole-double-throw relay and typically outputs 0.06 A@ 30 Vdc.

secutive pulses before reaching a threshold level that signals
the output to perform some action. Because of the resulting
delay, pulsed LED photoelectrics are generally not recommended for ultra-high speed applications in which the interval between operations (including dropout times) is shorter
than 10 ms - that is, for applications of more than 600 operations/sec. But few object-detecting applications require
responses anywhere near this level.

Light sensors. The simplest type of light sensor, the cadmium sulfide photocell, undergoes a change in its electrical
characteristics when subjected to light. With a response
time longer than that of other types of light sensors, it has
color sensitivities that suit it to high-sensitivity applications .
The solid state photodiode provides a much faster response
than the photocell, although it is somewhat less sensitive to
light. A compromise between these two devices, the phototransistor provides greater sensitivity to light than the photodiode but can detect very fast pulses of light.
Because photoelectric sensing systems require a surface
or a mass to react to , you must understand the behavior of
light when it strikes various media. In a thru beam or "twopart" system, a detected object must block most of the beam.
Some manufacturers provide aperture attachments that reduce the beam size to narrow slits or cylinders of light for
operation with small objects. In a diffuse reflection system
(Fig 2a), using higher-intensity LEDs makes possible increased ranges between the sender/receiver combination
and the target , the sending and receiving paths are generally
separate. Distance from the target varies with original light
signal strength, the surface properties of the target and the
angle between the sender and receiver. In a specular reflection system (Fig 2b), a light beam strikes a shiny surface
and reflects at an angle equal in magnitude to its angle of
incidence. Scanners that utilize this method house the sender and receiver in one head, and the scanned object must lie
at a relatively constant distance from the head for the light
beam to refleGt properly . This method can detect the presence or absence of glossy objects and can also detect contrasts between colors and surface qualities. Finally , in a
retroreflection system (Fig 2c), a light beam strikes a reflector that directs it back the way it came, regardless of
the angle of incidence. Retroreflective mirrors are usually
plastic, with reflective surfaces formed from three-dimensional "pyramids" or "spheres."
Amplifiers. Most amplifiers in photoelectric scanning systems allow time-delay processing, by which amplifier output
activation lags light-sensor activation. Various time delays
allow a wide variety of applications . In conveyor-jam detection , for example, a system must determine when several
units "jam up ," or bunch together on a conveyor system.
Under normal circumstances, the units pass through the light
beam at a uniform rate, and with this action, the light beam
is alternately broken and completed. When the units jam
up, however, the light beam is broken and remains broken as
long as the jam is present.
A retriggerable time delay (Fig 3a) can detect such a jam.
When the light beam is completed, the output immediately
energizes. When the light beam is broken, however, a delay
occurs before the output follows the light sensor and drops
out. Thus , when the light beam is completed, the output follows the light sensor and energizes. When the light beam is
broken , the output remains energized for the pre-set period
of the time delay. If at any time during this period the light
beam is again completed, the timer resets, and the timing
function cancels and begins again without de-energizing the
output. As long as the light beam is again completed some
time during the delay, the output remains energized. Otherwise, the output de-energizes and the timer "times out."
Cont'd p. 38
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Our 100/200 megabyte OEM disk drives.
Best for you. Best for your customers.
The new ISS 733-10/11 disk drives are the
most advanced random access storage
devices ever designed for the OEM market.
With features that benefit you and your
customers .
Fo r example, exceptional speed in head
positioning and start/stop times.
Compactness. Quietness. Easy waist-high
pack loading .
The big news, however, is thei r fieldupgrade capabilities. The 100-megabyte
733-10 can be easily field-upgraded to 200
megabytes. Or you can have 200
megabytes immediately with ISS 733-11 .
An d both can be ordered with, or
field-upgraded to, dual port.
Advanced interface design
Our interface permits functiona l
compatibility between ISS 733- 10/11 and
most current 40, 80, 100, 150, 200, and
300-megabyte drives. This means minimal
controller modifications, if any.
Performance features
Integral power supply. Tolerates wide power
variations, reduces susceptibility to cycle
sags and brown-outs .
Module select plug. Permits flexi bi lity in
disk address assignments in mu lti-drive
systems.
Data separation and write data

precompensation . Al l data encoding/
decoding is performed in the drive.
Absolute cylinder addressing. Disk
addressing done in the drive , not the
contro ller. Simplifies programming .
Industry standard media . 3336 - 1 and
3336-1 1 or equivalent disk packs.
Programmable sector mark. Allows user to
select sector size to fit his application.
Rotational position sensing. Sig nals the
system when the desired sector is
approaching the read/wri te heads.
Increases system throughput.
Daisy chaining. Greatly reduces cabling.
Important options
Dual port. \SS 733-10/11 can be upg raded
from single to dual port in the field . Or
dual port can be installed prior to delivery.
Address mark format. Permits variable
record lengths.
Round-the-clock ISS support
\SS maintains a complete support facility.
Not just spares, but also technical
assistance is available round-the-clock.
Just call.

We ' ll be glad to send more informatio n
about the ISS 733-1Of1 1. Write or call ISS
Marketing, 10435 N. Tantau Ave.,
Cupertino, CA 950 14, (408) 257-6220 . \SS
is an operating unit of Spe rry Un ivac.

Technobgical leadership
for the generations ahead.
Sperry U nivac is a division of Spe rry Rand Co rporati on
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In conveyor-jam detection , when the conveyor starts , the
light beam is completed , the timer starts and the output energizes. When an object passes through the light beam and
interrupts it , the time delay begins, and the light sensor sees
dark although the output device remains energized. When
the object passes completely through the light beam, and
the light sensor again sees light , the entire cycle is reset. If
at any time , however , the objects jam up, the timer times
out and the output de-energizes. The deactivated output
can then activate an alarm or other function .
Sometimes an object passes very quickly through a light
beam. Even though the light sensor can respond to it and
the amplifier can process the resulting signal , that signal may
occur too quickly to operate the output device. To register
the swift action of the beam interruption , the system must
have some means of expanding the normal on/ off output. A
one-shot timing function (Fig 3b) can perform this task . The
one-shot output is a non-retriggerable pulse with variable duration . Like the delay drop timing function , the one-shot
timer activates an output device immediately upon beam
completion and begins its timing cycle. Unlike that function ,
however , the one-shot 's output remains energized for the
timer period, regardless of the condition and status of the
light sensor. When the timing period expires , the output deenergizes and the light sensor can again trigger the amplifier
when its light beam is completed . Whereas a delay drop timer can reset without changing the status of the output device ,
a one-shot timer can only reset by completing one timing
cycle at a time .
This abilit y finds many applications. In a fast-counting
situation , for example , a one-shot timer can extend the pulse
as required for the counting device or other form of automation. Similarly, if a system must count slow-moving objects , a one-shot timer can shorten the output signal if its
timing period measures less than the object 's speed.
An amplifier can also perform other functions in addition
to amplification and signal delay . It can activate an output
A delay ed one-shot (Fig 3c) waits a preset period before
it begins timing . In this mode of operation , the timer produce s a non-retriggerable output pulse just like the one created by a one-shot timer but delayed by an adjustable time
period . The entire timing function is non-retriggerable and
finds uses in applications that require a delay between beam
completion or interruption and output operation .

SURFACE OUALITY

SMOOTH

DULL

A~Consldtr

"Two Part or

*Aetro-Reflt.ctlve

Fig 6 Extremely shiny surfaces can fool retroreflective scanners by
acting as mirrors and generating false signals.
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Fig 7 Warner's MCS-627 LED scanner interfaces with computers
and eliminates the need for a conventional separate amplifier.

when the light sensor sees dark , rather than when it sees light
- a feature useful in empty-conveyor detection . It can provide sensitivity control, which lets you specify the amount
of light blockage required to register a "break" in the light
beam - an ability useful in detecting translucent objects.
Through an inhibit capability , it can prevent a photoelectric
system from registering until an object is properly positioned.
A latching capability lets it respond normally until an initial
activation occurs, then keep an output energized regardless
of the status of the light sensor. Finally , it can provide notification when an incandescent lamp burns out. No one amplifier has all of these features, but plug-in optional circuitry
can often provide you with a system matched to your needs
and application .
Outputs. While considered a separate subsystem, an output is almost always located within the amplifier. Relays can
best handle heavy loads, but they have finite lives and respond slowly to signals - a typical unit requires 0.02 to 0 .05
sec to complete a cycle. Hy brid switches, unlike relays , can
only handle ac loads. A combination of a triac and a miniature reed relay or opto-isolator, a hybrid switch has a typical
life of 10 8 operations , compared with S x 10 5 for the average relay. It can also switch faster than the relay , typically
in 0.01 to 0.015 sec. But it cannot handle as heavy a current
load , nor can it provide more than a single switch action.
Suited for use with computers, counters and other solid
state systems , a logic output supplies its own low current ,
12 Vdc internal power and requires no external voltages (Fig
4). Typically a "pulse output" device , a logic output usually
generates a 12-V pulse when signalled by the amplifier. Because it is completely solid state, its operating life is virtually infinite. And its overall response time is approximately
5000 times faster than that of a hybrid switch, making considerations of amplifier and sensor response time necessary.
Because not all electronic controls respond to a 12-V pulse,
some systems require a switch-type logic output device , also
termed an open collector unit (Fig 5) . Rather than providing
a voltage output, this unit provides a switching action simil ar
to that of a single-pole-double-throw relay . Acting as a lowvoltage , low-current switch (typically 0.06 A, 30 Vdc) , this
type of output device lets you switch your own voltages
for electronic load devices .
Cont'd p . 40

TH ATS WHAT
MAKES OUR FLEXIFILE 10
THE SIMPLEST, MOST COST-EFFICIENT
HIGH-SPEED PROGRAM LOADER MONEY CAN BUY
Flexibility in design . Flexibility in media . Flexibility in use . That's why our
FlexiFile 10 flexible disk paper tape emulator offers you faster program
loading , quicker data access ... less expensively. It's compact,
portable, and plug compatible with most current readers and
punches ... so you have greater field -loading capability,
with no sottware changes required .
Utilizing its read/ write capability, the FlexiFile 10 lets
you upgrade from slow, hard-to-handle paper tape to
high-density flexible disks. With its effective thruput rate
of 1700 characters per second and its storage capacity
of over 98K bytes per disk, the FlexiFile 1O
enables you to transfer over 800
feet of paper tape data onto a
single , removable flexible disk in
less than one minute . And bem o un t o pt io ns a re
cause each of the 32 tracks is indiava il a b le.
vidually selectable, you have access
to more data, more easily.
The compact Flexi File 10 is lightweight, too (just 18
lbs.). And it can be ordered with its own durable carrying
case, so you can take it anywhere, for any program loading
application . For high-speed loading of longer programs on
computers or other peripherals For quickly accessible , offline storage . For just about any fast, reliable field -programming function you require .
When you consider that you get all
this program loading performance in a
single, portable package for just $141 o ~
it's easy to see why the FlexiFile 10 is
the most cost-efficient, high-speed
program loader money can buy.
But you be the judge Write today
for our free product information
package.
*S ingle quan ti ty price includ es in te rnal
interface . Ca rrying case ex tra . OEM
d isco unts are ava il able.

Flexi File 10 uses s tanda rd
flex ible disk m ed ia,
includ ing new !l ip py
di sks.

'ID

800 Maude Avenu e, Mountain Vi ew, CA 94043
(41 5) 969-3700 TWX: 910-379-6 97 8
New York, NY (201) 947-2092

Paper Tape Emulator
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*Target speed. Assuming a target
has sufficient size and/or reflectivity
to significantly interfere with a
beam, it must do this long enough
for the scanner's amplifier to reRetro
Photo
Retro
Reflector
Reflector
spond. For most applications this
amplifier response time is unimportant, because the beam make or
*33V Zener
break period lasts more than one
second. But applications like high"C
Y.
"C
u
speed counting may have amplifier
a: iii"'
a:"'
response as a limiting factor.
*Target composition (Fig 6) . Translucent targets can be detected by
beam break methods if the sender/
receiver package does not have too
much penetration power or the amSecond
plifier has built-in adjustable sen Transi stor
sitivity
that you can reduce. With
Cannot
(-) 11111-(_+l_ _ _--O_, Load
extremely shiny surfaces , exercise
Switch Collector And
caution when using retroreflective
Emitter Are
scanners because the target itself
Shorted
may act as a mirror and produce
false signals. For such surfaces a
(b)
two-part system is more desirable
than a retroreflective unit.
*Sensing range. The simplest and
Photo
Retro
most conservative method of asTransistor Reflector
signing a distance rating to LED
OptoOptolsolated
photoelectric controls is to specify
lsolated
Output
Output
the maximum distance recommended with relatively clean optics and
-g~
c
S""O
~°D
a free air space , and with the units
subjected to the worst case conditions of ambient temperature and
voltage.
Additional important scannerselection factors include ambient
contaminants, ambient light conditions, light source life and wiring
access.
Once you have selected a scanner,
consider the type of logic , timing or
Fig 8 (a) Connected together for AND or OR operation, two scanners' output switching transistors
output signals that must serve that
remain unisolated. lb) Opto-isolated output for each scanner provides the required electrical isolation. scanner's load . We'll focus here on
logic-level switching circuits , which
system considerations
have grown in use as computers and programmable controlWhen selecting a photoelectric scanner system , consider
lers find more in-plant applications and pressures from pubthese key factors :
lic interest groups to reduce safety hazards increase . With
*Target size. Does the target's size dictate a maximum alsuch interface circuitry, a machine is controlled from one
lowable beam diameter or even the maximum dimensions of
low-voltage (usually 12 Vdc) power supply. Fig 7 shows how
the scanner package itself? Counting cartons passing on a
Warner's MCS-627 scanner interfaces with a computer and
conveyor requires using the entire target. Orienting parts on
eliminates the need for a conventional separate amplifier.
an automatic assembly machine may be a matter of detectIn solid state transistor logic circuits , the output switching a small hole in the correct position. In general , moving
ing transistor usually connects directly to an internal
the target surface closer to the system's lens(es) allows a
power supply and is thus not isolated. This characteristic
corresponding decrease in target size . And decreasing the
can cause problems when two or more scanners are consystem 's amplifier sensitivity lets you scan smaller targets
nected together for AND or OR operation (Fig 8a). A remewith retroreflective and two-part scanner configurations.
dy for this problem involves using an isolated output for
The converse is true with reflective proximity and reflective
each scanner. Each output consists of an LED and a photofixed-focal-distance con figurations. Surface reflectivity can
transistor. Light from the LED goes through a gap to the
also affect target sizes on all reflective scanners - a reflective
input of the phototransistor, and the separation between the
scanner may react better to a shiny , smaller target than a
two components provides electrical isolation. Fig 8b shows
dull , larger one.
the resulting modified circuit.
+
(a)

---1
----1

===1

Q)

===1

a:._~-1-~~~-~-1--1--~~-~~~~~~~~a:- ~I
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You don t buy just power supplies
from us. You buy solutions
to your power supply problems.
For example:
• If you need high performance from 5V to 300 V, coupled to low cost,
then one of our standard, computer-quality, off-the-shelf units could be
your solution. They sell for as little as $29 in single quantities with a 10
year guarantee. You can add over-voltage protection for as little as $4 to
a maximum of $14 per unit based on current and voltage levels.
• If you need a special design - single or multiple output - for your
system, then one of the many customs we've designed in the past may
fit your needs. If so, you can pick a custom at an off-the-shelf price.
By the way, all of our supplies are guaranteed for 10 years. We never
derate them . They 're fully serviceable, stable and reliable. All meet UL
Standards.
May we quote on our solutions to your power supply problems and
tell you how we can meet your needs? Just call Ron Wolff or Saul
Buchbinder at (203) 242-0708 or send your specs to us.

You'll get fast turnaround.

If you want a catalog of our full line, just circle no. 25 on the Reader
Service Card.

elasco

Division of Buchbinder Corporation
Northwood Industrial Park
Box276
Bloomfield, Connecticut 06002
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CHIP ENABLE

TSP

DOUT----

--~~~--~--~~---120ns ~~ I
4K MOS RAM

Here we go again.
Another in a string of lickety-split RAMs from
National.
MM5271A 18-pin 4K Dynamic RAM with
TTL-compatible chip enable.
It's the fastest TTL-compatible 4K MOS RAM
on the market. A blistering access time of 120 ns.
And that's including on chip level conversion.
Cycle time is 215 ns. at the same power dissipation
as older 4K dynamic RAMs.
An equally fast 22-pin version also available
(MM5281A). As are versions without clock driver
18-pin (MM5270A) , 22-pin (MM5280A).
So get your pen.
Quick.

,----------------------1
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I
I
I
I

I
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I
I

National Semiconductor
2900 Semiconductor Dri ve
Santa Clara, CA 95051

DD

J

I
I

Gentlemen:
Please send me further information about:
D MM527 1A D MM5281A D MM5270A

I
I
D MM5280A

Name
Company_ _ _
Address - - - - - -

L _0t!_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

3

_:;rate_ _ _ _ _ _!i~

1

I
I
I
I
I
I

____ _J

~National Semiconductor

PART FrVE: TECHNIQUES FOR NSC'S SC/MP AND ELECTRONIC ARRAYS' EA9002

This final series installment covers two typical low-end
microprocessors: the National Semiconductor SC/MP and
the newer Electronic Arrays EA9002. In most low-end ,
controller applications, the microprocessor rides herd on
some piece of equipment , usually a very simple piece .
For example, microprocessors now control point-of-sale
terminals , gas pumps, microwave ovens , telephone PBXs
and even a hi-fi record changer. What separates a controller from any other microprocessor? Cost - speed is not
terribly important , but total system cost is crucial and
minimization of parts cost is the prime goal.
The SC/MP and the EA9002 are simpler than any of
the microprocessors I've discussed so far. For example,
neither machine has any 3-byte instructions ; all instructions are either one or two bytes long . For quite some
time this low end of the market has been dominated by
the 4-bit microprocessors, but I think that this dominance
is ending. There are few , if any , applications where the
total system cost for an 8-bit machine is not competitive
with a 4-bit system's. Because a 4-bit machine is awkward
to program and offers no significant advantage, why use it?

SC/MP system architecture
The SC/MP (Simple Cost-effective MicroProcessor) is a
single-accumulator, 8-bit microprocessor (Fig 1) . Its accumulator serves all arithmetic operations, and all memory data enters or leaves the processor through this register. In addition to the accumulator, the SC/MP has four
16-bit pointer registers and an accumulator extension,
which serves as temporary storage for the accumulator and
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can be used as a source operand for arithmetic operations.
One of the pointer registers serves as a program counter
(PTR O) ; the others may be used by the program.
SC/ MP is a page addressed machine; all addresses are
specified within a page (Fig 2). If your system contains
more than one page - many applications don 't - you
must be careful to address memory properly. Whenever the
program counter is incremented to fetch the next instruction ,
only the lower 12 bits are affected ; the page remains the same.
Therefore , if you place a no-op in memory location OFFF
(hexadecimal) and branch to that no-op, the instruction
the machine executes after the no-op will be the one at
address 0000 (not 1000 as you might logically expect) .
The manufacturer's documentation refers to this phenomenon as "wrap around" addressing and further says that it
is provided for "maximum programming flexibility. " It's
difficult , if not impossible , to foresee any time that this
capability would be desirable from a software viewpoint ,
but I can see how it simplifies the hardware design. The
microprocessor's instruction set appears in Fig 3 .
One of the SC/MP's features is its repertoire of simple
yet flexible addressing modes:
Immediate addressing. The operand lies in the memory
location following the instruction opcode. For example ,
this instruction will exclusive OR the accumulator with
35 (hexadecimal):

*

XRI

X'35

; exclusive or ace with 35

Terry Dollhoff is director of computer science at
Acuity Systems, Inc., Reston, VA.

Two Models
PTC 5A-1
$1945 *
and
PTC-5A-3
$2595*

OPflAff

POWH

I I

STANDBY

OFF

the new
CrzjMPLf(jT ®
PTC-5
Remote
Time Share
Digital Plotter
Controller

MICROPROCESSOR
CONTROLLED PLOTTING
Tried and Proven Features:

New Features:

v

v 16 special centered symbols (in addi-

v
v
v

tion to the standard character set)
Circle generation capability
Enhanced vector length
Will work with offline tape cassette

v
v
v
v
v

Call Rod Schaffner at (512) 837-2820

haustan
instrument

R~DER

Totally interruptable without loss
of origin
Hardware character vector generation
Error detection / retransmission
196 or 1024 character buffer
Operates at 110,300 and 1200 baud
Use with IBM 5100 calculator, Wang
2200 series and others listed in the
brochure

DIVISION OF BAUSCH & LOMB!j)

COMPANY

ONE HOUSTON SQUARE fat 8500 Cameron Road! AUSTIN , TEXAS 78753
(512) 837- 2820
TWX 910-874-2022
cable HOINCO

•u.s.

Domestic Price Only

TELECOPIE:UROPEAN OFFICE Rochesterlaan 6 8240 Gistel Belgium
Phone 059/277445 Te1e1t Bausch 81399

®A registered trademark of
Houston Instrument
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Memory

--------.-----'-1______

8-Bit
Bus

Pointer 0 (PC)
Pointer 1
Accumulator
Extension

Accumulator
1----+---4

Pointer 2
Pointer 3

*

Fig 1 A single-accumulator, B·bit processor, National Semi·
conductor's SC/MP has four 16-bit pointer registers and an
accumulator extension, which can function as a source operand for arithmetic operations.

n

I

0
0

000 Page 0
FFF

1
1

000
FFF

LD

@4(Pl)

; A=M(Pl), Pl =Pl+4

* Extension register addressing. The operand is the con"

f Page 1

F
000
F
:.:.:__
~ Of~se~

Indexed addressing. The operand address results fro m
adding a displacement (-128 to +1 27) to one of the pointer
registers ; this sum is termed the effective address and selects the operand. The restriction on page addressing still
applies ; if the pointer contains FFO and the displacement
is 10, then the effective address is 000 (not 1000).
A special case of indexed addressing occurs when you use
Pointer Register Zero (program counter). In this case , the
displacement occurs relative to the program counter and is
termed PC-relative addressing.
Auto indexed addressing. The operand is generated the
same way as an indexed operand, but the designated pointer
register is incremented or decremented. If the displacement
is less than zero , the microprocessor decrements the pointer
register by the displacement before fetching the operand.
If the displacement is greater than zero , the pointer register
is incremented by the displacement after the operand is
fetched . This instruction loads the accumulator with the
contents of the memory location addressed by Pointer One
and then adds four to Pointer One:

tents of the extension register. This instruction logically
ORs the contents of the extension register with the accumulator:

f Page 15

ORE

; A=A or E

A unique SC/MP feature is the microprocessor's special I/O
capability. It handles normal I/O as external memory references; that is, external hardware detects a reference to certain addresses and responds with peripheral data. Termed
memory mapped 1/0, this technique is commonly used for
microprocessor 1/0. But in addition to it , the SC/MP pro-

Fig 2 The SC/MP is a page addressed unit; when the micro·
processor's program counter is incremented to fetch the next
instruction, only the lower 12 bits change - the page remains
the same.

Cont'd p . 50

National Semiconductor SC/MP Instruction Set
Immediate

Extension
Register

F4
04
FC
EC

70
50
78
68

ADD
AND
CAD
DAD
OLD
ILD
JMP
JNZ
JP
JZ
LO
OR
ST
XOR
XPAL
XPAH
XPPC
CAS
CCL
CSA
DLY
DINT
HALT
IEN

Relative
FO
DO
F8
E8
BS
A8
90
9C
94
9S

C4
DC

40
58

co
OS
ca

E4

60

EO

PC
30
34

PTR1
31
35
30

07
02

copy ace to status
clear carry
copy status to ace
delay 13+2*acc+514*disp.
disable interrupt
halt
enable interrupt

06
SF
04
00
05

PTR2
32
36
3E

PTR3
33
37
3F

Indexed/Auto Indexed
PTR1
PTR2
PTR3
F1/F5
01/05
F9/FD
E9/ED
69/A9/91/90/95/99/C1/C5
09/DD
C9/CD
E1/E5

F2/F6
02/06
FA/FE
EA/EE
BA/AA/92/9E/-

96/9A/C2/C6
DA/DE
CA/CE
E2/E6

F3/F7
03/07
FB/FF
EB/EF
BB/AB/93/9F/97/9B/C3/C7
DB/OF
CB/CF
E3/E7

add to accumulator (with CY)
and with accumulator
complement & add to ace (with CY)
dec imal add to ace (with CY)
dee & load ace (memory is dee)
inc & load ace (memory is inc)
jump to effective address
jump if ace not zero
jump if ace positive
jump if ace zero
load accumulator
or with accumulator
store accumulator
exclusive-or with accumulator

exchange ace and lower byte of pointer
exchange ace and higher byte of pointer
exchange pc(ptrO) with pointer
NOP
RR
RRL
SCL
SIO
SR
SAL
XAE

08
1E
1F
03
19
1C
10
01

no operation
rotate right, zero fill
rotate right, CY fill
set carry
shift ext. right to 1/0
shift ace right, zero fill
shift ace right, CY fill
exchange ace and ext

Fig 3 Clip and save this summary of the SC/MP instruction set.
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WE'LL READ, TYPE, RECORD,
PRINT, PUNCH, SPOOL.AND REPRODUCE
fORJUSTABOUTANYBOD~
We believe everybody has the right to choose the best computer
system to fit specific business needs.
That's why we make the best peripheral equipment for just about
any configuration.
And that's why behind that claim we've put over 100 years of
experience in precision engineering and gaining electronic capabilities to meet the demands of almost any system.
So, today, we have the equipment for whatever media is best for
you.

Our single floppy disks are expertly designed for easy install
tion, safe disk handling, and one of the fastest access times around
Even better, our dual floppy disks give you all the same precisic
and accuracy, plus twice the data capacity of the single machine f,
only a fraction more investment.
And the special box-in-a-box construction, with its ability
reduce the problems created by heat and increase reliability,
something you won't find in any other flexible disk drive.
So, whatever Facit peripheral you choose for your needs, you'·
PRINTERS
selected our choice piece. Because they're all made to work har
We have a whole group of matrix printers to pick from, in various work long, and require a minimum amount of maintenance.
speed ranges and all with superb accuracy and neatness.
In fact, we honestly feel that no other OEM manufacturer offen
For instance, there's our new 4540 matrix, with a revolutionary better performance to price ratio. It's just part of the Facit belief th
printing head, high speed printing, and economical cost.
all our equipment should make work easier and more efficient f,
everybody.
PAPER TAPE
If you'd like more information about our equal opportuniti
If paper tape meets your needs, we've got high quality readers,
in peripheral equipment, send us the coupon below.We think you
spoolers, or punches for your choosing.
find Facit has the right idea about all your business needs.
Take our Facit 4020 Paper Tape Reader or Facit 4070 Tape Punch,
for example. They're already seen with some of the best computers
in the world.

FLEXIBLE DISKS

•

And, if you're looking for flexible disk drive,
we can work together, too.

4554 PRINTER

/

I

Name---------------~

I

//company~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~/ / Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4231 DISK DRIVE

,I

If a line of line printers gave you dependable, economical
operation and remarkably clear print quality, you could plug one
into your system and for get it.
Dataproducts is that line.
Our 2200 family of Line Printers is worth remembering.
Forget the 2290.

We support our
family.

If you want a cost efficient
900-LPM printer designed to
meet the requirements
of the new high-performance
minicomputer based systems,
remember to specify
the Dataproducts 2290.
Then plug it into your
systems.
And forget it.

You can't forget our
printers unless you can
count on complete
aftersales support.
Count on it.
In spares, maintained
for Dataproducts customers
world-wide, with a new
spares depot soon to be
open in Europe.
In technical support,
with liaison engineers
ready to help solve all printer problems.
And with printer training and complete
instruction to the component level.

Forget the 2260.
If you want high-quality
medium speed impact printing
(600 LPM), ideally suited for small computer
systems and terminals, you want our 2260.
Specify it by name.
Plug it into your systems.
And forget it.

The family biography.

Forget the 2230.
If you want the industry standard low-tomedium speed (300 LPM) printer with
the lowest life-cycle cost of any printer in its
range, specify the Dataproducts 2230.
Plug it into your systems.
And forget it.

Forget family squabbles.
Every member of the 2200 family of Line
Printers is interface compatible.
Up and down the line.
And every member offers the patented
Mark IV hammer, with its life expectancy of
over 4 billion impacts.
And every member of the family can print in
16 languages.

There's much more.
Inside information, specs and key options
for every family member.
Plus the 2200 family relatives like our
Tempest printers (300, 600 & 900 LPM), the
2470 (1200 LPM), the 2550 (1500 LPM)
and the 2910 (military printer).
Whichever
member of the
family interests
you, call or write
for complete
information.
But don't
forget to
Dataproducts
remember.

No. American Sales HQ: 6219 De Soto Ave., Woodland Hills, Ca. 91365, Tel: (213) 887-8451, Telex: 69-8492.
European Sales HQ: Darmstaedter Landstrasse 199, Frankfurt, W. Germany; Tel: 681-034, Telex: 841-416344.
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vides three other types of special 1/0 :
* Flag bits. Three flag bits in the stat us register go to the
outside world: the program places desired data in the status
register bits that correspond to the flags and sets the external
pins accordingly . These flags can be useful control lines .
* Status bits . External hardware can set or clear two bits ;
their status appears in the status register. The first status
line (Sense A) is also the interrupt line if interrupts are software-enabled.
* Serial I/ 0. A serial input (SIN) and a serial output (SOUT)
pin are controlled by the microprocessor's software ; a special
shift instruction contro ls these lines. This Shift I/O (SIO) instruction shifts the extension register right one position ;
then the vacated bit is filled by the current setting of SIN .
The bit shifted out then goes to the SOUT line (Fig 4) .

At higher baud rates (2400), this time would introduce a
30% error, and the routine wouldn' t work . The correct computation for the second delay is
Disp lacement = (1666-13-125) / 514 = 2
Accumulator = (1666-13-125-514*2) / 2 = 250

SC/ MP subroutine interface
The SC/MP has no special instructions for calling subroutines;
you must load the routine address into one of the pointer
registers and then branch to the subroutine . For example ,
this sequence calls subroutine XXX:
LOI

H(RETN)

; set P3=re turn

XPAH 3
LDl

L(RETN)

XPAL 3
JMP

XXX

; ca ll su brou tin e

using the SC/ MP 1/ 0 capability

xxx

SC/ MP's special 1/ 0 is ideally suited to a serial asynchronous
interface ; SIN serves as the receive data line and SOUT as
the send data line. A typical asyn chronous communication
lFig 5) consists of a start bit , data bits and a stop bit. In fullduplex mode, any input must go back to the terminal to complete the communication ; SIN and SOUT can implement this
capability . All you need is a way to control the timing . The
SC/MP"s DL Y instruction can create program delays and
thereby control the 1/ 0 timing: it delays processing for a
variable amount of time . The total instruction time comes
from this formula :

The sequence has one drawback : XXX must lie within the
same page as the call because a JMP relative is used. I'll examine ways around this limitation later. In any case , if subroutine XXX is called this way , control can return from the
subroutine with
XPPC 3

Pl - address o f a pushd o wn sta ck in RAM; co n ta in s
the next usa bl e loca ti o n o n the stack

DEL AY= 13+ 2*acc umula tor+514 *displacemen t

If you want to determine the best values for the accumulator
and displacement , use
Displace ment = (DE LAY-13 )/ 5 14 (t run ca ted to nea res t
in tege r)

; exchange PC and P3

If you want to make nested calls , this approa ch isn 't very
effi cient. An alternate approach is to develop a general call and-return subroutine. The first step is to assign two pointe r
registers :

P2 - a ddress of subroutine ca ll/ return pr ocessor

The pushdown stack resemb les the one in the 8080 or 6800 .
To push an entry on the stack, use
ST

(ii

I (P 1)

Acc umulat or = (D E LA Y· I 3-5 14 *di splace ment)/2

These equations produce a delay that measures within one
mi crocycle of the desired value. The length of a microcycle
depends on the system clo ck frequen cy , but 2µs is typical.
The delays you'll need are determined by the baud rate ; if the
time between bits is B, you need a delay of Band B/2. Assume
that the baud rate is 300 . In this case , B= l / 300sec=3333µs .
If the clock cycle time is 2µs , you must create a delay of
1666 and 833 µs . Using the formulas , you obtain
Displace me nt = (l 666'. 13)/ 514 = 3
and

Acc umulator= (1666-13-514 *3)/ 2=55
Disp lace ment= (83 3-13) / 514 = 1

To pop an item off the stack, use
LO
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(~- l ( Pl)

; po p ace afte r stack poin te r
; decre me n t

In this increasing stack pointer , the stack builds upward
in memory instead of downward (as in the 8080 or 6800) .
The advantage of building the stack upward is that Pl always
points to the next 4sable location , so it can be used as a
temporary storage . lf you build the stack downward , Pl
points to the top ent ry on the stack . Now to call a subroutine , code
LDI

Acc umulat o r= ( 833- 13-514)/ 2 = 153

The routine in Listing l performs the terminal-handling
chore . It saves the input character in P l (lower) and uses
Pl (upper) as a flag to indicate when all eight data bits have
arrived . At the end of the routine , the character goes to the
accumulator.
Listing l has several features you should note . First , it
clears the carry before the add, because all additions occur
with carry. Second, it uses the pointer as temporary storage .
(Although the pointers often hold addresses , they can also
hold temporary data - especially when the extension is
busy.) Finally, the 1-bit delay is off. We calculated this delay properly but didn 't take into account the time required
to travel through the loop. To obtain a more accurate timing,
subtract the time required for the loop (instructions LOOPS
to LOO PE - it amou nts to 125 cycles , or 7 .5 % of the delay.

; push ace, in cre men t stack
; po int er

; accumulator = subroutine
; numb er

n

XPPC 2

; call th e calle r

The n signifies the subroutine number. Achieve the subroutine return by setting the accumulator to zero and again
calling the call/ return processor; the return is thus
LOI

0

; perfo rm a re turn

XPPC 2

; ca ll th e re turner

Because only the number of the subroutine appears , you
must maintain a table of subroutine addresses. To simplify
programming , use only even numbers to signify subroutines;
in that case a typical subroutine table might appear as
TAB

.ADDR

RETN

; routin e RETN

.ADDR

ROUT!

; user routine (2)

.ADDR

ROUT2

; user routine (4)

.ADDR

ROUTn

; user routine (n)

The subroutine call processor appears in Listing 2.

Listing 1. Terminal-Handler Routine
WAIT

LDI

; wait for start bit
; E=OOOO 0001

LOOPS

XAE
SIO
LDE
JNZ
LDI
DLY
LDI
XPAH

table that contains the digit and 7-segment equivalent. To
make the problem more interesting, assume you receive the
digit in ASCII instead of binary. The table might appear as
TAB

; E=iOOO 0000, SOUT=l
;A=E
WAIT
153
1

; wait till E=O
; wait 1/2 bit time

9

; Pl (H)=loop count
; update loop count
; echo last bit
; A (LSB)=next bit
; CY=bit
; A =character

SIO
LDE
RRL
XPAL 1
RRL
XPAL 1
LDI 55
DLY 3
SIO

; put bit in character
; put back character
; delay one bit

'9',A9

Assume that AO to A9 are the appropriate constants that
indicate the digit's 7-segment equivalent. A bru.te-force approach to the problem is to search the table until you locate
the desired digit and then load the 7-segment data; the Z80
compare and increment instruction does just that. On the
other hand, you can simply calculate the position within the
the table; the first entry is ASCII 'O' and the last is '9'. Because 'O' to '9' are sequential in the coding sequence, this
formula provides the location of the 7-segment equivalent:
TABLE LOCATION= TAB+ (input - '0')*2 + 1

This SC/MP sequence performs the calculation:
CCL
CAI 'O'
XAE

; sample bit (put in right of E)

SIO
SIO
SIO
SIO

CCL
ADI -1
JNZ LOOPS
SIO
XAPL 1

LOO PE

; get flag
; clear carry
; decrement count
; continue till no carry
; send stop bit

XPAL 3
LD
(P3)

@l(Pl)

; A =character

Listing 2. Subroutine Call Processor

; interrupt

@- l(Pl)

CAS
@- l(Pl)
LD
XPPC 3

LDI
ADI

; A=status
; status= A
; reset A
; return to interrupted code

speeding table lookup
Last month I discussed the Z80 , which has a unique set of
instructions for finding data in tables, and I indicated that
still faster ways exist to perform that function. This month
I'll further investigate table lookup and offer some sugges~
tions for speeding your table manipulations.
The basic problem is to find a certain item within a table.
As a simple example, assume that you must convert a decima! digit into the appropriate code so you can display that
digit on a 7-segment display. One approach is to create a

CCL
JZ
XAE
XPAH
ST
XPAL
ST
LDI
ADE
XPAL

;save A
; A=status
; save status

At the end of the interrupt routine, reset the status and
accumulator this way:
LD

; A= translated value

You can make one obvious improvement on this program.
Because you never reference the character in the table,

At the start of the user interrupt routine, you must also
save the status register if you wish to modify it. Using the
stack I've developed, you can save it this way:
ST
CSA
ST

; increment and add TAB
; put address in P3

XPAL 3
LDI H(TAB)

CALL

@l(Pl)

; A=A+E=2*A

ADE
ADI L(TAB)+I

Whenever you enable an interrupt, the address of the interrupt processing subroutine must lie in P3, because an interrupt initiates this instruction:
XPPC 3

; clear carry
; subtract ASCII zero
; set A=E

LDE

SIO
SIO
XPAHI

'0',AO
' l ',A l

RETN

GO

XPAH
LD
XPAH
LD
XPAL
JMP
ILD
XPAL
LD
XPAH
XPAH
XPAH
LDI
XPAL
XPPC

; clear carry
RETN
2
@l(Pl)
2
@l(P l)

; if A=O, return
; save A in E
; stack call address

L(TAB)

; set P2=table address

2
H(TAB)
0
2
@l(P2)

; add in carry from lower byte
; set P3 =routine address

3
(P2)
3
GO
@-l(Pl)

; go to routine
; get call address + 1

3
@-l(Pl)
3
0
2
L(CALL)
2
3

; reset P2

; call or return
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f1icts with :
SOUT

SIN

~~~
Extension Register

Fig 4 A Shift 1/0 instruction in the SC/MP controls the microprocessor's serial input (SIN) and serial output (SOUT)
pins. The instruction shifts the extension register right one
position; then the vacated bit is filled by the current setting
of SIN. The bit shifted out goes to the SOUT line.

there 's no reason to store it there ; the table need only contain the 7-segment equivalents. Compute the table address
by
TABLE LOCATION = TAB+ input - 'O'

The required sequence is
CC L

: c lear ca rry

A: IF

12: 33

16: 37

B: 30

13: 34

17: 30

10: 31

14: 35

11 : 32

15 : 36

18: 3E
19 : 3F

If you now look up an item in the table , you first examine
the location selected by the rightmost digit of the opcode. If
a match occurs , you 're finished . If not , increment through
the table one location at a time until you find the item or
locate the end of the table. This technique , termed an open
hash , can greatly speed a search program. Indeed , hash
methods aren 't proportional to table length ; statistically yo u
can locate an entry in a table of l 0 ,000 items just as fast as
you can locate the same entry in a table of 100 items - certainly not the case with a linear search.
I've only scratched the surface of the topic of table accessing algroithms, but J hope you can see the potential benefits . Because controllers often require table lookup procedures , these techniques deserve careful exploration if
you're designing a controller.

CAI 'O'

; subtrac t zero

EA9002 system architecture

ADI L(TAB)

: add table addre ss

XPAL 3

; put address in P3

A late entry in the 8-bit market , the Electronic Arrays EA9002
appeared in the third quarter of last year. Jt offers on -chip
scratchpad and subroutine stack , so many applications will
require no additional RAM - a feature that could furth er
reduce system parts cost. Like the SC/MP , the EA9002 is a
single-accumulator machine (Fig 6) ; its on-chip , 64-byte
scratch memory holds intermediate results , and the subroutine stack holds return addresses . The general-purp ose
registers address memory or scratchpad ; each scratchpad
register has a data portion and a page address portion . The
page address portion indicates what page contains the data,
and the data address portion indicates the offset within the
page . The EA9002 is the first microprocessor I've discussed
that does not provide full 65K addressing. It has a 12-bit
address bus , so addressing is restricted to 4K bytes of data.
Because we're considering the machine as a potential controller, this memory should prove more than adequate .

LOI H (TAB)
XPAH 3
LO
(3)

; load th e tran sla ti on

One last improvement remains . The second two instru ctions in the routine illustrate a common error in programming - they calculate a constant , an unnecessary operation
because the assembler can do it for you (although you may
have to indicate the value of 'O ' to some assemblers) . You
can thus replace the second two instructions by
ADI

L(T A B)-' 0'

; a dd o ffs e t

The technique I've just developed is termed a direct-access hash and is useful whenever you must translate codes
or look up a limited number of uniquely coded items in a
table . Indeed , the subroutine call-and-return processor uses
a direct-access hash to store the addresses of the subroutines.
Unfortunately , the direct-access method isn't always
feasible . Assume that you want to determine whether a
specific SC / MP opcode is legal but doesn't belong to the
general accumulator group (all opcodes in the first portion
of Fig 3). Specifically , the relevant opcode list includes

SC/ MP

Terminal

B_
SIN

....

0 7 02 06 8F , 04, 00, 05 08, IE , 1 F, 03 , J 9, IC , 1 D,
01, 30-33 , 34-37 , 3D-3F ,

BO B1 B2

The input to the routine is , naturally , any possible 8-bit
number. Therefore , a direct-access hash isn 't possible , because the table would require 255 locations . Instead, you
can compute a table location using the rightmost hex digit
of the opcode . This location won't be unique because 02 and
32 are both entries in the table. Start by writing the first
few entries (those that don't conflict):
0: 00

6: 06

B: -

I : 01

7: 07

C: IC

2: 02

8: 08

D : JD

3: 03

9: 19

E: IE

4 : 04

A: -

F: 8F

5: 05

Now fill out the table by entering each of the remaining
values in the first empty location following the one it con-
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I

Start
Bit

i

Data

r

Stop
Bit

SOUT

Fig 5 SC/MP's D LY instruction can create program delays
and thereby control 1/0 timing in an asynchronous communication like this one.

The EA9002 offers these addressing modes:
*Register. The operand lies in the general registers. If the
instruction operates on the accumulator , the microprocessor
uses only the lower byte of the register. Instructions that
operate on the registers (e.g . decrement) manipulate all bits.
An example is
ADD RO

Memory
8·Bit Bus

Scratch
Memory

; A=A+RO(lower 8 bits)

RS

64
Bytes

A7

; A=M(RS)

R7

12-Bit
General
Registers

PC

Subroutine
Stack
(7 Levels)

* Scratchpad . The operand lies in the scratch pad memory
location addressed by the lower bits of one of the general
registers. This instruction adds the scratchpad memory loca·
tion addressed by R7 to the accumulator:
ADS

----RO
,_..-t----1A1

which adds the lower eight bits of RO to the accumulator.
*Register indirect. The operand lies in the memory location
addressed by one of the general registers . This instruction
loads the contents of the memory location addressed by RS
into the accumulator:
LRN

Accumulator

Page Displacement

Fig 6 The 8-bit EA9002 from Electronic Arrays incorporates
on-chip scratchpad and subroutine stack, features that could
reduce system parts costs in many applications that require
small amounts of RAM. It is the first unit discussed in this series that provides less than 65K bytes of addressing; you're
restricted to 4K bytes of data.

; A =A+MS(R7)

*Page address. Most. of the microprocessor's jumps deter·
mine the destination address this way. The second byte of
the instruction replaces the lower eight bits of the program
counter. If the following instruction lies in location 200(hex),

Electronic Arrays EA90002 Instruction Set
ADD
ADS
AND
CAP
CAA
CMP
CPA
CAA
OCR
*DRJ
INP
INR
JOA
*JRJ
JIN
*LAI
LAN
OUT
ADS
SAN
SUB
SUS
WAS
XCH
XOR
CLA
CLB
CLC
CMA
CMC
CSA
DAC
*DLY
OSI
ENI
IAC
*JCY
*JGT
*JNC
*JNZ

RO
80

co

90
48
BO
AS
08
BS
78
38
50
70
98
30
68
60
EO
58
DO
ES
88

ca

08
40
AO
F6
F2
FO
F7
F3

oc
F5
00
OE
OF
F4
05
03
01
02

R1
81
Cl
91
49
Bl
A9
09
B9
79
39
51
71
99
31
69
61
El
59
01
E9
89
C9
09
41
A1

R2
82
C2
92
4A
B2
AA
OA
BA
7A
3A
52
72
9A
32
6A
62
E2
5A

o2

EA
SA
CA
DA
42
A2

R3
83
C3
93
4B
B3
AB
OB
BB
7B
3B
53
73
9B
33
6B
63
E3
59
03
EB
SB
CB
DB
43
A3

R4
84
C4
94
4C
B4
AC

oc

BC
7C
3C
54
74
9C
34
6C
64
E4
5C
D4
EC
SC

cc

DC

44
A4

RS
85
C5
95
40
B5
AD
OD .
BO
70
30
55
75
90
35
60
65
E5
50
05
ED
80
Cb
DD
45
A5

clear accumulator
clear ace and carry
clear carry
complement accumulator
complement carry
load ace with status
decrement accumulator
no operation
disable interrupts
enable interrupts
increment accumulator
jump if carry (greater or equal)
jump if greater
jump if no carry (less)
jump if nonzero (not equal)

RS
86
C6
96
4E
B6
AE
OE
BE
7E
3E
56
76
9E
36
6E
66
E6
5E
06
EE
SE
CE
DE
46
A6
*JZE
*JHC
*JLE
*JSR
*JUN
*LAI.
NOP
RAL
AAR
RET
RLC
ARC
SEB
SEC
SEO

R7
87
C7
97
4F
B7
AF
OF
B°F
7F
3F
57

add register to accumulator
add scratchpad addressed by register to accumulator
and register with accumulator
load register (page portion) with accumulator
load register with accumulator
compare register with accumulator
load accumulator with register (page portion)
load accumulator with register
decrement register (all)
decrement register (all), jump if register (data portion) not zero
load accumulator with memory specified by register
increment register (all)
or register with accumulator
increment register (all), jump if register (data portion) not zero
jump to contents of register (all)
load register immediate
load register with memory addressed by AO
store accumulator in memory specified by register
load accumulator with scratchpad addressed by register
store register in memory addressed by RO
subtract register from accumulator with borrow
subtract scratchpad addressed by register from ace with borrow
load scratchpad addressed by register with accumulator
exchange accumulator and register
exclusive-or register and accumulator

77
9F
37
6F
67
E7
5F
07
EF
SF
CF
DF
47
A7

06
04
07
2x
1x
OD
FF
F8
F9
FE
FA
RB
FD
Fl
FC

jump if zero (equal)
jump in half carry
jump if les$ or equal
jump to subroutine (x=page)
jump unconditional (x=page)
load accumulator immediate
no operation
rotate ace I eft (set both carry)
rotate ace right (set both carry)
return from subroutine
rotate ace, carry left
rotate ace, carry right
set binary mode (D=O)
set carry
set decimal mode (0=1)

Fig 1 Clip and save this summary of the EA9002 instruction set. Asterisks(*) denote 2-byte instructions; the rest are 1·
byte commands.
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basic black!
it's the
best color
for
stand-by
batteries

then control transfers to location 205 if the zero flag is set:
J ZE

5

; ju mp to 5 within this page

*Absolute. Two jumps (JSR and JUN) use absolute addressing. The second byte of the instruction contains the page
displacement, and the lower four bits of the opcode indicate
the page. These instructions allow direct access to all 4K
locations in memory. This instruction calls subroutine XXX:
JSR

XXX

; call XXX, stack the return

The EA9002's entire instruction set appears in Fig 7. All
2-byte instructions are flagged by an "' ; this labeling highlights the number of single-byte instructions in the unit's
repertoire.

parity computation with the EA9002
When a microprocessor computes parity, it counts the number of bits set in a byte. The most obvious method appears
below; the byte to be tested lies in the accumulator (and
may be destroyed), and the parity is placed in the register
RO:

LOOP

CLR

LRI
LR!
RAL
JNC
INR
DRJ

RO,O
Rl,8
CLR
RO
LOOP

; preset the parity
; Rl =loop counter
; rotate A, next bit to carry
; skip the increment if no carry
; increment parity count
; continue till all bits counted

At the end of this routine, RO contains the number of bits
set in the word. To test the parity, move RO to the accumulator and shift it into the carry. If carry is set, the byte has odd
parity; if clear, it has even parity. This routine tests for odd
parity:

®

Cateftee
Choose from 32 black beauties.
Everyone is sealed, spill-proof
and has a dual cover. They are
maintenance free and recharge·
able. Your most dependable
stand-by computer power.

Reliable , American-Made
Quality. The Black Battery.
It's Carefree.
FAST, NATI ON -WI DE SERVICE
We're as close as your phone and
offer FREE technical consulting
to match power sources to your
power needs . We also will custom
design batteries for special
applications.

EAGLE ~ PICHER

SINCE
1843
EAGLE - PICHER INDUSTRIES, IN C.
Commercial Products Department DD
P.O . Box 130, Se ne ca , Mo. 64865
Te lephone (417 ) 776- 2258
CI RCLE 36
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CRA RO

; A=parity

RAR
JNC ERR

; CY=rightmost bit
; jump if even parity

As I've stressed before, the obvious approach is not necessarily the best one. A more efficient algorithm for testing
parity executes the loop only as many times as a one-bit is
detected. That is, if the word is 1101 1011, the new algorithm
executes the loop six times instead of eight. If the word is
0000 0010, the loop is executed one time . The key to this
algorithm lies in recognizing what happens when -1 is added
to the accumulator. If the accumulator's contents are nonzero and you add -1 to them, you'll create this situation:
xxx .... 100 ... 0
+111
111
1
xxx ... 011. .. 1

The key fact is that the rightmost one is translated into a
zero , and all bits to the left of that one are left untouched.
If you logically AND the result of this sum with the original number, you cancel the rightmost one and leave all other
digits untouched. If the original number contains n one-digits,
you can repeat this procedure n times to get a zero result.
Thus, you have an algorithm for counting the number of
one-bits that does not always require eight passes through
the loop :

LOOP

LRI
LRI
AND
JZE
INR
CAR
DAC

RO,O
Rl,-1
Rl
FINI
RO
Rl

; preset the bit co unt
; preset the mask
; A=A and mask
; if zero, finished
; count one more one
; Rl=A
; A=A-1
Listing continues

DH-4500-A-1

DH-4000-A8-1

•Dual (coaxial) Tape Drive Motor
•210 OZ. -IN . Peak Torque
•4_5 inch outside d iameter

•Tape Transport Drive Motor
•1100 OZ.-IN. Peak Torque
•4 inch outside diameter

CLIFTON
PRECISION
PERMANENT MAGNET

DH-2000-A-1
DH-3375-8-2
•Printer Carriage Drive
•mo OZ. -IN . Peak Torque
•Alnico magnets

MOTOR TACHOMETERS
AND MOTOR ENCODERS

•instrument Recorder Drive
and Printer Carriage Drive
•200 OZ. -IN . Peak Torque
•2 inch outside diameter

More O.E.M.'s now specify Clifton .
T hey know that Clifton's advanced
mate rials tech no logy produces
h ig h qua lity P. M. motors th at are
rugged and re liable.
App lications include:

MOTOR ENCODER
•Motor Torque 270 OZ. -IN.
•integral shaft position encoder
•Resolution up to 1000 cycles
•Gallium Arsenide light source

•REEL DRIVES
•PRINTER CARRIAGE DRIVES
•PAPER REEL TAKEUPS
e DISK MEMORY DRIVES
•PHASE LOCK SERVOS
•FACSIMILE EQUIPMENT
•MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS
•LABORATORY INSTRUMENTS

rn
Litton

CLIFTON PRECISION

DH-2250-C-1
•Printer Carriage Drive
•Peak Torque 270 OZ.-IN .
•2.25 inch outside diameter

Marple & Broadway , Clifton Heights, Pa. 19018
A tt: John Staiber
(2 15) 622-1000

DKH-4000-A-1
DDH-5500-8-1
•Du al (coax ial) Tape Drive Motor
•Peak Torque 1750 OZ.- IN .
•5_5 inch outside diameter

•Tape Transport Dr ive Motor
•2000 OZ.- IN . Peak To rque
•4 inch outs ide diameter
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JMP

boschert
powers
daisy wheel
printers

; continue the procedure

LOOP

FINI

If the input to the routine is 0101 0011 it produces these re·
sults:
0101
0101
0101
0100
0000

A

RO

OOll
0010
0000
0000
0000

0
2
3
4

BCD arithmetic in the EA9002
The EA9002 tackles BCD arithmetic uniquely; the processor has a flag - D - that determines the mode of operation for these instructions:
ADD, ADS, DAC, !AC, SUB, SUS, RAR

~--

If the flag is set, these instructions perform decimal arithmetic (BCD). If the flag is clear, the processor performs normal binary operations. This capability is more flexible than
that of any other microprocessor, but you must be careful
to set the flag properly before executing any of these instructions. For example, this sequence adds register RO to
the accumulator using decimal arithmetic:

:--:::.

SED
CLC

; set decimal mode
; clear carry (always clear be; fore first add)

ADD RO

; A=A+RO

Like SC/MP, the EA9002 performs all arithmetic with carry .
Therefore, you must be certain that the carry flag is valid
before executing any arithmetic statements.
To illustrate the BCD capability, consider this routine,
which adds the contents of SM(O)-SM(3) to SM( 4)-SM(7) an 8-digit add :
ADD

ADDL

LR!
LR!

R0,3

; RO=index to number one

Rl,7

SED
CLC
RDS
ADS
WRS

Rl
RO
Rl

; Rl =index to number two
; decimal mode
; clear the carry
; get SM(Rl)
; add SM(RO)

DCR Rl
DRJ ADDL

Boschert switching P-Ower §1JflP-lies
power Diablo and Qume daisy wheel printers.
We also power CRT's and microprocessors.
We 're the leader in low cost OEM switchers
Boschert Associates, 384 Santa 'IrinitaAve.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 • Phone 408-732-2440
CIRCLE 38
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; SM(Rl)=SM(RO)+SM(Rl)
; decrement pointers and
; continue till finished

In the past few months I've examined the architecture of
a few of the more typical microprocessors. What I've done
has by no means provided an exhaustive coverage of them .
I've selected units that I feel offer something unique in their
architecture; if you thoroughly understand these units you'll
have little or no trouble learning to use a new one.
I'm always interested in new or unique algorithms for
microprocessors. If you have a subroutine that you think is
unique and would be valuable to others, drop me a line at
Acuity Systems, 11413 Isaac Newton Square, Reston, VA
22090.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Day, Colin A., "Full Table Quadratic Searching for Scatter Storage,"
Communications of the ACM 13,8 (August 1970), pp 481-482.
Dollhoff, T., "Making Hash With Tables," BYTE,.January 1977.
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COMING NEXT MONTH
CR T -Terminal Sampler

Now here's magtape
storage that a
competitively priced
OEM manufacturer
can afford!

MC

MICRO
COMMUNICATIONS
CORP.
80 BACON STREET
WALTHAM , MASS . 02154

61 7 / 899-8111
A BUCK EYE I NTERNAT IONA L COMPANY

See it at Electro Booth #1 418

Bet you think you can 't afford to offer your
customers magtape storage. Even at th e
5000-piece price, the cheapest, least reliable
cassette transport goes for $75 or more, and
ce rtified cassettes are $7 and up .
Well, think again.
Th e 5000-piece price for MicroVox cert ified
magtape Wafers is $1 .80 to $2 .20, dependi ng
upon tape length . And simple , reliable , si ng lepoi nt-drive MicroVox transports go for as little
as $36 in that kind of quantity . Matter of fact,
we'l l let you in on a secret : If you ' re willing to
fo rego a few frills , you can buy MicroVox
tra nspo rts for under $22.
How come? It's simpl e. A Wafer is a continuo usloop cartridge and , in a continuous-loop
cart ridge , th e tape automatica ll y winds around
the outside of the ree l wh en it 's pulled from the
ce nter. That's why a precision-injection-mo lded
plastic MicroVox tran sport can drive tape at a
single point without any of the differential speed
problems that make cassette transports so
expensive and unreliable.
What's the catch? There's only one . Wafe rs are
very small - so small you can mai l two of them in
an ordinary envelope for 13¢, without protective
packaging . Consequently, you can't store more
than half a megabit in a single Wafer. Still with
us? Great. Call or write us for information about
OEM magtape storage that won 't price your
product out of the market. We'l l send you a
free Wafer along with our literaturf:.
CIRCLE 39
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R
MICROCOMPUTER POWER SUPPLIES
Your best buy in standard power supplies!
Adtech's advanced design in 29
standard models rated from 15 to 250 watts.
Guaranteed for 6 yrs.
Over 50,000 hours MTBF .
Automatic foldback current
limiting overload and
short circuit protection

No plastic transistors or IC'sl
Hermetically sealed transistors
and !C's. IC-zener protected
against overvoltage.

No overshoot on turn-on
turn-off , or power failure .
Tight line & load regulation ; overload
and short circuit protection .

Integrated circuit regulation
and integrated Darlington
T0-3 output state provide
much simpler circuitry ,
higher reliability

Remote Sense
standard on all
except Red Baron
Series.

T0 - 3 can is mounted directly
to frame to further minimize wiring
U .L. Recognized
glass-epoxy circuit board.

Universal application : 115/230VAC±10%,
47- 440 Hz (no derating for operation on 50 Hz) .
Electrostatically shielded transformers
reduce noise better than 4 : 1.

The "4th generation" in OEM regulated DC power supp lies suitable for worldwide
application, these integrated circuit regulated units offer far greater reliabi lity than other
conventionally-designed units ... at considerably less cost. The A dtech design is the
reason . 25% fewer components ... 50% less wiring. They have to be your best buy.

NEW MICROPROCESSOR POWER SUPPLIES! ADTECH TRIPLE OUTPUT TAPS SERIES.
QUANT ITY PR ICES

Ratings
Model No.

VDCOUTPUT"

AMPS@ 50'C

1-4

5-9

100to
249

250 to
499

80.85

75.90

71 .00

92. 10

89.00

87 .50

127.80

125.00

123.75

11 3.85

151.50

149.00

148.00

147.00

10-24

25·49

5().99

TAPS 1

5V
±9·12V

4 .0
0.5

94 .15

91.85

89.20

85.05

TAPS2

5V
±9-12V

6.0
1.0

107.00

104.60

101.60

96.85

TAPS3

5V
±9-12V

9 .0
1.5

137.00

134.00

129.80

TAPS4

5V
±9-12V

12.0
3.0

163.00

159.00

154.45

AD'TEOt PCMEA . Inc., 1621 South Sinclair Street, Anaheim, California 92806 (714) 634-9211
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THE "RED BARON" SERIES
5 Vdc @ 3 amps to 28 Vdc @ 0.8 amps.
Model
Number

APS
APS
APS
APS
APS
APS
APS

5- 3
6-2.5
12- 1.6
15- 1.5
20- 1
24- 1
28- 0.8

Rating

Power Supply Prices

OVP Model No.

Volts

Amps

5
6
12
15
20
24
28

3
2.5
1.6
1.5
1.0
1.0
0 .8

Suffix
OVl OVl OVl OVl OVl OVl OVl -

53
63
122
152
201
241
281

15 to 24 WATTS U.L. Recognized

OVP Prices

Oty.

Price

Oty .

Price

1- 4
5- 9
10-24
25-49
50 - 99

34.00
33.15
32.20
30.70
29.20

1- 4
5- 9
10- 24
25- 49
50-99

7.00
6 .90
6 .70
6 .40
6.05

Contact your local Adtech Representative or the
factory for pricirig information on 100 and above.

THE "GREEN HORNET" SERIES
5 Vdc @ 6 amps to 28 Vdc @ 2 amps.
Model
Number

APS
APS
APS
APS
APS
APS
APS

5- 6
6- 5
12-4
15-3
20- 2.4
24-2.2
28-2

Rating
Volts

Amps

5
6
12
15
20
24
28

6
5
4
3
2.4
2.2
2

OVP Model No.
Suffix

OV2 - 56
OV2-65
OV2- 124
OV2- 153
OV2 - 203
OV2 - 24 5
OV2 - 284

30 to 60 WATTS U.L. Recognized

Power Supply Prices

OVP Prices

Oty,

Price

Oty .

Price

1-4
5- 9
10- 24
25-49
50- 99

55.00
53.65
52.10
49 .65
47.25

1-4
5- 9
10- 24
25-49
50- 99

15.00
14.85
14.40
13.75
13.05

Contact your local Adtech Representative or the
factory for pricing information on 100 and above.

THE "BLACK BEAUTY" SERIES
5 Vdc@ 12 amps to 28 Vdc @4 amps.
Model
Number

APS
APS
APS
APS
APS
APS
APS

5-12
5-10
5- 18
12-7
15-6
24-5
28-4

Rating
Volts

Amps

12
10
18
7
6
5
4

5
5
5
12
15
24
28

Power Supply Prices

OVP Model No.
Suffix

All

Oty.

OV2-512
OV2-510
OV2-518
OV2-127
OV2-156
OV2-245
OV2-284

OVP Prices

Others

APS
5-12

APS
5 -18

Oty.

Price

75.20
73.40
71 .30
67.95
64.60

85.00
82.95
80.55
76.80
73.00

108.00
104.50
101.45
96.70
91 .95

1-4
5-9
10-24
25-49
50-99

15.00
14.85
14.40
13.75
13.05

1-4
5-9
10-24
25-49
50-99

Contact your local Adtech Representative or the
factory for pricing Information on 100 and above.

50 to 120 WATTS U.L. Recognized*

THE "BLUE MAX" SERIES
5 Vdc @ 25 amps to 28 Vdc @ 9 amps.
Model
Number

125 to 250 WATTS

APS
APS
APS
APS
APS
APS
APS
APS

5-30
5-25
6-22
12-17
15-15
20·11
24-10
28·9

Rating
Volts

Amps

OVP Model No.
Suffix

5
6
12
15
20
24
28

30
25
22
17
15
11
10
9

OV3·530
OV3-525
OV3-622
OV3-1217
OV3-1515
OV3-2011
OV3-2410
OV3-289

Power Supply Prices

OVP Prices

Oty .

APS 5-30

All Others

Oty .

Prices

1-4
5-9
10-24
25-49
50-99

163.00
159.25
154.65
147.45
140 .20

158.00
154.40
149.95
142.95
135.90

1-4
5-9
10-24
25-49
50-99

25.00
24.50
24.25
23.15
22.00

Contact your local Adtech Representative or the
factory for pricing information on 100 and above.

CALL OUR ENGINEERING SALES OFFICE IN YOUR AREA FOR APPLICATION ENGINEERING ASSISTANCE
Al•blm1 , Huntsville (205) 536 -1941
Arizon•. Phoenix (602) 946-9860
C.lifornia, Los Angeles (714) 832-0290
San Diego (714) 275-0641
San Francisco (408) 247-989 1
Colortdo, Denver (303) 773-2830
Connecticut, North Haven (203) 239-2507
Florkb, Satellite Beach (305) 7734 700
Ft. Lauderdale (305) 581-6611
St. Petersburg/Tampa
(813) 360-1484
Georgi•, Atlanta (404) 252-0360
H1w1ii , Honolulu (808) 941 -1574
lllinoit, Chicago (312) 2984830

lndi1n1, Indianapolis (317) 251 -2757
low•. Cedar Rapids (319) 362 ·0503
K1nsas, Kansas City (913) 649-4000
Mauachusetts, Boston (617) 449-3034
Michigan, Detroit (313) 5764705
Minnesota, Minneapolis (612) 854-4270
Missouri , St Louis (314) 997-1515
New Mexico, Albuquerque
(505) 265-2202
Las Cruces (505) 524-0126
New York, Albany (518) 456-6667
Buffalo (716) 632-7880
New York (516) 487-3966
Rochester (716) 482-3000

New York, Syracuse (315) 637-9383
North Carolina, Winston -Salem

(919) 725·6196
Ohio, Dayton (513) 434-8808
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia

121518259515
Pittsbur\tl (412) 961 -0414
Texas, Dallas (214) 233 -8235
Washington O.C., (202) 363-9417
Wisconsin, Milwaukee (414) 421 -2300
Eastern Canad•, Buffalo

(716) 632·7880
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by Elton Sherman

Implementing
WCi~ WMilli "i

How synchronous data link
control lets distributed computers utilize existing communications capabilities and
tie up minimal amounts of
extra hardware and software.
With the advent of distributed network computing, many
organizations can achieve broad-scale data-base consolidation while maintaining local availability and control of information . Particularly important in applications that require local data processing as well as access to central files,
such capabilities prove especially useful to banks and other
financial institutions with many branch offices, insurance
companies that place a high degree of responsibility at the
agent level, manufacturing concerns with multiple plant
sites and distribution operations that maintain many regional warehouses.
The growing use of synchronous data link control (SDLC),
a network communications protocol, allows the computers
in such distributed networks to hook up over existing communication channels and places minimal burdens on the
computers' hardware and software . The protocol also facilitates gradual network growth, because it allows network
designers to interconnect terminals and processors at the
most appropriate times and levels.
How have firms achieved data-base consolidation in the
past? Many companies have extensive data-processing experience; they typically acquired such experience by installing large-scale centralized computers at headquarters
Illustration by Irene Stawicki

locations. Then they met requirements for local data-base
access by installing batch job-entry terminals at individual
sites ; these terminals generally communicate with a central
system through a high-speed manual or automated dial-u p
telephone link activated at designated times. In newer sys. terns , particularly where on-line inquiry response is more
important than high-volume data exchanges, timesharing
has replaced batch job entry. A third alternative , favored if
local processing capability is the overriding concern , in volves
installing individual minicomputer systems at various sites;
these systems then connect to the central EDP system in
batch or timesharing modes or may use magnetic tape as
their information-exchange medium .
All of these traditional methods of broad-scale data-base
consolidation have several fundamental shortcomings and
limitations . Remote job-entry stations and local compu te rs
with batch or tape communication capabilities introduce
long delays into file-updating procedures; they also can 't
support real-time inquiry-response transactions . Time sharing relieves these difficulties but places a large communications management burden on the central processor. Concentrating all network processing at one location also poses
high risks; a hardware or software failure near the hub
can shut down the entire system. And timesharing's total
transaction capacity is limited , so expanding the number
of terminals in a network can lead to unacceptably long
interactive response times.

distributed networks - another alternative
In distributed network computing, a user segments a data
base and manipulates its files in more than one processor
Elton Sherman is manager of communication systems
marketing at General Automation, Anaheim, CA.

Distributed
~i~ti i~I.~
while exchanging data and commands freely among various
computing nodes. The distributed processing can all occur
at one or more central geographical locations, with little
or no intelligence at remote terminals (Fig I). Or the processing can occur at many remote locations (Fig 2). Such
local computation offers good interactive response speed
because of the small number of direct hands-on users at
each machine. And such distributed machines can operate
autonomously if the central office is unavailable.
Distributed network processing is feasible today because
mini and microcomputers are cheaper and more reliable
than ever; the development of high-speed, low-overhead
communications disciplines for automated informationtransfer management over data channels is another key factor in its growth. Such network disciplines permit the use
of common-carrier or other low-cost communication paths
to interconnect data-processing elements. They also provide
uniform interfacing so that system components with different architectures can interact directly to share resources
such as files or devices, and they avoid burdening file-oriented nodes with routine message-handling functions.
Effective communications in distributed processing networks requires that the procedures or protocols used must
minimize the signalling and processing overheads required
for each unit of information reliably transmitted. The
methods must be open-ended to permit growth, and hardware and software must be compatible with large-scale EDP
systems currently installed. Finally, network architecture
must be hardware-intensive, so that design efforts are absorbed by the supplier rather than the individual user.

synchronous data link control
A data link includes a communication path plus all modulators, controllers and other equipment needed to achieve
information transfer between designated points. Unless it's

Northern Data Processing Center
Processing Modules

Southern Data Processing Center

Processing Modules

Fig 1 Processing network for a West Coast bank allows distributed
data manipulation at two central locations; individual bank branches
have terminals for data entry or retrieval only and perform no applications processing.

a dedicated , direct-wired connection, such a link must have
the capability to establish message source and destination,
operate transmission and reception equipment, detect and
recover errors, supervise data-exchange procedures and perform functions related to such communication -path characteristics as point-to-point or multipoint connections and
half- or full-duplex transmissions. The information needed
to perform such tasks requires exchanges of signals in addition to those that carry the desired message; the signalling,
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Fig 4 An SDLC frame can perform message-transmission, supervisory or management functions; the message field is absent in a supervisory frame and may provide link'<lriented instructions in a management frame.
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Fig 5 Control field bit patterns for (a) an information frame, (bl a
supervisory frame and (cl a management frame.
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Fig 2 In this distributed processing network, processors at the plant
gate and in each shop collect time information from badge readers
and other terminals. Scheduling, absence reporting, productivity
studies and other functions occur on-site; the plant computer provides coordination among shops.
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Fig 3 (a) Asynchronous transmission requires that signal level return
to zero to mark the end of each bit cell. (bl Synchronous transmission establishes bit spacing by referencing a known time interval.
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switching and processing activities associated with such network communication constitute data link control.
If data communication is asynchronous, messages must
incorporate some means of marking the beginning or end
of each bit in a serial stream (Fig 3a). The advantage of
such communication is that a message is self-contained;
the chief limitation is the amount of signalling performed
purely for identification purposes.
Synchronous data communication requires a predictable
time relationship that defines bit durations or coordinates
receiver and transmitter. A receiver can accordingly identify each bit space in a message once it has been referenced
to the transmitter (Fig 3b ). ln the past few years users have
shifted to such synchronous transmission, and network communications has accordingly moved toward synchronous
data link control (SDLC) disciplines. IBM, General Automation and several other suppliers have already introduced
hardware and software products to permit SDLC communication among a varie.ty of processors; the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), Canadian Standards Association (CSA) and International Standards Organization
(ISO) are all currently evaluating SDLC disciplines. Some
of these organizations use "SDLC" as an identifying term
for network procedures, but other terminology is also in
use or proposed. All cf these SDLC protocols are bit-oriented and involve similar concepts; differences occur principally in the coding of commands, so software analysis
can provide compatibility.
In a generalized SDLC, one node in a link functions as a
primary station and provides communication control ; this
primary node contacts one or more secondaries. Primaries
have greater computational requirements than secondaries;
a node with sufficien t capability can act as a primary station
in one link and a secondary in another. All transmissions
occur to or from a primary station, but a primary or second-

ary station can initiate a call. Some applications , usually
ones that involve well -defined processing functions and interactions , can be served by distributed networks whose stations all act as secondaries . The banking system diagrammed
in Fig 1 is an example; its data link control functions are
implemented by network ha rdware independently of individual processor modules .
All SDLC transmissions occur in well-defined frames.
Information frames incorporate the transmitted message
intelligence . Supervisory frames carry no data ; they convey
such signals as ready or busy indications , polls or acknowledgements and requests for retransmission after detecting
errors . Management frames provide the data needed for
such functions as activating, initializing and controlling the
response mode of secondary stations and reporting errors
in transmission procedures. Each message frame has six distinct fields (Fig 4 ); the standardized format minimizes the
amount of signalling needed for data link control - by permitting multiple -frame transmission sequences that don't require an acknowledgement , for example.
Open flag field . This field is an 8-bit
sequence generated at the transmitter .
It indicates the beginning of a frame ,
provides a synchronizing reference for
the position of subsequent fields and
triggers a transmission-checking algorithm . All enabled stations monitor
the network in an idle state and become active when they detect an open
flag.
The usual open flag bit pattern is
011111 10, unique because SDLC requires that a 0 be inserted after any
five successive ls within a fr ame the pattern can't occur by chance in
an error-free transaction.
Address field . This 8-bit field identifies one or more secondary stations
in the link undergoing formation . Each
secondary station normally has an individual and a group address; the latter is shared with other secondaries
and finds use when messages must be
accepted from or go to several points.
If the primary station is the receiver
activated by a start flag, it recognizes
any address as a valid t ransmitter and
goes into synchronization to receive
furt her bits. If a secon dary station is
the receiver, it only goes into synchronization if it recognizes its own individual or group add ress .
Control field . The 8-bit control field
provides the signals needed to operate
the data link ; its bits accordingly identify frame type , sequence numbers and
command or response commands.
In a typical SDLC implementation,
if the leading bit in a frame's control

field is a 0, the transmission constitutes an infor mation
frame (Fig Sa). One 3-bit value is a coun t stored at the
transmitter; it designates the number of frames already sent
in a sequence . A second 3-bit value, the total stored at the
receiver, gives the num ber of error-free fra mes previously
accepted in the sequence. The remai ning bit in the control
field acts as a send/receive indicator - it may either be a
poll sent to a secondary station to require transmission or a
f inal sent by a secondary station to mark end of transmission.
If the leading bit in the control field is a I, the protocol
examines the second bit to distinguish between a supervisory
and a management frame. A supervisory frame (Fig Sb)
initiates and controls subsequent message transfers; it has
six additional bits - three fo r the receiver count, two for a
command or response c<!lde and one for a poll/final indicator. A management frame (Fig Sc) provides means for operating communications devices ; its six additional bits include
3- and 2-bit command/response codes and a I -bit poll/final
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Table 1. Command/Response Functions In
Supervisory- And Management-Frame Control
Fields
SUPERVISORY FRAMES
Reedy to receive: command or response sent by either a
primary or a secondary station to indicate availabilty of input
buffers
Not reedy to receive: command or response sent by either a
primary or a secondary station to indicate availability of input
buffers
Transmit or retransmit: command or response sent by either a
primary or a secondary station to request a frame from an·
other station on a link
MANAGEMENT FRAMES
Nonsequentiel information: command for or response to transmission of operating control data
Requ•t for initialization: response by a secondary station
asking for a reset of sequence counts
Set initialization mode: command by a primary station, resetting sequence counts
Set normal response mode: command by a primary station,
establishing the subordination of a secondary station
Request on-line: response by a secondary station, telling that
it is disconnected
Disconnect: command by a primary station , placing a secondary station off-I ine
Nonsequenced acknowledgement: affirmative response to
commands that set normal response mode, disconnect or set
initialization mode
Commend reject: response by a secondary station in a normal response mode when it receives a nonvalid command
Exchange station identification: command by a primary asking for the address of the receiving secondary station; re·
sponse to such a request by a secondary station, with the re·
qui red address in the message field of the frame
Nonsequenced poll: command by a primary, requesting transmission from a secondary station ; the request is an invitation
when no poll bit is present and is a demand when the poll bit
1s set
Test: command by a primary station to check the bit pattern
in the message field ; response by a secondary station indicating the check

I

network architecture for SDLC systems
I

Table 2. SDLC Program-Driver Functions
• Select line register to be loaded
• Load selected regi,,.,r
•Set address and byte count to· start input
•Deactivate output
• Start output transmission
•Set up line status control register
• Set up address
•Turn around half-duplex line for change to input or output
•Test line status
*Mediate conflicts among terminals attempting to transmit
simultaneously

Table 3. SDLC Program-Handler Functions
• Initialize driver and handler tables, placing the controller in
the ready state
•Close driver and handler tables. placing the controller in the
ready state
* Place line in the continuous read condition and issue re·
sponses after information frames are received and processed
* Start transmissions and retransmissions
* Change addresses for switchovers to alternate processors
* Abort reads in progress
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indicator. Table 1 summarizes the functions defined by the
command/response bits in the supervisory and management frame control fields.
Message fie ld . This field can be any integral multiple of
eight bits long, up to the· capacity limitations of buffers or
other link or processor hardware. In an information frame ,
this field contains the message intelligence; it's absent in a
supervisory frame and may be included in a management
frame for link oriented instructions.
Frame check field . This 16-bit number, computed at the
transmitter on the basis of the other bits in the frame , is
compared with the result of a similar calculation performed
at the receiver. If the values agree, the frame transmission is
assumed to be error-free; a retransmission request automatically goes out if the check is negative.
Close flag field . This 8-bi t field terminates the error check
and indicates the end of a frame. Its bit pattern is identical
to the open flag's.

'

I

Standardized SDLC implies commercially available hardware and software , used to interface different terminals and
processors to common lines and to implement unified communication management functions . One SDLC controller
configuration could serve all applications, but cost and overhead considerations suggest deve loping subsets of controllers
for different classes of communications. For example, my
firm 's SDLC product line includes a multiplexer to tie a
processor to several terminals or computers, a single-line
programmed 1/0 controller to interface a terminal to a controller and a single-line DMA controller for processor-toprocessor connection.
A network's hardware comprises the SDLC controllers,
typically designed as one or more cards for insertion in a
processor or terminal communications rack. These controllers automatically detect opening and closing frame
flags , insert and delete transparent zeros into bit streams
and compute frame check sequences.
In its transmit mode, a processor typically enables its
controller by loading a core location and byte count. The
controller then automatically produces an open flag , an address and control bits and transmits data from core, starting at the designated location and ending when the byte
count is exhausted. Next it generates check bits and a close
flag to complete the frame and interrupts the processor to
indicate that transmission is complete. Any required zeros
are inserted during transmission.
In its receive mode, the processor enables the SDLC controller by loading a core location and byte count for storage
of incoming messages. The controller then waits for activation by a start flag and checks for a valid address. If it finds
one, it goes into synchronization and accepts control commands and information bits while deleting any required
zeros. The controller also calculates check digits and performs the necessary comparisons, and generates a retransmission request if it senses an error. After generating the
close flag, t he controller interrupts the processor to indicate
completion of reception.
SDLC hardware operates under the control of its associated processors' or terminals' software, but it also requires
some additional communication software. That software
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can be built around a program driver, which executes physical 1/0 tasks and performs the line-dependent functions
listed in Table 2. The software also requires a program handler to implement protocol and perform the device-dependent jobs outlined in Table 3.
The required programming tasks are relatively simple.
For example, an 1/0 driver for a typical single-line DMA
SDLC controller has only four standard instructions - data
transfer into (out from) register or memory, control interrupts and test commands. Writing the SDLC software
involves specifying sequences of these instructions, accompanied by identification of memory or register locations for the object words where corresponding parameters
are stored.
Each instruction generates object words that incorporate
the parameters needed for specific link-control functions.
Again referring to the single-line OMA SDLC controller,
five 16-bit object words result from the "data transfer out
from register or memory" instructions. For transmit and
receive tasks, an entire word (Fig 6a) defines starting core
location. Likewise, 12 bits of a second object word (Fig 6b)
provide byte count; for the transmit function the remaining
four bits are ignored, and for the receive function three are
ignored and one provides an enable/disable flag. Four bits of
another word (Fig 6c) establish line control; these bits indicate a request for a status interrupt, identify a primary
or secondary station, turn on or off a request to send, and
turn on or off a data-terminal-ready signal . For secondary
stations, ·two 8-bit bytes designate the individual and group
addresses (Fig 6d). Finally, a counter select word (Fig 6e)

with a 3-bit code specifies the receive core address counter,
receive control byte counter, transmit core address counter,
transmit control byte counter, line control register or
secondary address register.
Four object words result from "data transfer into register
or memory" parameters. The receiver interrupt or error indicator (Fig 7a) operates during multi-frame transfers and
includes bits that indicate receiver overrun, check sequence
error, abort command and receiver enable or disable. A
second object word (Fig 7b) incorporates a 12-bit ending
scan byte count used when no abort is indicated. The transmitter interrupt word (Fig 7c) requires one bit to indicate
memory overrun, and the status interrupt word (Fig 7d)
uses four bits to indicate ring and not data terminal ready,
clear to send, data carrier on or off and data set ready.
Only one object word results from control-interrupt instruction parameters (Fig 8a) ; it incorporates a 6-bit device
code and a 1-bit enable/disable flag. Finally, one object
word also results from the test instruction (Fig 8b ); it incorporates a 6-bit device code, plus a 3-bit function code to
designate controller ready , data set ready, data carrier detect, clear to send, single-line or multiplex controller identification, receive interrupt ready, transmit interrupt ready
or status interrupt ready .
With a small set of such SDLC controllers and minimal
communications software, a system designer can configure a
wide variety of computer networks , which can both meet
immediate needs and expand or change to match changing
requirements. Each network requires data link control hardware at every node.
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MDI SYSTEMS presents.•.The Printer Connedion
From DEC's PDP-ll &. 8*, Data
General NOVA*, Interdata and
Hewlett Packard 21MX Computers, Plus the DEC LSI-11
Microcomputer to these popular model Line Printers:
DEC LA 180 · Centronics · Data
Printer · Data Products · Data
100 · Mohawk· Printronix ·Tally
New! Diablo 2300 Series
0 Low-cost line printer

controllers
0 Completely software

transparent to host computers
0 Runs host computer
diagnostics
MDB Systems controllers
provide user flexibility in line
printer selection with no change
in host system software. Just
plug-in the MDB module and
connect your line printer. Each
controller is a single printed

circuit board requiring one
chassis slot. Fifteen foot cable
length standard.
Transparent to the host computer, the controller is completely
compatible with diagnostics,
drivers and operating systems.
Operation and programming
considerations are exactly as
described by the host computer
manufacturer.

More than three dozen
computer-to-printer controller
combinations are available from
MDB Systems as well as modules
for other compatible parallel
interface printers.
A long-line parallel operation
option is available for most
printers permitting full speed
operation up to 3000 feet.
MDB Systems has an extensive repertoire of general purpose
logic modules, device controllers
and accessories for the computers listed. Your inquiry will
receive a prompt response.

MOB SYSTEMS, INC.

1995 N. Batavia St., Orange, California 92665
714/998-6900 TWX: 910-593-1339
"TMs Digital Equipment Corp. & Data General Corp.

CIRCLE 41 FOR DEC; 42 FOR NOVA; 43 FOR INTERDATA; 44 FOR LSl-11; 45 FOR HP
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Dynamic shift register simplifies circuitry
in display-equipped experimental telephone
With applications far removed from its initial use as a carrier
of voice messages, the telephone now routinely functions as
a transmitter of digital information between people and computers. And further evolution continues; telephone lines
could someday routinely carry video information and also
perform a host of other tasks.
To investigate the feasibility of some of these additional
telephone functions, engineers at Bell-Northern Research,
Ottawa, Canada, configured an experimental telephone that

Clocki ng
Circu it

incorporates a 16-digit LED display. A user dials a number
with the phone "on hook;" the number appears digit by digit on the display but isn't sent into the telephone network
until the user lifts the handset and presses the telephone's
octothorpe button ( # ). If the dialed number produces a
busy signal, pressing the octothorpe again redials the number automatically. Pressing another key on the phone's
pushbutton set displays the time of day on the LEDs; pressing that button again clears the display.
The work of Peter Luff, manager of new-products applications research, and Terry Thomas, manager of custom integrated-circuit design, the experimental display telephone
could also, with suitable changes, provide such functions as
credit-card verification or time countdown in coin-operated
installations. Its buffer memory now stores only one number, but add-on modules could increase that capacity to ten.
As they designed the Displayphone, Luff and Thomas
faced several problems, whose solutions they discuss in a
recent issue of Bell-Northern's Telesis. First, they had to
decide whether to implement the unit's dialing functions
using dial pulses or pushbutton signals (audible tones) . Second, they had to choose a display method and then configure
the circuitry required to implement that method.
Most telephones now in use have rotary dials and use dial
pulsing as their signaling method; each dialed digit corre-

Digit
Select
Dig it 2
Driver

-

I I
I I

•••
•••
•••
•••

Keyboard
o BCD
Encoder

16-D igit
Dy na m ic
Shift
Register
Memory

BCD To
SevenSegment
Decoder

-

I I
I I

Segment
Drivers

Fig 1 Display multiplexing chip for the experimental telephone incorporates seven leads
that connect in parallel the corresponding segments of each of the display's 16 LED digits; each digit also has a ground connection. A 16-bit dynamic shift register stores the
dialed digits and circulates them at a rate that suits display refresh. In addition to acting
as a clocking circuit for this process, a 4-bit dynamic counter on command selects the
digits one at a time from the register and conveys them to a dialer chip, which pulses
them into the telephone network.
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whole
inking system.
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One little ink roll in a neat cartridge could
replace all of the inking components you're
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but especially cost. Write
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PORELON "solid Inking systems."
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Fig 2 When the telephone's user pre. .s the phone's octothorpe button ( # ), a 4-bit static counter on the telephone's
dialer chip sets at 0000; the next time the 4-bit dynamic
counter on the display multiplexer chip reaches 0000, it gen erates an output pulse from a comparator. That pulse reads
the storage register's first digit into a latch memory and pulses
the phone network accordingly. The chip then incraments the
static counter by one and re~ts the process for the next
dialed digit.

sponds to a fixed number of 48-V pulses that, transmitted
at 10 Hz , operate the telephone network's switching machines. But newer pushbutton telephones speed up the
dialing process by substituting tories of various frequencies
for the voltage pulses; each frequency corresponds to a different digit.
Because both types of units currently find use in telephone networks , Luff and Thomas decided to implement
the Displayphone with a pushbutton dialer that generates
voltage pulses. Because a user can push the buttons in the
unit at a rate greater than I 0 Hz, they added a buffer memory that stores the dialed digits until all have been entered.
This buffer provides the bonus function of single-number
redial , and a converter can transform the entire dialer to a
tone-signaling unit if the network it serves uses that signaling
method.
Investigating display technologies , Luff and Thomas decided that liquid crystals exhibited "questionable" reliability; LCDs also make display multiplexing impractical. The
designers thus chose LEDs , which require higher currents
than LCDs - not a problem, however, because the telephone's
display set uses standard 115 Vac current converted to 6 Vdc .
They chose this alternative rather than rely on the telephone
system's 48-V supply to achieve reliability with low power
consumption at low voltages; operation at 6 Vdc also provides safety, and it simplified the design of the interface
between the LEDs and their custom integrated driving
circuits.
To fabricate those custom circuits - a 16-digit buffer
memory chip, a display multiplexing chip and a dialer chipLuff and Thomas chose CMOS technology because of its low
power consumption, high noise immunity and low-voltage
operation. Their lab also had CMOS fabrication and design
facilities; in a commercial design, the three chips' functions
would be implemented on one custom designed chip.
The two designers chose a 16-digit LED display because
it can accommodate international, Jong-distance and tie-line

' - " woll" rnch contompl"'d •ppli"'tion< "cmlit-

,

card verification . To reduce circuit size and cost, they decided to multiplex one set of display-driver circuits among
all 16 digits.
Such multiplexing minimizes the amount of circuitry required to decode into 7-segment display format the BCDformatted information produced when a user dials a number.
It also reduces the number of connections the display requires , but it requires more complex circuitry than a static
display system to steer information to the proper digit on
the display . Additionally, multiplexing the 16 LEDs reduces
the brightness of each of them by a facto r of 16; Luff and
Thomas solved this problem by adding 23 transistor amplifiers that boost the current through each LED by that same
factor.
In the basic multiplexing arrangement (Fig 1), seven
leads connect in parallel the corresponding LED segments
of all 16 digits, and each digit also has one ground connection . (One transistor amplifier serves each of these 23 leads).
When a user pushes a button on the telephone, the BCD
signals it generates are decoded into 7-segment format , and
without multiplexing circuitry, 16 identical digits would
light up. But the circuitry selects and grounds the required
digit, so when a button is pushed , only the digit it corresponds to turns on.
To multiplex the display and provide information storage for dial pulsing , Luff and Thomas chose a 16-digit dynamic circulating shift register; an identical unit on the
memory chip serves as the buffer for pushbutton dialing.
Termed the most "elegant" feature of the Displayphone design , this device reduces the amount of circuitry required to
address the display, say the two designers . They could have
used a RAM, but that device would have required an additional scanning/ refresh circuit , plus addressing circuitry to
provide data for dialing .
By contrast , the shift register merely circulates the display data at a rate that suits display refresh ; its output is
displayed and then recirculated back into its input in a
closed loop . Time-division multiplexing apportions one
digit's display circuitry among all 16; the multiplexing rate
also allows the register's output , when properly clocked and
identified , to select the correct digit for dialing . And , say
Luff and Thomas , because the register is continuously
clocked , the Displayphone can incorporate dynamic circuit
elements , which further reduce its complexity.
One of these dynamic elements, a 4-bit counter on the
display multiplexing chip , functions as the Displayphone's
cl"cking circuit. It cycles through 16 states, just enough to
circulate the content's of the chip's 16-bit storage register
once ; each state corresponds to a digit and is treated as a
time slot. To send a telephone number down the line once
it is in the telephone and displayed there (Fig 2) , a user
pushes the octothorpe button, which sets a 4-bit static
counter on the dialer chip to 0000. The next time the 4-bit
dynamic counter reaches 0000, it generates an output pulse
from a 4-bit comparator; that pulse opens a 4-bit latch memory, reads into it the BCD output pulse from the storage
register's first time slot and sends the corresponding number of pulses down the line. The dialer then increments the
static counter by one , and the process repeats until all digits
in the required number have been dialed .

EW.
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DATA RECORDER
Model MD·l (With R/W Electronics)
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•

• High Reliability
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Circuit isolates transmitter output
Used to isolate the output of idle transm(tters from data
buses, high impedance couplings increase a transmitter's
active input impedance, cutting power transfer efficiency.
TI1ese couplings require complex circuits, often with high
supply voltages. TI1ey also require both positive and negative supply voltages. And they provide inadequate isolation
during power-off. To dea l with some of the problems associated with output isolation, G. E. Proch of Lockheed Electronics devised a digital transmitter with an output isolation
circuit. He claims the circuit provides dynamic impedance
as a function of the amplifier output level.

them into their high-impedance cutoff state . In the forward
biased state, the amplifier, controlled by the collector-emitter impedance, supplies current. Operating Q3 in the inverted
mode yields an effective current gain approximately equal to
two. Limiting base current with R 2 restricts the maximum
output current through Q3 , Q4 to a value commensurate
with the base current and inverted mode current gain. Thus ,
as the load impedance decreases, the output current in creases proportionally until it reaches the current limit.
Further decreases in load impedance lower output current
only slightly.

Digital Transmitter fo r Data Bus Communications System

Serial
PCM Input

R,

Transmit
Control
Discrete

' - - - - L o g i c Control----

'---Amplifier__/ '----Output Isolation-----'

Designed for one Mbps Manchester-coded signals , the
transmitter contains a logic control section , an amplifier
and an output isolation section. Two series of transistor
pairs - Q3 , Q 4 and Q 5 , Q 6 - provide dynamic impedance.
A positive signal level at resistor R 2 forward biases the baseemitter junctions of Q 3 and Q 4 and drives them into lowimpedance conduction. Additionally, a negative signal level
at R 2 reverse biases the base-emitter junctions and drives

The functions and operation of Q 5 , Q 6 and R 3 resemble
those of Q3 , Q4 and R 2 , says Proch. By driving Q 3 , Q4
into conduction and Q5 , Q6 into cutoff and reversing
drive polarity, the transmitter generates bilevel output signals that occur alternately at the collectors at Q3 and Q6 .
Hybrid transformer T 2 couples these signals to the load .
The resultant transmitter output is a balanced differential
signal, de-isolated from the transmitter circuits.

Digital threshold receiver improves discrimination
Using high-gain, saturating differential amplifiers with levelshifting circuits, common receiver designs convert transmission line signals to standard logic levels. In pulse-code
modulated digital communication systems, these receivers
also include auxiliary circuits which discriminate between
information signals and noise. Often , however, the circuits
mistake extraneous input for information, a failing that increases the likelihood of data errors and compounds the
difficulty of extracting encoded information.
To improve a receiver's discrimination between true
signals and noise, G. E. Proch of Lockheed Electronics has
designed a receiver with a threshold circuit that converts
filtered signals to standard logic levels. He claims the design
also attenuates the received signal's baseline wander.
Eight resistors serve as source and termination for the
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two filters. In the absence of power supply voltages, the
resistors prevent excessive mismatches in multi-terminal
systems by placing a proper load across the transmission
line. Limiting the high-frequency response of the communication channel, two band-limiting prefilters provide a standard waveform characteristic at the detector input. With
cutoff frequencies 0.6 to 0.8 times the inverse of the minimum information waveform pulse width, RC-, LC- or RLCtype low-pass filter networks yield this filter characteristic.
The receiver's Schmitt trigger circuits consist of a differential amplifier, a NAND gate and a two-resistor feedback
network, says Proch. Together, these components produce
a hysteresis characteristic that provides threshold detection
level stability. Bilevel outputs of the two trigger circuits
combine in an RS-latch to provide a serial output stream.
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VISIT: Free Exhibitor Seminars covering the selection
and use of these products and services . These free
seminars will be held every day .

ENROLL: Designer Forums* will be conducted in five
cities by leading designers and independent
experts . Topics are Evaluating and Using
Microprocessors (Tuesday) •Evaluating
Peripherals for Mini- or Microcomputers
(Wednesday)· Evaluating Memory and
Storage Devices (Thursday)· (Designer
Forums are scheduled in San Francisco, Los
Angeles , Chicago, New York and Boston .)
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Case Study User Forums* are scheduled in all
nine cities. Topics are : Applying Minicomputers (Tuesday)· Managing Terminal Networks (Wednesday) •Improving Software
Productivity (Thursday)
*The Forums are held in conjunction with COMPUTER EXPO
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CRT DISPLAY TERMINALS
SERVE HONEYWELL, UN IVAC
AND IBM PROTOCOLS
These display terminals serve systems
that use the Honeywell 7700 VIP,
Univac-Uniscope and IBM 2265 and

tinuous vertical lines are formed seven
dots at a ti me with each passage of the
the printer head . The unit comes
with printer head and ribbon system,
paper roller and feed mechanism
and motor control electronics. Character generator and amplifier for
the head solenoids aren't included.
Philips, Elcoma Div., P.O. Box 523,
Eindhoven, Netherlands.

CLIP ASSEMBLY
MATES IC PACKAGE
WITH RIBBON CABLE

3275 protocols. System 400 terminals operate synchronously over
dial or dedicated networks at rates
of up to 9600 bps and provide fully
buffered communications. They also
provide dual-intensity display, upper
and lower case character sets, user defined program function keys and self
diagnostics, which include a line monitor mode for system troubleshooting.
You can obtain either 960-or-1920character screens. International Communications Corp., 8600 N.W. 41 st
St., Miami, FL 33166. (305) 592-7654
Circle 274

Test Clip Jumper assembly marries
a tandem pair of single-row, 20-contact female connectors to any of several 28 AWG stranded 40-conductor
ribbon cables, at a customer-specified
length, and terminated in any of several ways. Standard cable options include Electric Pink and double-encoded Rainbow (groups of ten color
striped on the cable reverse). Standard remote end terminations include
unterminated, double-row 0.100"
matrix socket connectors, card-edge
connectors, printed circuit board
connectors, DIP plug connectors
and daisy chairied connectors .Price
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One of four analog 1/0 systems that
serve Digital Equipment's LSl-11
microcomputer, the OT 1761 incorporates a 16-channel 12-bit A/D
converter, 2-channel 12-bit D/ A converters with point plotting and options for programmable gain amplifier and OMA interface. It comes on
one quad board. Price: $995. Data
Translation, 23 Strathmore Rd.,
Natick, MA 01760. (617) 655-5300
·
Circle 272

KEYBOARD UNIT
RESEMBLES TOUCH TONE
This keyboard resembles a Touch
Tone unit but is simpler and less
costly. Key travel on the ET measures 0.015" to 0.020" and operating
temperature range equals -20° to 150°
F. The unit operates with 10-12 oz.
force and comes with both single-pole
encoding (with a common contact

_J tL
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66-CPS PRINTER
RUNS ON 12 voe
For data processing terminals, communications, instrumentation and
point-of-sale terminals, the 1150 R
character printer requires one 12 Vdc
supply. It stands 100 mm high,
weighs 3 kg and prints up to 40
char /line at 66 cps, using a 5x7
matrix printhead. The unit also
achieves facsimile reproduction; you
can set the line spacing so that con-

ANALOG 1/0 SYSTEM
MATES WITH DEC LSl-11

for an assembly that connects to a
40-pin double-row socket connector through 12" of rainbow ribbon
cable : $13.88 in tens. AP Products,
Box 110, 72 Corwin Dr., Painesville,
OH 44077 . ( 216) 354-2101
Circle 278

and a separate contact for each key)
and three Touch Tone row/column
matrix encodings (with zero, one or
two common contacts per key). T ermination (0.030" dia pins on 0.125"
centers) occurs through cylindrical
pins that accept a variety of connectors
and can also be soldered. Contact resistance measures less than 20Q, and
capacitance is less than 20 pF. Chomerics, 77 Dragon Ct., Woburn, MA
01801. (617) 935-4850 Circle 276

The '77 National Computer Conference:
a unique learning experience
For the individual with a need to
know, the 1977 National Computer
Conference, June 13-16 in Dallas, offers a wealth of information on computer technology and data processing applications. It's all available
at one time, in one place - a recordbreaking exhibit of more than 1,100
booths ; an extensive conference
program covering the latest in technology , cost-effective computer
usage, management concerns, and
public policy issues.
You can also select from a wide
range of special conference features ,
including eleven professional seminars on topics of critical importance
to EDP management and technical
specialists; indepth coverage of microprocessor technology and personal computing; plus a series of

featured addresses by such leading
authorities as Mark Shepherd, Jr. ,
chairman of Texas Instruments Incorporated, and AFIPS president
Dr. Theodore J . Williams. It all adds
up to a unique learning experience
keyed to your professional activities
and career development.
At the '77 NCC exhibits, you'll
obtain firsthand information on the
latest hardware, software, systems,
and services offered by more than
250 organizations, with industry representatives and technical experts
on hand to assist you in meeting your
data processing needs.
The conference program will include more than 300 presentations
by leading experts designed to educate, stimulate, and promote the exchange of views among computer

specialists, EDP managers, corporate executives, users , educators,
and government officials. In addition,
each of the professional seminars
will provide an indepth, full-day presentation conducted by a nationally
recognized authority on topics
ranging from distributed database
networks to long-range planning.
Don't delay. Now is the time to
preregister or obtain additional information, including all the facts on the
special NCC professional seminars.
Advance full-conference registration includes your NCC Everything
Card which provides a number of
significant cost savings and special
benefits.
Act now to acquire the invaluable
gift of knowledge at the world's
greatest computer roundup.

D Please send me my NCC Everything Card. I've enclosed
$60 covering '77 NCC program and exhibits plus
preregistration benefits.
D Please send me all the facts about '77 NCC .
Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Company ___________________
Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- City&State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ __

DD

'77NCC ...

The Great
Computer Roundup
'77 NCC
c/o AFIPS, 210 Summit Avenue
Montvale, New Jersey 07645
Telepho ne: 201/ 391·9810
NCC Travel Service: 800/ 556·6882

CARD READER
MOUNTS ON 2 PLANES

PAPER-TAPE READER
COMES IN 3 VERSIONS
This optical paper-tape reader, the
4030, fits into a two-module panel
height and incorporates its control
electronics on one board. The reader

has one moving part and uses an LED
as its Iight source; it can read tapes
with up to 60"/o transmissivity. The
unit comes either as a read head
with control electronics or with power supply and parallel SP-1 interface. Facit-Addo, Inc., 66 Field Point
Rd., Greenwich, CT 06830. Circle 290
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Model MKL magnetic card reader
scans cards to ABA/ISO/IATA standards and can also code cards if required. Divided into transport and
read/write modules, it can be assembled on two different planes.
Four light sensors monitor card
position and signal to the control
electronics; a serrated belt provides
transport. The unit accepts cards
up to 1 mm thick and also processes
embossed plastic cards. The standard model comes with one singletrack bead ; you can also get units
with two heads. Steinmetz-KrischkeSystemtechnik, 75 Karlsruhe 41,
Maybachstr. 10, W. Germany.

script and also provides 1/4-line stepping in both directions. The unit has
a built-in acoustic coupler and accepts
80-or 136-column paper rolls in 100ft. lengths. Other features include
switchable mode options (line and
local or isolate for separation of
printer and modem), error control
through operators (selected odd or
even parity generation), and choice
of keyboards (Teletype or multimode with a numeric cluster) . Options include out-of-paper alarm,
Bell decoder, 20 mA loop, 20-character response generator, 1-char-

PORTABLE TERMINAL
ALSO PLOTS GRAPHIC DATA
The Execuport 3000 provides 136column printout and plots data with
a 240 point/in 2 resolution (24 vertical x 10 horizontal). It can underscore, overscore, subscript and super-

acter ACK/NAK, out-of-service
switch and data access connector.
Computer Transceiver Systems, Inc.,
E. 66 Midland Ave., Paramus, NJ

07652. (201) 261-6800 or (212)
233-7666
Circle 277

MINIATURIZED FLOPPY
STORES 109.4K BYTES
Model 82 Micro-Floppy diskette
drive measures 3.25" x 5.75" x 7.95",
weighs 3.5 lbs. and accepts a 5.25"

and program load/storage devices, and
it accepts hard sectored diskettes
( 10 sectors/track) or a modified IBMtype soft sectored format ( 18 sectors/
track, 128 bytes/sector).The unit's
basic unformatted capacity equals
109.4K bytes on 35 tracks, and you
can expand that capacity by choosing
to address an additional 5 tracks on
any diskette. Track-to-track access
time measures 30 ms, and a random
average seek measures 370 ms. The
unit's rotational speed equals 300
rpm. Price: under $300 in large
OEM quantities. Wangco, 5404
Jandy Pl., Los Angeles, CA 90066.
(213) 390-8081
Circle 288

by ESC codes A, B, C, D and H for
up, down, right, left and home respectively. X-Y addressing also
occurs through ESC sequences. All
interface codes and choice of 15
speeds - 50 to 9600 baud - are set
by DIP switches. The unit operates
in scroll or page mode; offers erase
to end of line, erase to end of page
and page erase; and displays a blinking cursor. Options include columnar tab, video output, peripheral interface, numeric keypad, 15" CRT
and upper case only. Price $1450.

CRT TERMINAL
SPORTS FULLY
CONTROLLABLE CURSOR

diskette. It suits applications in word
processing systems, microcomputers,
smart terminals, portable computers

Model 3841 CRT terminal measures
13.5" x 15.5" x 21" and weighs 48
lbs; it offers wide/narrow character
display on 12" screen, plug-in ICs,
RS 232 and current loop interfaces
and upper/lower case ASCII character display. Its cursor is fully controllable from keyboard or computer

Teleray Div. of Research, Inc., Box
24064, Minneapolis, MN 55424.
(612) 941-3300
Circle 291

CIRCLE 53
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CASSETTE RECORDER
STORES MICRO DATA

This digital cassette recorder, designated
Model 715, loads and dumps data for
minicomputers and microcomputers
PACKAGING SYSTEM ACCEPTS and can also facilitate video-displayunit dumping and backup in Teletype
INTERMIXED BOARDS
operations. A modified version, Model
715R, incorporates a remote control
This packaging system lets you mix
Wire Wrap panel sizes and IC densities; you can insert panels containing
from 32 to 192 I Cs and measuring
from 4.5" x 6.0" to 14.9" x 8.0" into one panel assembly . Multiples of a
two-piece Wire Wrap-to-Wire Wrap
connector containing 108 1/0 pins
implement this interchangeability.
The smallest panel contains 32 ICs
and has 108 1/0 pins; the largest,
192 !Cs and 540 1/0 pins. The panels
plug into three independent backpause that suits it to long-term data
planes, each of which can contain as
logging operations. Using standard lowmany as three voltage distribution
noise cassettes, the unit can operate at
planes. Also part of the system, a
speeds up to 2.4 kbps with a reliabildata signal bus backplane handles the
ity of 1/10°. At 1.2 kbps it loads a
parallel signal requirements of mem4K 16-bit compiler or assembler
ories or parallel data bus systems.
program in less than 2 min. Standard
Mupac Corp., 646 Summer St., Brockton, MA 02402. (617) 588-6110
available interfaces, selected by inCircle 287
ternal link-change, include V 24/RS

232B, current loop (20-60mA), EIA
modem, and positive and negative
TTL/DTL levels. M.S.. Instruments,
Ltd., Rowden Road, Beckenham,
Kent BR3 4NA, England.

VOICE READOUT
STORES 112 WORDS
Designated Model 1650, this programmable voice readout system
stores data in PROMs and allows
vocabulary expansion from one to
112 words in the standard half ATR
rack. The system uses a male voice ;
each word has a 4-bit ( 16 combination) word address and a 3-bit (7
combination) board address. You
can select any one of the 112 words
by providing a correct 7-digit binary
word/board address and an enable
signal. At the end of a word, a pause
pulse signals the system is ready for
the next command. The dual circuit
provides 8.Q at 250 mW for local
monitoring in addition to a balanced
600.Q isolated transformer output.
Master Specialties, 1640 Monrovia,
Costa Mesa, CA 92627. (714) 642Circle 289
2427

The lnforex180 Magnetic Line Printer.
Only the papa Is ordinary.

Our patented dry-ink transfer gives you a high quality printout on an ordinary,
inexpensive 8112'' roll of paper. But everything else about the 180 is
definitely not ordinary.
QUIET.
At least lOdb below
electric typewriters.
_,
Ideally suited for the "'office environment.

SMALL.
Desk top size, weighs
just 33 pounds.

INTERFACE.
Serial RS-232 or
TTL. Parallel TTL.

I

CHARACTER SET.
Full 96 characters

ASCII, upper and lower
case. Expanded character sets available as
options.

GRAPHICS OPTION.
Permits intermix of
text with bar charts,
curves, etc.

IX IINFOREXI
For more information, write
Inforex, Incorporated,
Dept. 588, 21 North Ave. ,
Burlington, MA 01803.

APPLICATIONS.
CRT hard copy, minicomputers,
remote printing operations, OEM
or end-user.
CIRCLE 54
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B·BIG DISK,4-CPU

CLOCK/SECTOR WRITER
AIDS ROTATINGMEMORY DESIGN
This portable high-speed clock and
sector writer for rotating memories,
designated PM 2390, records open
or closed clock tracks at rates as high
as 12 Mbps and measures frequency
to 25 MHz. Used in the design of ·
rotating memories, it allows for the
measurement of amplitude and/or
frequency modulation, area defects,

pinhole defects and track-following
servo performance. Driven from a
counter separate from the one used
in recording the clock, a bit count
can be verified on a six-decimal-digit display. Price : $9895. Pioneer
Magnetics, Inc., 1745 Berkeley St.,
Santa Monica, CA 90404. (213) 8293305
Circle 286

THUMBWHEEL SWITCHES
SPORT INTEGRAL LOGIC
The SF/SR Series of thumbwheel
switches provides direct conversion
from dial settings to coded output.
Decimal and BCD, with or without
complement, are standard items, and
logic options integrated in the 0.315"wide switch assembly include digital
comparators, counter/timer decoders,
resistance and capacitance decades,
seven-segment display drivers and
Kelvin-Varley dividers. Other features
and options include: Wire-Wrap or
solder pin terminals (for PCB mount);
repositionable switch rotation stops;
half bodies to add decimal point to
assembly and dust windows. International Microtronics Corp., 4016
E. Tennessee St., Tucson, AZ 85714.
(602) 748-7900
Circle 285

0.6"-HIGH LEDS
DRAW 10mA/SEGMENT
With 0.6"-high numerals, the DiodeLite LED readout modules are readable from 35 to 40 ft. The 730 Series includes a 7-segment numeral

readout module with decimal point
(730-6001). a plus/minus module
(730-6005). and a polarity /overflow module that incorporates a
plus/minus symbol, the numeral
one, and a decimal point (7306006). Typical current consumption equals 10 mA/segment. Maximum ratings for the 730-6001
at 25°C ambient include -3V reverse
voltage, 30 mA/segment continuous
forward current and 600 mW /segment power dissipation. Typical
operating characteristics per segment include 300 µcd luminous intensity at 10 mA forward current,
200 nm spectral bandwidth between
half-power points, 2V static forward voltage at 10 mA and 10 µA
static reverse current at 3V. Prices
in 1OOOs: $2.55 ea for the 730-6001,
$3.10 ea for the 730-6005 and
$3.10 ea for the 730-6006. Dialight,
203 Harrison Pl., Brooklyn, NY
11237.
Circle 207

pCONTRDllER
rur DEC/DGC so~ware

The new AEO 8000 mass storage system with microprogrammable controller can be completely integrated
into your DEC or Data General system. You can now
enjoy patch-free use of any OS changes generated by
the mainframe manufacturer, because AED's emulation capability ensures continuous compatibility to
standard software. Add to this AEO 8000's unique
ability to serve up to 4 CPUs per controller at the same
time, its built-in Error Correction System, and a multiple-register scroll that displays mainframe register
information plus valuable diagnostic data, and you'll
see why the AEO 8000 is way ahead of the competition. AED's field-proven reliability and fast 45-60 day
delivery make the AEO 8000 mass storage system a
serious contender for your disk dollars.

48-COL. PRINTER
OUTPUTS 144 CPS
This electronic discharge printer,
designated Model DC4004A, outputs 48-column lines and prints all
the letters of the alphabet, digits 0
through 9 and several symbols at
3 lps (144 cps). Formed in either a
5 x 7 or 7 x 9 dot matrix, characters
appear on a standard 4. 75"-wide
roll of aluminum-coated paper. Current in the printhe·ad exposes the
characters on a high-contrasting,
permanent black undercoat. Mea-

Compare these features
AED 8000
Megabvtes per drive

67.4~250

No. of drives per controller

1~8

Megabvtes per controller

64~2.000

No. of CPU's per controller

4

2

18-bit transfer rate

1.6 µa

8.4µa

IB·bit buffer

266

8
8

Enor Correction Code
lleotatrap
Micro.processor
• £111Ul1tes OEC/OGC controller

by controffer
IPl in controller
40 ns. 24 bits

.,..
.,..

hi COlltnlllet

suring 6.70" W x 5.90" Dx2.55" H
and weighing 1.32 lbs, the unit
serves microprocessor based systems, communications systems,
miniterminals and systems that incorporate CRTs. Hycom, Inc.,
16841 Armstrong Ave., Irvine, CA
92714.
Circle 214

DEC
OBC
40

92
B
4
320
368
1

2.6 !!!

....

-

CPU ROM
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DISK CONTROLLER
SERVES PDP-11 SYSTEMS
A microprocessor based controller
that supports storage module de vices with capacities from 25 to

300 Mbytes /spindle, the MSC-1000
handles from one to four (eight optional) drives of one type and capacity. Standard features include over-

lapped seeks, automatic track seek
and verification, automatic head
and cylinder switching, and multiple-sector transfer of adjacent
sectors, tracks, and cylinders. The
controller also contains a set of
resident microdiagnostics. Options
include extended maintenance microdiagnostics, a 32-bit polynomial
error correction code that allows
correction of single-error sector data
bursts up to 11 bits long, an expander module for control of four more
drives, expanded buffering for programmable transfer rates, and multiport operation. The unit responds
to PDP-11 systems running under
DEC 's RSX -11D and can issue mem ory reference requests on the DEC
Unibus. A software support package
for RSX-11 D includes a driver program and several RSX-11 D replacement modul es that let you generate
a system whose system disk resides
on an MSC 1 ODO-control led drive .
Price for the controller /formatter
and one host adapter: $7900. Microcomputer Systems Corp., 440
Oakmead Pkwy., Sunnyvale, CA
94086 . (408) 733-4200 Circle 218

CIRCLE 56
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DATA COLLECTORS,
COMM CONTROLLERS
SERVE JOB-COST APPS.
This series of three programmable
data collection terminals and two
communications control le rs include
the Model 1647-1, an 8080 microprocessor based terminal that electrooptically reads punched badges, dis-

plays time of day and provides five
LED s for prompting. The 1647-2
terminal additionally reads 80-column
ANSI cards and incorporates 20 userdefined keys for inputting variable
data . The 1647-3 provides 40 userdefined keys and 10 LEDs. All three
terminals can optionally receive data
from magnetic striped badges like

credit cards, from bar codes and
directly from key stations. Other
options include additional 10-digit
numeric displays, 32-character alphanumeric gas discharge displays, twisted
pair line drivers, low-speed telephone
system modem, serial asynchronous
and serial synchronous communications ports and expandable ROM
and RAM. The Model 1648-1 communications controller oversees up
to 30 terminals on one party line,
while the Model 1648-2 controller
oversees up to 100 terminals on four
separate party lines. Prices: $995 for
the 1647-1, $1310 for the 1647-2,
$1455 for the 1647-3, $1310 for the
1648-1. Epic Data Corp .. c/o Kader I
Brigham/Scully, 1122 S. Robertson,
Suite 9, Los Angeles, CA 90035.
Circle 223

$971 CRT TERMINAL
SPORTS BUFFERED
PRINTER PORT
An asynchronous CRT terminal
with a 12" viewing area, 24 x 80
display, upper-and lower-case characters and full cursor addressing and
control, the Fox-1100 incorporates
a Motorola 6800 microprocessor and
provides selectable black-on-white or
white-on-black display, a 9 x 12 dot
matrix and a hooded screen. It is upward program-compatible with the
ASR-33 Teletype and the Carousel 15,
30 and 35 printing terminals, and its
Typamatic keyboard automatically repeats an entry at 15 cps if a key is held

5%"-FLOPPY SYSTEM
MATES WITH ALTAIR-TYPE
MICROCOMPUTER BUSES
With operating software and interface electronics that provide plugcompatibility with microcomputers that use the Altair bus, the Microfloppy uses 5-Y." diskettes and
incorporates a Shugart Minifloppy
flexible-disk drive, power supply,
cabinet, controller/interface card,
power cord, fuse and all cables. It
also provides the manufacturer's
FDOS-M software on diskette and,
as an introductory offer, an BK
Basic software package. The system's controller/interface card contains an LSI chip that offers automatic track seek with verification,
single or multiple record read/
write with automatic sector search,
entire track read and entire track
write for diskette initialization. The

card also incorporates on-board
ROM and RAM. The system's software includes a macro assembler, a
string-oriented text editor and a disk·
ette initializer; capabilities include
named variable -length files, auto
file create, open and close, and multiple-file merge and delete. iCom
Div .. Pertee, 6741 Vari el Ave .. Canoga Park, CA 91303. (213) 348Circle 210
1391

DC/DC POWER SUPPLIES
OUTPUT UP TO 300 V

down more than 0.5 sec. The unit
also incorporates a fully buffered
printer port . Price: $971 in quantities
of 25. Perkin-Elmer Data Systems,
Terminals Div., Rte. 10 and Emery
Ave .. Randolph, NJ 07801 . (201)
366--5550
Circle 229

These de/de proportional high-voltage power supplies, designated
Series H, sport 4-12 Vdc input voltage,
3500 V input-to-output isolation, 60%
typical efficiency and 100% encapsulation. You can mount them in two
through holes, using PC pins as terminals . Price: $51for1-9. Wall Industries, Inc., 175 Middlesex Turnpike, Bedford, MA 01730. (617)
Circle 227
275-0708

CIRCLE 57111-
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150-CPS PRINTER
OUTPUTS 6 COPIES
Model 810, a 150-cps printer,
serves applications that include output printing for minicomputer and
microprocessor systems, auxiliary
forms printing for intelligent CRT
terminals and remote office output
printing in data communications
systems. A 132-column, multicopy unit, the system provides microprocessor control of printing
functions, programmable forms
control and a 256-character buffered communications interface.
The unit generates the standard 64
ASC 11 character set using a 9 x 7
dot pattern; other standard features
include self-test, an adjustable tractor drive for form widths ranging
from 3" to 14-7/ 8", line -spacing
selection of six or eight lpi, the
ability to feed continuous forms
from the printer's rear or its bottom,
and power selection of 100, 120,
220 or 240 Vac at 50-60 Hz . Options include full ASCII character
set, compressed -character printing
and either 11 form lengths for
standard forms usage or vertical
forms control with up to eight nonvolatile programs. Price : $2250 in
singles. Texas Instruments, Digital
Systems Div., P.O. Box 1444, M /S
784, Houston, TX 77001. (713)
404-5115, x 2124
Circle 212

2-DRIVE FLOPPY SYSTEM
SERVES PDP -8 MINIS
For PDP-8 systems, the 6200LP
double-density diskette system incorporates a OMA-type interface

and an OS-8 Version 3 driver that
lets it serve as a min i 's system residence device. It provides 1.26
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Mbytes of program or data storage
on two drives ; you can also obtain a
four-drive system. Price: $3900 in
singles for the 6200LP with DMA
interface ; $850 for the OS-8 driver.
Quantity discounts up to 40% available. Advanced Electronics Design,
754 N. Pastoria, Sunnyvale, CA
94086. (408) 733-3555 Circle 217

INTERFACE ADAPTER
LINKS RS 232 AND
IEEE 488 SYSTEMS
Model 111 adapter lets you interconnect the IEEE parallel GPIB
(general-purpose interface bus) with
RS 232C systems. It provides two way transmission of data and can
be used to adapt older instruments
and terminals, designed to RS 232C
\

standards, to control and processing
systems that use the newer GPIB
para I lei format . Systems Consultants,
410 Jericho Tpke ., Jericho, NY
11753. (516) 822-5500 Circle 209

MASS-TERMINATION KIT
AIDS BREADBOARDING
The DK-1 mass termination flat
cable /connector kit provides engineering evaluation and prototype
fabrication aid and contains an assortment of over 100 of the manufacturer 's Blue Macs insulation displacing connectors, including DIP
plugs, DIP sockets, PCB solder transition connectors, wrap post solder
connectors, PCB solder tail and
wrap post tail headers. You also get
a 100-ft roll of 28 AWG stranded
50-conductor cable and a hand installation tool for crimping the connectors on the cable, as well as installation instructions and technical data. Price : $395. T&B / Ansley
Corp., 3208 Humboldt St., Los
Angeles, CA (213) 223-2331
Circle 215

Your.an Order The lntecolor®8001
Through These Authorized
Sales Representatives
ALABAMA
NEW MEXICO
FLORIDA
The Thorson Company
GEORGIA
Albuquerque
MISSISSIPPI
505/265-5655
NORTH CAROLINA
OKLAHOMA
SOUTH CAROLINA
Data Marketing
TENNESSEE
Assocs., Inc.
Col-Ins-Co., Inc.
Norman
800/327-6600
405/364-8320
ARIZONA
PENNSYLVANIA
The Thorson Company Bartlett Assocs., Inc.
Phoenix
Wayne
602/956-5300
215/ 688-7325
ARKANSAS
WKM Assocs., Inc.
LOUISIANA
Pittsburgh
TEXAS
412/892-2953
Data Marketing
TENNESSEE
Assocs., Inc.
(KNOXVILLE
Houston
ONLY)
713/780-2511
McCain Electric
Equipment Co.
CALIFORNIA
NEVADA
Knoxville
The Thorson Company
615/584-8411
Los Angeles
WEST VIRGINIA
213/476-1241
(See Pittsburgh, Pa.)
COLORADO
EUROPE
UTAH
Techexport, Inc.
WYOMING
Cambridge, Ma.
The Thorson Company
617 /661-9424
Denver
AUSTRALIA
303/759-0809
Anderson Digttal
CONNECTICUT
Electronics
NEW JERSEY
Victoria, Aust.
NEW YORK
03/543-2077
Bartlett Assocs., Inc.
White Plains
CANADA
914/949-6476
Cantec Rep. , Inc.
Montreal
DELAWARE
514/620-3121
DISTRICT OF
Ottawa
COLUMBIA
613/225-0363
MARYLAND
Toronto
VIRGINIA
416/624-9696
Bartlett Assocs., Inc.
Bethesda
JAPAN
301/656-3061
Munzig International
Japan, Inc.
IDAHO
Tokyo, Japan
MONTANA
586-2701
OREGON
WASHINGTON
ALASKA
The Thorson Company
HAWAII
Bellevue
ILLINOIS
206/ 455-9180
INDIANA
IOWA
KENTUCKY
KANSAS
OHIO
MINNESOTA
WKM Assocs., Inc.
MISSOURI
Cleveland
NEBRASKA
216/267-0445
NORTH DAKOTA
MAINE
SOUTH DAKOTA
MASSACHUSITTS
WISCONSIN
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Contact ISC direct.
RHODE ISLAND
VERMONT
Intelligent
Bartlett Assocs., Inc.
Systems Corp.
Framingham
5965 Peachtree
617 /879-7530
Corners East
MICHIGAN
Norcross, Georgia
WKM Assocs., Inc.
30071
Madison Hts.
Telephone
313/588-2300
404/ 449-5961

Unretouched photograph of screen .

The Intecolor 8001 CRT.
Buy One or Buy One Hundred.
Just 5J495!
That's the price tag we'll put on the lntecolor 8001 if you place
your order right now for 100 or more units. $1495. That's
also the price we'll give you on aone-shot cash basis on an
lntecolor 8001 CRT evaluation unrt. Now, we'll never get rich
with aprice structure like that, but we look at it this way. That
price is an investment in your future. We know that once you
get your hands on the lntecolor 8001 , once you see what it
can do, you'll be back for more.
And rt's because you'll be getting an Intelligent, 8-Color
CRT that'll outperform any CRT on the market on adollar for
dollar and character for character basis. And it's complete.
You won't have to lay out more cash for akeyboard, or 8080
CPU, or any of the standard features you 'd expect to find on a
good color CRT. It'll be ready to go. You can put it to work as
astand-alone CRT, incorporate it into your present system, or
use it to upgrade the CRT's in the systems you're currently
marketing. Whatever your application, it'll work for you.

But if your needs call for amore sophisticated CRT, a CRT
that'll give you higher-level functions - no problem. We'll be
glad to work with you to help you come up with an options
package to fit your requirements. Like additional RAM to 32K,
Roll, Background Color, Light pens, Graphics, 48 Line X80
Characters/ Line and up to 64 Special Graphics Characters.
You define your needs, and we'll give you the capabilities to
get the job done. It's that simple.
But if you'd like to see for yourself, look over our rep list
on the adjacent page and ask the rep in your area for ademonstration. Whatever your application, he can show you the right
lntecolor 8001 CRT at just the right price.

Intelligent Systems corp~
5965 Peachtree Corners East
Norcross, Georgia 30071
(404) 449-5961

*Quantity 100 price - $1495 each, net 20 Days
Evaluation unit price - $1495, Limit one to a customer, cash with order
Domestic U.S.A. prices
CIRCLE 58
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Personal
Computine
An exciting,
new magazine!
If you don't have your own computer by now, chances are there's one
in your immediate future. Personal
computers are now being sold at
about the price of home stereo systems. Experts project that 1,000,000
personal systems will be up and running by 1980.
PERSONAL COMPUTING will
serve as your guide into this exciting
new technology. We'll provide you
with all the up-to-date information
on new computer products, computer stores, and important personal
computing events. In addition, each
issue contains easy-to-follow,nontechnical articles on computer programming and computer jargon. These
articles illustrate how you can use
personal computers at home, school,
and work.

Get your FREE issue now
Fill out the subscription form below, and we'll send you
a complimentary copy. If you don't agree that Personal
Computing is everything we say it is, simply write "Cancel"
on the in voice and return it to us. If you do want to subscribe,
simply pay the bill, In any case, the first issue is on us!
A one year subscription to PERSONAL COMPUTING
is just $8.00.

P-------------------------------------Please enter my subscription to Personal Computing.
I understand that the first issue is free.
o Bill me
o Enclosed is my check for $_ _ _ __
D Bank Americard D Master Charge D Am Express
Credit Card#_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Credit Card Expiration Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name (print) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address----------------City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Zip_ _ _ _ __
State
Note: PERSONAL COMPUTING is a bi-monthly
publication (6 issues per year) . Credit card billing
available to U.S. subscribers only. Rates: $8/year
in the United States. Europe and U.K.: $12 surface
mail and $26 airmail. Mexico and Canada: $10 surface mail and $12 airmail. All others: $26 airmail.

PERSONAL COMPUTING
167 Corey Road, Brookline, MA 02146, USA
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ANTI-GLARE PANELS
SHIELD CLINTON CRTS
Placed against the faceplate of a Clinton CRT, the
Video/Filter improves the display's readability by
eliminating reflections and increasing contrast. It reduces front-surface specular reflection to less than 1%
and can accept printed-on custom grids, legends, reference lines and graticules. You can obtain the filter
with a pressure-sensitive adhesive; panels serve all the
Clinton CRT sizes and phosphor colors and most
standard JED EC tube sizes. Panelgraph ic Corp., 10
Henderson Dr., West Caldwell, NJ 07006. (201) 2271500
Circle 201

16-BIT MINICOMPUTER
ADDRESSES UP TO 64 ADD -ONS
For use in small business systems and other applications, the Micro 16E minicomputer comes in either a
5'!."-high rack-mount unit or a table-mount cabinet.
It can address up to 64 peripherals and incorporates
such features as automatic bootstrap, memory partitioning, multilevel interrupts, real-time clock and
OMA. Instruction time for the 16-bit processor
equals 1 µs (min imum); it addresses 16K or 32K bytes
of semiconductor memory, expandable to 128K
bytes. Software includes assembler, Extended Basic
compiler, Mathchat interpreter, multiprogramming
executive and test and utility programs. Digico Ltd.,
Wedgwood Way, Stevenage, Hertfordshire SG1 4PY,
England. (0438) 4381

MINIATURE SWITCHING SUPPLIES
PROVIDE 4KV RMS ISOLATION
Designated Series MMG, these switching power supplies operate from 110/120 Vac or 220/240 Vac ±10%,
50 or 60 Hz, and use optical coupling to provide 4kV
rms isolation (5.7kV peak) between input and output.
You can adjust their output voltages by ±10% with a
multi-turn potentiometer. Four models provide de
outputs of 5, 12, 15, or 24 V at currents ranging from
1.4 to 5 A. The units' voltage regulation measures
0.1% max for the worst case combination of 0-100%
load change and ±10% line change. Ripple remains
below 1 OmV rms or 50mV peak-to-peak measured
over a 30 MHz bandwidth. Transient response for a
step-load change of 100% to 1O"/o or 10% to 100% allows a typical voltage deviation of 300mV and a return to the regulat ion band in approximately 2 ms.
With efficiencies ranging from 75% to 85%, the units
weigh 1.2 lbs and measure 6.3" x 3.5" x 1.3". Price:
$125 for 1-9. Gould, Inc., Power Supply Dept., 3631
Perkins Ave., Cleveland, OH 44114 . (216) 361-3315
Circle 203

LIGHTED PUSHBUTTON SWITCH
INCORPORATES INTERNAL WATER SEAL
The 419 Series I ighted pushbutton switch incorporates
an internal silicone rubber gasket that seals the switch's
lamps and prevents water from entering its front panel. A 4-l amp , 4-pole, 0.750"-square unit, the switch
has stationary lamps that you can replace from the
front. Its cap has a retaining wire to prevent loss while
relamping and a slide-off cap shell that facilitates
legend change. The unit meets MI L-S-22885 requirements and could find uses in portable test equipment
used outdoors. Korry Manufacturing Co., 223 8th
Ave . North, Seattle, WA 98109. (206) 223-5400
Circle 202

CCD ANALOG SHIFT REGISTER
STORES ONE VIDEO SIGNAL LINE
This solid state analog shift register can store the video information for one complete horizontal line of a
standard U.S. broadcast television signal. Designated
the CCD321, it utilizes CCD technology and consists
of two independent 455-bit analog shift registers that
you can combine for use as a 910-bit analog delay
line. The delay of analog information from input to
output depends exclusively on the applied external
clock frequency; with a 14.318-MHz sampling and
shifting clock frequency you can store one 63.5-µs tv
line in 910 bits. Fixed clock frequency operation provides fixed delay of information with an input bandwidth greater than 5 MHz, a signal -to-noise ratio of
55dB and differential gain and phase of 3% and 3°
respectively. The device's delay ranges from 25µs to
50 ms. Fairchild Camera and Instrument, MOS/ CCD
Products Div., 4001 Miranda Ave ., Palo Alto, CA
94304. (415) 493-8001
Circle 294

BUILD
YOUR
OWll
PRlllTER
.•. at our plant-and save $.
MFE's inkless, synched hammer, digital
tape and ticket printers are
designed and priced for OEM's!
Start with our basic mechanism (at $110.)
and add columns, special drums,
electronics and other options.
To see how our prices (expense) compare
with your loaded costs, call
Jim Bartley at (603) 893-1921
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1K CMOS RAMS
ACCESS IN 250 NS
For µP-based POS systems, portable instruments and
electronic cash registers, the MM54C920/M M74C920
and MM54C921 /MM74C921 CMOS RAMs each store
256 x 4 words. The MM74C920 comes in a 22-pin
package and has separate Data In and Data Out, while
the MM74C921 is an 18-pin device with common 1/0.
Each device accesses in 250 ns (commerical version).
Data output and input have the same polarity in both
devices; address inputs, CES and data inputs are
clocked into internal latches by the falling edge of
STROBE. The true and complement address information goes to row and column decoders, which access the selected 4-bit memory word, which in turn
goes to four sense amplifiers through the column decoders. Standard 54/74 TTL supplies power the units,
and all inputs and outputs can interface directly with
TTL. Price: $12.15 (100s) for the MM74C920 and
MM74C921, and $20.10 ( 1OOs) for the military temperature range parts, MM54C920 and MM54C921.
National Semiconductor, 2900 Semiconductor Dr.,
Santa Clara, CA 95051. (408) 737-5892

Keewaydin Drive, Salem, N.H. 03079
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TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER
TESTS T3 LINKS
A field portable .test set for T3 communications links, the S-5200C
transmitter /receiver pair incorporates
a crystal oscillator that operates at
44.736 MHz and generates a 32,767bit pseudo-random code. The transmitter also includes a controller to
generate the F, P, C and M housekeeping bits of the DS-3 format.
Six data outputs provide B3ZS encoded bipolar data; three output
levels provide 0.9V peak, 0.4V peak

Our editors are always
looking for articles of interest to design engineers.
If you have a manuscript
to submit for publication,
send it to Editor, DIG 1TA L DESIGN, 167 Corey Rd., Brookline, MA
02146. You'll get
a
prompt reply, and if we
accept your article, exposure to over 40,000 of
your colleagues.
If writing is not your
forte and you have something of interest for our
readers, why not let us
work with you in organizing your material for
publication. Just drop a
note to the Editor or call

(617) 232-5470.
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(simulation of 450 ft of 728A
cable) and 0.2V peak. The transmitter also injects bit errors, code violations and parity violations. The receiver recovers clock and synchronizes on both the DS-3 framing bits
and the pseudo-random data. After
synchronization, it counts bit errors, bipolar violations or parity errors, totalized or calculated as an
error rate ranging from 10- 3 to 1o- 8 .
Price: $6800. Tau-Tron, 11 Esquire
Rd., N. Billerica, MA 01862. (617)
667-3874
Circle 208

MODEM ELIMINATOR
OPERATES TO 19.2 KBPS
Model ME-1 modem eliminator permits direct terminal-to-terminal or
terminal-to-computer connection
arid eliminates the need for two
modems operating back-to-back.
Signal regeneration perm its extension of the 50-ft EIA RS 232 interface limitation between devices.
The unit provides synchronous operation in half- or full-duplex modes
with selectable data rates of 1800,
2000, 2400, 4800, 7200 and 9600
bps and 19.2 kbps. An internal

crystal controlled clock provides
transmit a11d receiye timing elements; request-to-send can be continuous or terminal controlled, and
the clear-to-send delay is selectable
at 0, 8, 50 or 150 ms. Front-panel
LEDs show status, and digital loopback permits fault isolation. Cooke
Engineering Div., Dynatech Laboratories, Inc., 900 Slaters Lane, Alexandria, VA 22314. (703) 548-3889
Circle 222

DATA ACOU ISITION SYSTEM
EXPANDS TO 512 CHANNELS
Model 7-201 data acquisition/signal
conditioning system accepts highor low-level input signals. You can
specify channel capacity and enclosure size; the system expands in
blocks of 16 or 32 channels to a
maximum of 512 channels in one
enclosure. The system incorporates
a microprocessor based controller
equipped with field programmable
EPROMs; its output is a serial data
stream that you can program for
sample rate, work length and sample
sequence. System features include
programmable "gain" and "offset"
with front panel access, program-

mable digital filters, 16 bit A/D
capability and free running or addressable capability. Current applications include flight test monitoring, engine mounted multiplexing, vibration monitoring, wind
tunnel data acquisition and aircraft
maintenance systems. Specifications include 24 to 32 Vdc, 110V I
60 Hz or 11 OV /400 Hz operation;
one bps to one Mbps output rate;
4- to 20-bit word length; one- to
1000-sps channel sampling rate. Data
and Control Group, Eldec Corp.,
16700- 13th Ave. W., Lynwood,
WA 98036. (206) 743-1313
Circle 221

DUAL UP/DOWN COUNTER
USES DC TO 350 KHZ
A synchronous, dual 3-decade or
6-decade up/down counter that outputs all BCD data in parallel, the LS7040 operates from de to 350 kHz,
comes with output latches and provides a carry/borrow output for synchronous or asynchronous cascading

as well as program overlay and
spooled 1/0. It also provides such
facilities as compilers (including
1664 Fortran), assemblers, editors,
util ities, math libraries, file handling
capability and data base management capability. Price : $7000 for
the Model 3343 disk controller;
$19,000 up for the Model 3344 and
3345 disk memory units. Rolm Corp. ,
18922 Forge Dr., Cupertino, CA
95014. (408) 257-6440 Circle 211

FLOPPY-DISK DRIVE
SPORTS POWER-SAVER

with another LS7040. All inputs are
CMOS, TTL and DTL compatible at
+5V operation and all 1/0 signals
are CMOS compatible over the entire
voltage range. Other features include
separate low-current drain power
supply , power-on-reset, reset and
count enable inputs. The circuit
can operate from either a single
power supply that outputs between
+5 and +15 Vdc, or from two .supplies in battery standby mode. It
comes on a 40-pin DIP . Price: $7 .50
in 100s. LSI Computer Systems, Inc ..
1235 Walt Whitman Rd .. Melville,
NY 11746. (516) 271-0400
Circle 228

FIXED-HEAD DISK
FOR RUGGED COMPUTERS
Th is MIL-Spec fixed -head disk
memory system serves the manufacturer 's 1600 Series rugged computers. Model 3343 disk controller interfaces and controls Model 3344
and 3345 MIL-Spec disks, which
access in 8.5 ms (min.). RDOS soft-

ware support provides multi -tasking
in both foreground and background

Designated Model 550, this floppydisk drive serves such OEM information processing applications as data
entry, small business systems, computer terminals and min i/microcomputers. It records up to SOOK
bytes of unformatted data or 234K
bytes in IBM 3740 format; with
an appropriate controller, it can
operate in double bit density mode
without modification .or additional
electronics. A power-saver feature
reduces head positioner power by
95% within 15 ms of the last stepping command. Options include a
second index transducer to allow recording on the reverse side of a
flipped-over disk, file-busy indicator,
write protect, hard-sector separator
and data/clock separator. Memorex
Corp .. San Tomas at Central Xway,
Santa Clara, CA 95052. (408) 9872203
Circle 206

Circuits

made~

PAPER-TAPE INTERFACE KIT
SERVES LSl-11 MICROS
For interfacing DEC LSl -11 computers
and the manufacturer's punched tape
readers and reader/punches, this kit
includes a circuit card, interconnecting 10-ft cables, test tape and instruction manual, which contains diagnostic programs. You can use existing
software detailed in the PDP-11 handbook to program the interface to
specific system applications. The circuit boa rd plugs into the computer's
backplane bus, and the interface's
peripheral device address and interrupt
vector are jumper selectable. Price
for Kit E-9000-LSl-RP: $250 in singles.
EECO , 1441 E. Chestnut Ave .. Santa
Ana, CA 92701. (714) 835-6000
Circle 225

A complete group of breadboards lets
you develop your own circuitry without
the bother of soldering. Simply unplug and
plug in again to make changes. Cambion
also has all the little extras such as IC
extractors or hand wire-wrap tools to
facilitate your designs. Would a catalog,
samples or one of the sales engineers be
of help;> Write to: Cambridge Thermionic
Corporation, 445 Concord Avenue,
Cambridge, MA 02138 . Phone:
617-491-5400. In California: 2733
Pacific Coast Hgwy., Torrance, CA
90505. Phone: 213-326-7822.
Standardize on

C~BIO#@'
The Guaranteed Electronic Components
CIRCLE 60
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FLOPPY-DISK SYSTEM
CONTROLS BUS
Model 3300 Dual Floppy Plus
serves as a disk memory with file
maintenance capability for the Tek·
tronix 4051 graphic system and can
also function as a dual-processing,
disk·based system or a standalone,
Basic-language GPI B/HPI B bus controller. It incorporates a Z-80 based
processor with 4K bytes of ROM ,

C. ltoh means excellence
in Digital Printermatics.
CI RCLE 61

ELECTRONIC
DATA PROCESSING
EXHIBITION
MILAN, ITALY
THE UNITED ST ATES
DEPARTMENT OF COMM ERCE
announ ces th e occ urence of the annu al prest igiou s
Electronic Data Processing Exhibition: Computer
and Peripherals U .S. TRADE CENTER , Milan,
Ital y, May 10-14 , 197 7 .
This eve nt will in clude the la tes t and most adva nced
equipm ent of the 90+ top U .S. firm s parti cipating.
COMPUTERS , especially MICROS and MINIS ,
SYSTEMS , PERIPHERALS , SOFTWARE and SERVICES will be di splayed . A t echni cal se minar will
accomp any th e ex hibiti on .
For furth er inform ation on thi s exciting eve nt ,
contac t :
Th o mas Moore
Co un try Marketing Manage r, It aly
U.S. Department of Commerce
Washingto n, D.C. 202 30
Teleph one- (202) 377-4384
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Willi am Wh itm an, Director
U.S. Trade Ce nte r
Via Ga tt ame lata, 5
20 149 Milan, Italy
Telex-36208 USTCMIL

16K to 61 K bytes of semiconduc·
tor workspace memory, two 308K
byte floppy disks, an RS 232C inter·
face, four 4051 bus interfaces and
disk operating systems. It connect s
to the Tektronix 4051 to provide
608K bytes of disk memory with
complete transparency to the 4051
tape and disk commands . Operating
as a standalone system, it can hand
control back and forth to anothe r
controller ; an RS 232C port allows
the connection of an operator's ter·
minal. Price : $6950. Second Sou rce
Industries, 906 T reat Ave ., San
Francisco, CA 94110. (415) 2821171
Circle 220

MULTIPLEXED LCDS
FOR PORTABLE SYSTEMS
This multiplexed, 4-digit, liquid
crystal instrument display, designated Model 3624, serves applica·
tions in portable and panel mounted digital displays. Each digit, electrically isolated with separate backplanes, allows sequential 7-segment
driving. You can also obtain the
4LDD-7, a latch configuration of
the same display with drive and display that requires only BCD or
pulse counting input. Price for th e
3624 : $13 ea in 100s. UCE, Inc.,
20 N. Main St., Norwalk, CT 06854.
Circle 213
(203) 838-7509
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286-PIECE KIT
SAMPLES SWITCHES
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This highly-reliable reader has only
one moving part, reads 150 cps,
and is priced as low as mechanical
readers. The solid state read head
can be purchased alone or with a
case, interface and power supply.
A fanfold box or spooler is available.
Write for specifications.

This 286-piece kit of miniature toggle and push button switches with
complementary caps, dress nuts and
wrench comprises single, double,
three and four-pole switches with
several types of toggle and push·
button actuators . The inside top
cover of its transparent plastic case
contains a chart that shows how to
specify the type of pole configura-

ADDMASTER
CORPORATION

416 Junipero Serra Drive
San Gabriel , California 91776

Designers and manufacturers of MARCHANT calculators and office equipment,
and ADDMASTER computer peripherals - parallel entry printers and accessories.

CIRCLE 63

COMING IN APRIL
'What's Ahead In CRT Terminals?"
"Improving CRT-Module Performance
in Today's CRT Terminals"
"CRT-Terminal Review:
A Product Sampler"
"Balancing pP-Interface Tradeoffs"
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tion, switching function, actuator
and terminal style, contact material,
bushing, finish, mounting nut and
cap desired. All switches conduct
6 A@ 125 Vac and come with solid
silver contacts standard; two other
contact types are optional. Both
U.L. and C.S.A. listings are avail ·
able. Insert-molded or epoxy-sealed
terminals eliminate solder flux contamination: three of the six term inal styles serve PC mounting. Pr ice :
$87.50. Oak Switch Div., Crystal
Lake, IL 60014. (815) 459-5000
Circle 219

36"-WIDE PLOTTERS
RESOLVE 200 DOTS/IN
These two computer plotters produce
36"-wide E-size drawings electrostatically . Model 8136 plots at paper
speeds of up to two ips; Model 8236
plots at 0. 75 ips but offers twice the
resolution - 200 dots/linear inch .
Designed to replace or supplement
pen plotters, the electrostatics plot
a raster of data across 32.20" in

one scan, can shade, tone or draw
variable line widths with one command, and can produce continuous
plots up to 500 ft long. Both models
include self-diagnostics that let you
test board-by-board without external
test gear; integral self-diagnostics
test write timing, input clock, data
timing and shift registers. Both models
measure 40" H x 63" W x 34" D;
optional paper take-up winder adds
12" and extension table adds 48."
Prices : $25,000 for Model 8136,
$34,500 for Model 8236 . Versatec,
2805 Bowers Ave., Santa Clara, CA
95051. (408) 988-2800 Circle 226

CMOS COUNTER/TIMER
CLOCKS ON DC TO 1 MHZ
This CMOS 4-decade unit has five
wire connections that supply power,
input and output signals, and reset
to form a complete up/down counter used for timing or length measurement. The counter can operate on
clock frequencies ranging from de
to greater than one MHz; you program its count through a pushbutton
digiswitch. The unit mounts on a
front panel. Price: $65 ea in 100s.
Adaptive Systems, P.O. Box 1481,
Pompano Beach, FL 33061 . (305)
942-4000
Circle 216

10 x 10 MEMORY KIT
AIDS CONTROL-PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT
This 10 x 10 mini memory matrix
allows manual programming for
prototyping of solid state sequential control applications. In kit form,
it comes with 10 diode holders, 10
shorting pins and 20 terminations.
TTL and CMOS compatible, the
matrix can also serve as a simplified
memory device for use with microprocessors and other sol id state controllers . You program binary information by inserting diode pins into
the matrix board and producing a
logic 1 or 0 at the output side of the
board. Capacity equals ten 10-bit
words ; you can link additional matrices together for added memory
capacity. You can also obtain custom
matrices with 8, 16 or 32 bits. Programming Devices Div., Sealectro
Corp., Mamaroneck, NY 10543.
Circle 224

[¥)0[f0~Q~~
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ITJ[[DOUfr@[J
Prints 3 Ii nes per
second, 11 character
locations per
column with a
capacity up to 16 columns.
Print mechanism is small {5V4 " x 10" x 8").
Options avai lable: Serial or parallel BOC interface
Power supply
Attractive case
With the addition of calculator logic, it becomes
our "Intelligent Printer".

Write tor catalog of
Addmaster compu ter peripherals.

ADDMASTER
CO RP O RATION

416 Junipero Serra Drive

•

San Gabriel, California 91776

CIRCLE 64

The probes for
the PRO!
~
OUR OLD LOGIC PROBE
IS WAY AHEAD
OF THE OTHERS
OUR NEW LOGIC PROBE
IS WAY AHEAD OF
OUR OLD ONE ~
THE NEW LP-600 SERIES
1 . 11 OV Protection - Both Ends
2. Dual - Threshold ®
3. High Speed - 5 NS.

/\ii\ Kurz· Kasch, Inc.
\(!)1 1501 WEBSTER STREET
P. 0. BOX 1246
DAYTON, OHIO 45401

(513) 223 -8161
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Reach the rich
EuroP-ean
market •••
now

Many perceptive marketers get a third of their sales from
Europe . Where U.S. technology is welcome .

prehensive qua! ifications questionnaire. Rifle stuff, not
shotgun .

There's no better time than now to parlay potential into profits. If you know where to go . And how to get
your message across the Atlantic .

We're in major international trade shows, too . With
extra distribution . We monitor markets, sense trends,
glean prospects, sift feedback. So that when you ad vertise in DIG I TAL DESIGN, low cost-per-thousand
isn't the only name of the game. It's sales .

DIGITAL DESIGN gets it there. Talk to our regular U.S.
readers at our normal low cost-per-thousand rates and
you talk to our European readers at the same time .

digital .

Not just any Tom , Dick or Guisseppi either. Qualified
prospects, all . Customers whose interests, installations
and buying intentions are catalogued on our own com-

CJ8Slg1

the market makers
Benwill Publishing Corporation, 167 Corey Road , Brookline, MA 02146
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The uP Supermarket:
ID·The-Shell Bugs or customized lrders?
The pressure is on today's designers to add sophisticated features to
their products with the aid of LSI circuitry. But in your haste to keep
pace with market trends, don't blindly jump on the microprocessor
bandwagon. You've heard this advice before, but it bears repeating. For
even if you decide after careful study to rely on a microprocessor to update a product, you may still face difficult choices.
For example, should you choose a standard, off-the-shelf microprocessor set or design and build a custom unit? Complicating the answer to
this question are two emerging trends: t he growing catalog list of standard, general-purpose microprocessors, associated circuits and options;
and the introduction of "specialized" microprocessors, also available off
the shelf but designed for use in specific classes of applications.
One such specialized circuit, an "appliance" microcomputer, serves the white-goods industry. Another,
a programmable, six-function watch circuit, offers seconds, minutes, hours, day, date and stop-watch modes,
and time-zone features. Programming the on-board ROM of either circuit customizes the circuit for a particular set of features.
There's also a third option. Some designers want their own set of bells and whistles and can afford them
because of their products' volume production. They can justify the development expense of a custom microprocessor and thereby obtain a cost-effective chip. Custom microprocessors provide maximum utilization of
chip real estate and point to maximized capability, no overkill and no need for peripheral circuits.
The next two years will spotlight the continued development of circuits for special market segments and
the subsequent broadening of product designers' options. So remember th is lesson : Don't automatically
latch onto the newest, "sexiest" and most widely publicized general-purpose microprocessor. It's not the
only alternative. Standard, specialized and custom microprocessors each serve important market segments.

J
Daryl Mullins is product marketing manager far automotive and
appliance circuits at American Microsystems, Inc. (AMI), Santa
Clara, CA. We will be pleased ta provide space far apposing views.
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we·11 deliver
your
large-capacity.
software·
compatible
disk syste111s in
30daysARO.

This is not a coupon. but a call to action.
Ask any of our customers about our responsive
delivery. Then secure your commitment from the
System Industries representative nearest you:
Boston: Stu Oremland, (617) 492-1791 . New York: Ron Caruso,
(201) 461-3242; Bob Geise, (716) 385-3021; Al Levine, (516) 2994272; Paul Margolin, (201) 694-3334. Washington, D.C.: Dave
Jenoff, (202) 337-1160. Cincinnati: Gary McCabe, (513) 661 -9156.
Los Angeles: Steve Pricer, (714) 752-8904. Houston: Stan Coffee,
(713) 465-2700. Sunnyvale HQ: Jim Winkel, Lynne Hodges, (408)
732-1650. United Kingdom: Pip Smith, Chris lbbott, (4862)70725.

- - - · 30 days A R O - - - ·
CIRCLE 2

Waiting for disk storage delivery can be costly. To
you, and your customers. So why wait for DEC-or
any minicomputer manufacturer-when we can
meet your disk storage requirements in just 30
days?
We've become the world's largest independent
supplier of disk systems for a lot of good reasons.
Responsive delivery is one of them. Equally important is the unmatched performance per dollar we
offer across our entire line-2.5 Mbytes to 1.2 billion bytes.
But don't take our word for it. Ask some of our
recent customers: Bell Canada (RSX-110 on 300
Mbytes), Dictaphone (RS(TS on 80 Mbytes) ; Dlgl·
tal Information Corp. (Dual CPU, MRDOS on 300
Mbytes); Eastman-Kodak (RT-11 on 80 Mbytes);
Lockheed (RSX-11M on 80 Mbytes) ; Stanford
University (UNIX on 300 Mbytes). These are but a
few of the satisfied customers we've helped with
responsive delivery of large capacity systems. If
you would like the names of others, just give us a
call.
So stop waiting-and pick up your phone. A System Industries representative is waiting to tell you
about the quick delivery and OEM pricing of disk
systems with unbeatable price/performance.

Systeml
. 'ndustries
An equal opportunity employer.
535 Del Rey Avenue
Sunnyvale, California 94086
(408) 732-1650, Telex 346-459

GRINNELL DISPLAYS:

Complex color imaging .. .
graphics ... grey scale ... basic
black and white: our 100% solid
state graphic television display
systems can be matched to your
computer display requirement,
easily and economically.
And, they're intelllgent. Powerful instruction sets minimize software overhead, simplify programming and eliminate the need for
complex macro-instructions and

GR

high order programming
operating options. All systems
languages.
drive standard TV monitors.
Further, every Grinnell s stem~-..., Sa, before you make any deincludes a stand!ird co~ ,
: ·. ""' ..•~ ~cnit ~91'flputer display
interface, full alphanumerics
· ~~15. systems, ta1k to the Grinnell exgraphics, 4K MOS randomac~
· · perts. Our engineers have been in
refresh memories and your choice
the display picture longer than
most, and their experience shows.
of standard resolutions: 256 x 256,
256 x 512 or 512 x 512. PlugComplete operating systems start
compatible interfaces for most
at $5,700, and quantity discounts
are available. For detailed specs
minicomputers are available,
along with a large number of
and/ or a quotation, call or write.

2986 Scott Boulevard, Santa Clara, California 95050 (408) 988-2100
CIRCLE 3

s

